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Errata: Solitaire Scenario Book
1. Pg. 5, add “Murmansk” as one of the 
ports the German player is allowed (green 
box labeled “German Ports”). 
2. Pg. 6, Fueling Check result ‘b’ notes 10 
trajectory segments, but the illustration 
shows 7; the illustration is correct.
3. Pg. 10, Action Table result ‘E’ (Bad 
Weather), if no German Convoy is in play 
and 2 or more ships have not been 
destroyed, then apply the Good Weather 
result.
4. Pg. 10, German Action Table result ‘A’, the 
‘3-5’ die roll result is actually the ‘3-6’ result. 
5. Pg. 19, Action Table ‘X’ result clari�cation: 
If the selected German TF has a Convoy in 
it, select another TF (note that the page 1 
rule precluding a TF with a Convoy from 
performing such actions).



Introduction

Solitaire Terminology

These scenarios allow you to use the rules of Atlantic Chase to play with an imaginary opponent. You take 
either the British role or the German, as indicated by the scenario’s instructions, and strive to ful�ll the objec-
tives of the situation. The opponent will make their moves when they have Initiative. In most cases, a 
scenario is neither “won” nor “lost.” Instead, when it concludes, a table of Outcomes is read to complete the 
scenario’s narrative, relating what transpired to the larger context of the ongoing war (called a “Debrie�ng 
Table”). Locate your result in the rows of that table; the higher the row the more successful the outcome. 

Scenario instructions will often invoke a term or phrase in red, such as “nearest TF” (nearest Task Force). These phrases facilitate 
judgment calls during play (just keep in mind that you will have to make judgment calls while playing solitaire). They allow the 
imaginary opponent to make reasonable moves. In some cases the phrase “if possible” appears: that means you should adhere 
to the instructions as best you can but may violate them if necessary (but do so as little as possible).

Do not place a Trajectory segment in a hex that 
would require an Intel marker to be attached to it, 
such as a hex with an enemy port or air base, or a TF 
Station. In some cases, you are to avoid enemy air 
bases and ports, but not enemy TF Stations.

Measure “directness,” or distance, in Trajectory segments. 
Fewer segments is more direct (or shorter) than more 
segments (for example, two segments is more direct 
than three segments). If also required to avoid Intel 
triggers, make the Trajectory as direct as possible while 
avoiding Intel triggers (avoiding the triggers takes 
precedence). 

Identifying a TF:  When an unidenti�ed TF incurs a result 
that a�ects one or more of its ships (for example, they 
must be transferred to the Battle Board), the TF must be 
identi�ed. Roll a die and refer to the scenario’s British or 
German Identify TF Table. It will tell you the number and 
types of ships it contains. When the ships of an unidenti-
�ed TF must be transferred to the Battle Board, immedi-
ately identify the TF.  In the case of an Air Strike or Stealth 
Attack, a Hit of any kind requires the target TF to be iden-
ti�ed, but a “miss” does not. Remember, until identi�ed, the 
TF is very slow. In an Air Strike, for example, you may not 
know for sure if a ship is actually a�ected by a         result until 
after identi�cation. Also, a Skirmish          result could reveal 
Fast ships (the Limited Battle still happens), and Fast ships 
can be surprised.
Note: If an identi�ed TF loses all its ships and becomes 
empty, remove it. It does not become unidenti�ed.

Reminder: A Station has zero segments (it is shortest).

A TF is “in” a hex if it has its Station or one of its Trajectory 
segments in the hex. “In” is also “nearest.”

The selected TF must perform actions most likely to 
trigger a Battle. This might only require an Engage 
action. A Trajectory action may be performed �rst 
(use the most direct route while avoiding enemy air 
bases and ports, and avoid enemy Air Support 
range if possible). 

DIRECT (FARTHEST, NEAREST, LONGEST, SHORTEST)

UNIDENTIFIED

IN

BRING TO BATTLE (Bring on Battle)

AVOID INTEL TRIGGER

Undamaged: The selected TF may not have a Dam-
aged ship, and it may not have a Convoy.

Coordination: If the imaginary player has another 
TF or stealth force in the target hex, it uses Coordi-
nation.

Air Support: If the imaginary player has an air base 
or TF with a CV in range, it uses Air Support. Good 
Weather only.

If the target TF is not a Station: The selected TF must 
perform a Signals action, or if no Intel marker,  a 
Naval Search, instead of an Engage action (and a 
Trajectory action �rst, if not already in the target 
hex; avoid Intel triggers if possible). If you do not 
gain the Initiative after the Signals or Naval Search 
action, roll again on the Action Table to determine 
what the imaginary player will do next. This means 
that the imaginary opponent, after the Naval Search 
or Signals action, may ‘change their mind’ and no 
longer attempt to bring your TF to battle. 

v

In some cases, the imaginary player will operate with an 
empty TF. That is, it won’t have ships in its TF (they have 
yet to be identi�ed). Unless instructed otherwise, the TF 
remains empty but operates normally. An unidenti�ed 
TF’s speed is very slow. 
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Evasiv
e

This British TF is “in” Scapa Flow’s hex. It is 
also NEAREST to Scapa Flow.

Terminology examples

Action Tables

NEAREST

IN

This British TF is the longest.

This British TF is nearest the 
German TF, and to Clyde. And 
this hex is nearest to that port 
(the TF is ‘in’ that port hex).

SHORTEST
This TF is the shortest British 
Trajectory.

DIRECT
For the German TF, this route is 
the most direct to
Wilhelmshaven (but includes  
Intel triggers).

For the German TF, this route is 
the most direct to Wilhelmshaven 
while also avoiding Intel triggers 
(enemy ports, Stations, and air 
bases).

For this British TF, to bring the 
German TF to Battle, it would 
need to perform a Trajectory 
action (adding two segments and 
triggering Intel attachment in the 
station’s hex), and then an 
Engage action (after Interrup-
tion).

For this British TF, this 
end of the Trajectory is 
farthest from Scapa 
Flow.

If the German TF is not identi�ed, it has 
no ships in its box on the Task Force 
Display. Until it has ships, it is very slow.

LONGEST

UNIDENTIFIED

BRING TO BATTLE

FARTHEST

AVOID INTEL TRIGGER

When the imaginary opponent has Initiative, use the scenario’s Action Table to determine the action or 
actions that the imaginary opponent performs. For example, at the start of scenario BL1 on page 7, with zero 
British Completion actions, if you roll a 2, the imaginary opponent performs an Air Strike action (the Action Table 
result is ‘A’,  but if the Weather is bad the result becomes ‘X’). In some cases, the action to be performed may 
seem ambiguous. In those cases, use your best judgment, keeping in mind that the enemy strives to foil your 
objectives. Rely on the guidelines in the Solitaire Terminology on p. 1. Unless noted otherwise, if the 
imaginary player retains Initiative after the action, roll again on the Action Table.
In many instances, Action Table Results will only give you partial information regarding the overall situation. For example, an ‘X’ result 
in scenario BL2 may give you the impression that the unidenti�ed German TF contains raiders hunting your convoy, and that may 
indeed be true. However, it may actually be a German merchant ship scurrying home. You won’t know for sure until you engage it.

Evasive Maneuvers
When the imaginary opponent has the choice between attempting to Seize Initiative or take an 
Evasive Maneuvers marker, make the decision by rolling a die: If 1-4, it attempts to Seize Initiative, 
and if 5-6 it takes the Evasive Maneuvers marker (attach it to a TF with a Convoy, or if no Convoy 
in play, to a TF with a Damaged ship; and if none of those are in play, on any TF). If all TFs already 

have an Evasive Maneuvers marker (or if no TFs are in play), it attempts to Seize Inititiave.
When to use an Evasive Maneuvers Marker? As soon as possible. If the imaginary player has the option to use 
it, it does so.
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In this example, the imaginary 
player is the Germans, and so, 

would prefer to remove segments 
east of the hole.

Germans are EARLY not Late

Battle Behavior
When Battle is triggered and the Battle Board is used, you must operate the imaginary player’s ships as well 
as your own. Do not hesitate to imagine an interesting narrative; making decisions for the sake of drama or 
caution is equally worthy. Exercise your best judgment while guided by the following tendencies: 

Early or Late      , and Shadow
When the imaginary player garners a result on the Naval Search table, such as Early or Late or Shadow, 
remove Trajectory segments in a manner that is advantageous to the imaginary player. What constitutes 
“advantageous” is usually obvious, but if it is not, exercise your best judgment. Or, use a die to make a 
random choice.

Gunnery
The imaginary player will target a Convoy when possible. If no Convoy, it will target the most lethal ship 
(that is, the ship with the largest Gun Value at that range). 
Multiple Ships: If the imaginary player has two or more ships that can attack, each will attack a di�erent 
target, if multiple targets are available. Let’s say there is a Convoy and a BB as targets, the imaginary player will 
attack both, if possible.

Maneuver
British: If the imaginary player is British, undamaged ships will move closer to the enemy. When they have 
the opportunity, torpedo-capable ships will move into the Close zone. Damaged ships move to the Far 
Zone. 
German: If the imaginary player is German, its ships will remain in, or move to, the Far zone, preferring 
Extreme and Long range battles. However, if they face nothing but a Convoy, they will move closer to the 
enemy. If they face nothing more lethal than a DD Squadron, a Damaged ship, or a CL, they will move closer 
to the enemy. However, if they face a torpedo-capable enemy in the Close zone, German ships will move 
away from the enemy.

Break Away
British: If the imaginary player is British, it will attempt Break Away if it has a Convoy or a Damaged ship, or, 
if it does not have a BC or BB and the Germans have a BC or BB.
German: If the imaginary player is German, it will attempt Break Away if it has a Convoy, a DD Squadron 
carrying troops/supplies, or a Damaged ship. If the British have an undamaged BB or BC, German ships will 
attempt Break Away (in general, the Kriegsmarine was wary of risking assets).

British & French
Unless stated otherwise, “British” also refers to French ships. “French” only refers to French ships.

segment
removed

hole
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RV

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

‘BL’ Scenarios: Blockade
This �rst batch of scenarios explores the operations from September 1939 to March 1940. The war has just started and 
both navies scramble to test the enemy and gain advantage. The British seek to bottle the Kriegsmarine in the North 
Sea, itching for a decisive battle, one that will render Germany’s modern ships ine�ective. It also is charged with 
disrupting Germany’s merchant shipping to Norway and elsewhere. Conversely, the Kriegsmarine seeks to test the 
new blockade, hoping to slip lone raiders through to the wide open Atlantic Ocean and beyond.   

Convoys
In these scenarios, a Convoy ship marker represents only a few ships (indeed, a German Convoy might 
only represent a single ship). A German Convoy is destroyed if it su�ers one Hit, and a British Convoy 
is destroyed when it su�ers two Hits (”destroyed” is equivalent to “sunk”; remove the Convoy marker). 
Neither Convoy may disperse. When a Convoy is destroyed, remove it from play (if it was the only ship 
in the Task Force, remove the Task Force from play as well).

Prize Rules
In these scenarios, when a Convoy’s TF is brought to battle (Engage action), and there is no other ship in its Task Force, 
do not �ght the Battle (that is, do not transfer ships to the Battle Board). Instead, automatically the Convoy is 
destroyed (actually, it is captured and sent to a German port), and a Contact marker is attached to the active TF just as 
though it fought the Battle (and it must be rendered a TF Station). If on the Battle Board and the Convoy becomes the 
only ship in the Task Force, the Battle immediately ends and the Convoy is destroyed (prior to that, a Convoy on the 
Battle Board may be attacked with Gunnery or Torpedo attacks during a Battle Round). 

International Incidents
In some scenarios, if a Convoy is the target of an Air Strike, an International Incident is sparked. There is no immediate 
e�ect of an International Incident, but it may have an e�ect on the Action Table and on Debrie�ng.

The Convoy represents potentially neutral merchant ships, and at this stage in the war, both sides adhered to internationally 
accepted “prize rules.” Should a neutral merchant prove to be a combatant or in commerce with a combatant nation, it 
could be seized, but the ship had to be boarded �rst in order to determine its alignment.

“The destruction of the Graf Spee in the action o� the Plate in December, 1939, had brought to an abrupt end the �rst 
German campaign against our shipping in the wide oceans....Admiral Raeder, whose ideas on the conduct of the German 
war at sea were technically sound, had some di�culty in carrying his views in the Fuehrer’s councils. He had even at one time 
to resist a proposal made by the Army to disarm all his heavy ships and use their guns for longe-range batteries on shore.”

- Winston Churchill, Their Finest Hour, 1949.

Rendezvous Markers
Some of these scenarios require use of RV markers. They represent scheduled locations where two or more 
ships are ordered to intersect for the purpose of fueling. The ship rendezvoused with is not represented in the 
game. “Fueling” means the transfer of fuel, but also the shifting from one vessel to another of provisions, 
ammunition, sick and wounded, and prisoners. It also implies the transfer of information, the latest news and 
rumors of war in a radio-silent landscape.
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Inbound

Inbound

A

Reinforcement

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV
3

Widder s1 
0/0AC

Graf Speem
1 2/1
PB

Dunkerque f
4/2

2 
BC

Strasbourg
f

4/2

2 
BC

any
f1 

1/0CL

Raeder

Lutzow m1 
2/1PB

IN
TEL

Halifax to 
Clyde/Liverpool
11 segments

Africa to
Portsmouth
8 segments

RV markers

RV marker

Brest place one in each hex

place one here

Azores

BL1: Raiders of the North Atlantic
September, 1939. Grand Admiral Raeder intends to interfere with British merchant tra�c in the Atlantic. Before war 
was declared, ships were already sent beyond the North Sea to take up position (RV markers), and now he has ordered 
raiders to slip through the developing blockade to harass Britain’s supply lines. 

Objective
Score Hits on British Convoys. Under no circumstances, however, are you to lose a German vessel. Your ships may Com-
plete in Wilhelmshaven, Kiel, or Murmansk (see the Murmansk? table on p.8). Rendezvous may change your objective. 

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: German (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: British and French TFs start as 
indicated.
RV markers: Place 3 Rendezvous mark-
ers as shown below.

Rendezvous Markers
These markers have no e�ect on play 
except when a German TF Station is in 
a hex with one of them. When you 
have Initiative, and a German TF is in a 
hex with a marker, make a Fueling 
Check (roll a die and apply the result 
on the Fueling Table, p. 6).

The End
The scenario ends when there are two or fewer Rendezvous markers 
remaining and the Germans have no Task Forces in play. It may also end as 
a result of the British Action Table.

B-Dienst
When the Germans have Initiative, you may attach an Intel 
marker to a Britsh Trajectory segment. You may do this at any 
time, but only once during the scenario.

Reinforcement
The Graf Spee starts in Reinforce-
ment Group A in Kiel

Lutzow was actually named 
Deutchland at this time in the war. 

It would be renamed in 1940. 

German player

start with Raeder

German Ports
Unless allowed by a Fueling Check 
(p. 6), the only ports that German 
TFs may attempt Completion are 
Kiel and Wilhelmshaven.

2 Hits to destroy a British Convoy; 
Convoys may not disperse

TF starts in hex 
adjacent to any 

RV marker
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RV
1

RV

RV

RV

RV

RVRV

CONTACT

Evasiv
e

Evasiv
e

RV

Afri
ca

Remove the RV marker. Remove 
(repair) one Hit from one German 
ship in the TF (if it has one). 

Remove the RV marker. Also 
remove an Evasive Maneuvers 
marker from the German TF (if it 
has one). 

Remove the RV marker. If Good 
Weather, also remove an Evasive 
Maneuvers marker from the 
German TF (if it has one). 

New Objective: Proceed to South America. Henceforth in 
this scenario, the only German port this TF may attempt 
Completion is South America. The TF is not permitted to 
perform Reorganize actions (Split or Merge), and it may 
not perform another Fueling Check. The ship has been 
ordered to steam south and raid British shipping in the 
South Atlantic and possibly the Indian Ocean.

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, an 
airplane is spotted. Attach a Contact marker to 
the German TF. If it already has one, place a British 
Airbase marker in the hex. If the hex has the 
Arctic Line in it, place the air base marker in the 
nearest non-Arctic Line hex.

A Fueling Check represents the TF rendezvousing with another 
ship or U-Boat at a pre-arranged location and time. Fuel, 
ammunition, provisions, perhaps prisoners are transferred. 
Information may also be exchanged, including intelligence or 
orders.

Legend of Fueling Table Results:

a.

Shift the RV marker to an adjacent hex 
(your choice).   
British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the 
hex with your TF, 

g.

New Objective:  The only actions this TF is permitted is 
Trajectory, Completion, and Pass. You may not attach 
an Evasive Maneuvers marker to this TF. The ship has 
developed severe mechanical problems. If there is 
another ship in the TF, it now serves as escort 
(Split/Reorganize action is not allowed).

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, 

d.

e.

Remove the RV marker. There is no other 
e�ect.  

f.

Shift the RV marker to an adjacent hex (your 
choice). Then,

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex with 
your TF, instead of Vieing for Initiative,  

c.

Fueling Check
When you have Initiative, if a German TF is in the same hex as a Rendezvous marker and the TF is a Station, 
you must roll a die and apply the result on the Fueling Table (on this page). Unless noted otherwise by the 
Fueling Table result, you maintain Initiative after the check. When asked to remove the RV marker, remove 
the one that triggered the Fueling Check.

Clari�cation: A Fueling Check can’t happen during a Pass 
action’s Time Lapse.

1 21d6 3 4

a.

Fueling Table

a. b. c.

5 6

d. e.

a. c. e. f. f. g.

W

WBAD

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

IC

VforI

VforI

VforI

Good
Weather

move
1 hex

move
1 hex

no modi�ers

Remove the RV marker.
News: If there are fewer than 
three Convoys on the Opera-
tions Map, place a new TF as 
shown (place a Convoy in it). 

Use any available TF set; if all ten TFs are already in play, 
do not add this new TF.

b.

Bordeaux
to Africa
7 segments
Convoy

For Completion actions, this TF’s destination
port is Bordeaux, not Plymouth

or Clyde/Liverpool
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any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA any f

1 

1/0
CA

any f1 
0/0CL

British Actions
When the British have the Initiative, use the British Action 
Table to determine their actions. Roll a die and �nd the result 
in the row corresponding to the number of successful British 
Completion actions and/or destroyed Convoys (count only 
Completion actions involving TFs with Convoys). 

British Action Table

0

1

2+

N
um

be
r o

f s
uc

ce
ss

fu
l B

rit
is

h
Co

nv
oy

 C
om

pl
et

io
n 

ac
tio

ns
an

d/
or
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es

tr
oy

ed
 C

on
vo

ys

After successful Completion action:

11d6 2 3 4 5 6

A A B B C C

AA X C C

A XF A C

C

COMPLETION ACTION
Remove Damaged British ships. If this empties a TF, 
remove it. Then select a British TF.
Selection: Select a British TF with a Convoy (if more 
than one, select the shortest Trajectory). If no 
Convoy in play, Ttreat as a ‘Convoy’ British Action 
Table result instead.

CONVOY
Remove Damaged British ships. If this empties a TF, 
remove it. 
Completion? If there is a British TF with a Convoy in 
play, roll a die and apply the result:

No Convoy? If there is no TF with a Convoy already in 
play, create a new TF and place a Convoy in it. Also 
place a CL in it (choose any). Then, roll a die to deter-
mine where to place the new TF:

Then, the new TF performs a Trajectory action to 
Portsmouth or Clyde/Liverpool, whichever is closer. 
Then,

Legend of Action Table Results:

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in 
Clyde/Liverpool or Portsmouth, whichever is closer. 
The TF may need to perform a Trajectory action �rst 
(direct route avoiding Intel triggers, if possible). If 
prevented from performing Completion due to Intel 
markers or Trajectory length, the British Pass instead, 
after the Trajectory action (if any).

A

B

AIR STRIKE
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, treat as an ‘X’ 
result if there is a British TF in play with a CA in it (the 
TF with a CA is the selected TF). If no CA in play, treat 
as a ‘B’ Action Table result.

If this is the second (or 
subsequent) time this 
result has been 
garnered on the Action 
Table, and a British TF 
Station is in the hex 
shown here, ignore this 
result and treat as an 
‘X’ British Action Table 
result.

BLOCKADE
Create a new British TF. 
Place three CAs in it. 
Place the TF Station in 
the hex shown here. 
Then roll again on the 
Action Table.

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a German TF in range of a British 
or French airbase (select the target that will give the 
British the most favorable Air Support modi�er).

No Target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike, select a British TF with a CA in 
it, or if no CAs in play, an unidenti�ed TF. If more 
than one candidate to choose, select the TF nearest  
a German TF. If none in play, create a new unidenti-
�ed TF in Portsmouth. In any case, the selected TF 
performs a Trajectory action to the nearest  German 
TF, then a Naval Search action (if the German TF is a 
Station, it performs an Engage action instead). 

4+ CAs? If there are four or more British CAs in play, 
and there is no target for an Air Strike, treat this as 
BOTH an ‘A’ and an ‘F’ result. The French TF will be 
the Active TF and the British TF the Coordinating TF.

Time Lapse: Remove the selected TF’s segments 
farthest from the destination port.

IC

IC

convoy

convoy

convoy

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
German TF.

1-2
3-5

6

treat as an ‘A’ British Action Table result
treat as a ‘C’ British Action Table result

EVEN
ODD

Africa
Halifax

treat as an ‘F’ British Action Table result

7
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F

X

FRENCH ACTION
End? If three British Convoys have successfully 
Completed, Fuel Limits are now in e�ect (see p.8).

DECISIVE ACTION
End? If two British Convoys have successfully 
Completed, Fuel Limits are now in e�ect (see p.8).

Select TF: The French TF is selected.

Select TF: Select a British TF with a BC in it (not 
French BCs). If none in play, select an unidenti�ed 
TF, and if none in play, create an unidenti�ed TF in 
Scapa Flow or Gibraltar, whichever is nearest a 
German TF. 

Action: The French TF performs actions intended to 
Bring to Battle the German TF nearest a British 
Convoy. Choose a target hex nearest the Convoy. If 
no Convoy is in play, create a new TF in Gibraltar 
(place the Station in the port box and place a 
Convoy in the TF’s box on the Task Force Display). If 
no German TF can be targeted, treat as a ‘C’ British 
Action Table result instead.

Action: The selected TF performs actions intended to 
Bring to Battle the nearest German TF. If no 
German TF can be targeted for a Naval Search or 
Engage action,treat as a ‘C’ British Action Table result 
instead.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
target hex.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
target hex.

DD is 
destroyed 
when it su�ers 
2 Hits

The German ships are con�scated by the Soviet 
Union. You lose 3 VP.

The ships quietly refuel and make their way safely to 
Kiel.

This sparks an international incident. You lose 1 VP.

1-2

0 or less

Modi�er: -1 if 2 or more Convoys are destroyed

1-2

3-6

1d6

1d6 result

3 5 6

BC

Identify British TF
no modi�ers

BC
CA CA

CA
CL

CL

4

CA
CA

DD

Murmansk?
Before Debrie�ng, if a German TF Completed in 
Murmansk, roll a die and apply the result:

Fuel Limits
When invoked by the British Action Table, the only 
actions you (the Germans) are permitted are 
Completion, Pass, and Trajectory.

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally 
Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the  BL1 Debrie�ng Table for 
the outcome.

-5
-3

sunk
damaged

Each
German ship? VP

3

-2

Each Completed
British Convoy-1

3
none

1
62+ 

British casualties...

Destroyed British Convoys? VP

0
1

no Hits
Damaged (including removed ships)

2Sunk

Each British BC, CA & CL su�ered: VP

Failure! Grossadmiral Raeder is relieved of 
command.

What went wrong? No more German ships will 
be released for raids in the Atlantic. If a German 
PB was sunk, Raeder’s days are numbered.

Success. Grossadmiral Raeder is pleased with 
the reports, but if a German ship was Damaged 
or sunk, he has no choice but to curtail more 
sorties. He can’t a�ord losses.

Raiders Triumphant! Grossadmiral Raeder is 
pleased with the reports. Thus far, the British 
are unable to contend with his raiders. He has 
permission to sortie more into the Atlantic.

BL1 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-3
or less

0 to -2

Encouraging. Raeder is encouraged by the 
reports, but if a German ship fought a Battle 
with anything but a Convoy, he is admonished 
by the Fuhrer. However, if a British ship was 
sunk (not a Convoy), increase this Outcome 
one row (to “Success”).

1-2

3-5

6 +

One or more German TFs 
Completed in South 

America?
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Inbound

Inbound

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB
Valiant

s

3/1

2 
BB Repulse

f

3/1

2 
BC

any f1 
0/0CL

any f1 
0/0CL

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

ReinforcementA

ForbesStrasbourg
f

4/2

2 
BC

any
f1 

1/0CL

any
f1 

1/0CL

Gensoul

Reinforcement

B

PoundHalifax to 
Clyde/Liverpool
11 segments

Africa to
Portsmouth
8 segments

BL2: Contain and Destroy
September, 1939. After twenty years of peace, war is upon the sea once again. Admiralty is committed to bottling the 
Kriegsmarine in the North Sea. Britain’s merchant shipping is scattered, vulnerable to attack, but German merchant 
ships are also vulnerable.

Objective
Score Hits on German Convoys. Protect British Convoys. Sink Germain raiders. Do not spark an international incident. 

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: British (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: no TFs set-up at start.

The End
The scenario ends when two Convoys have Completed (British and/or 
German). It may also end as a result of the German Action Table.

Reinforcement
The Rodney and Valiant start in Reinforcement Group A in 
Scapa Flow. French ships start in Reinforcement Group B.

British player

This TF Station sets-up 
adjacent to any British 
controlled Port except 

Scapa Flow & Methil.

Neutral Waters
British Air Strike and 
Engage actions in these 
hexes may spark an Inter-
national Incident (see p.11).

Forbes starts attached
to any British ship

Gensoul starts attached
to any French ship

start with Pound

2 Hits to destroy a British Convoy; 1 
Hit to destroy a German Convoy; 
Convoys may not disperse; Prize 

Rules are in e�ect (p.4)
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German Actions
When the Germans have the Initiative, use the German Action Tables to determine their actions. Start by using the 
“Early” table. Use the “Late” table after a Battle has occurred or a Convoy destroyed, or after an Air Strike action has 
been performed by either side.

Late
German Action Tables
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After successful Completion action:

Early
0-11d6 2 3 4 5 6

A X T C

XA X X C

A X XE E C

C

COMPLETION ACTION
Selection: Select a German TF with a Convoy. If no 
Convoy in play, select a TF with a Damaged ship. If 
none, select the TF with the shortest Trajectory. 

CONVOY
Selection: Select a German TF  with a Convoy in it. If 
none in play, create a new TF in Narvik and place a 
Convoy in it.

Legend of Action Table Results:

IC

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in Kiel. If 
the TF contains an undamaged PB, it attempts to 
Complete in South America instead. The selected TF 
may need to perform a Trajectory action �rst (most 
direct route), and will avoid enemy ports and 
airbases (but not enemy Stations). If trajectory 
length or Intel attachment prevents Completion, 
Pass instead.

No German TF: If there are no German TFs in play, 
treat this as an ‘A’ result.

A

AIR STRIKE
Remove all Damaged German ships. If this empties a 
TF, remove it. Removed ships count for VP (see. p.11).
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, treat as a ‘T’ result.

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a British TF in range of a German 
Airbase (select the target that will give the Germans 
the most favorable Air Support modi�er). 
No target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike, roll a die and apply the result:

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

After successful Completion action: IC
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from Kiel.

11d6 2 3 4 5 6

A A X X C C

E

0

E

E T X X C C

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

convoy

convoy

convoy

convoy

Modi�er: -1 if a German ship in play is Damaged or
 one was sunk, or a Convoy was destroyed

E

END?
Bad Weather: If a German Convoy is in play, that 
Convoy automatically Completes and the scenario 
ends. Also, if 2 or more ships (including Convoys) are 
destroyed, the scenario ends. Otherwise, apply the 
Good Weather result.

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good and there is no 
British Convoy in play, the scenario ends. Refer to 
Debrie�ng. If a British Convoy is in play, create a new 
German TF with a BC and place the TF in Wilhelm-
shaven. It attempts to bring to Battle the nearest 
British TF with a Convoy. It will avoid British 
controlled ports and airbases. It will avoid, if possible, 
Air Strike range.
BC already? If there is a German BC in play already, 
add a second BC to its TF and treat as an ‘X’ German 
Action Table result with this as the selected TF. If there 
are two BCs already in the TF, remove one (if one is 
Damaged, remove it). If the ‘E’ German Action Table 
result is garnered a third or subsequent time and the 
Weather is Good, treat as an ‘X’ German Action Table 
result.

1-2

3-6 Treat as an ‘X’ German Action Table result.

Create a new German TF in South America 
and place a Convoy in it; then, it performs a 
Trajectory action to the Azores and then to 
the Faroe Is. (next to Scapa Flow); then roll 
again on the German Action Table result;

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in Kiel. The 
TF may need to perform a Trajectory action in order 
to do the Completion action (in which case, perform 
the Trajectory action �rst (most direct route) and 
then the Completion action. If Completion is 
prevented by Intel attachment or Trajectory length,  
the TF performs a Pass action instead.
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T

X

TRAJECTORY ACTION
Select TF: Select an unidenti�ed TF. If none in play, 
create a new unidenti�ed TF in Murmansk.

DECISIVE ACTION
Select TF: Select a German TF with a BC in it. If none 
in play, select a TF that does not have a Convoy in it. 
If no German TFs qualify, create a new unidenti�ed 
TF in:

Action: The selected TF performs a Trajectory action 
(most direct rout while avoiding Intel triggers; if 
not enough segments to reach, stretch the Trajec-
tory as far as it will go). Roll a die to determine 
where:

Action: If the selected TF has a Damaged ship, treat 
as a ‘C’ German Action Table result instead (with the 
Damaged ship’s TF as the selected TF). If none of its 
ships are Damaged, the selected TF performs actions 
intended to Bring to Battle a British TF with a 
Convoy. The selected TF will target the nearest hex 
while avoiding intel triggers if possible.

After the Trajectory action, apply the “next action” 
indicated by the table: The selected TF performs either 
a Completion or Pass action; if Completion is impos-
sible due to trajectory length or Intel attachment, the 
Germans Pass instead.
Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest Murmansk.

If the unidenti�ed TF is attempting to Bring on Battle, replace 
‘Convoy’ with a PB and a CA.

If an AC or two PBs or two CAs are already in play, or were in 
play, and another is garnered by this table, replace with a BC. A 
maximum of 2 BCs may be in play (if instructed to bring a third 
into play, replace with a CL).

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
target hex.

South America

Azores

Kiel

1-3 

4-5

6

1d6 Trajectory’s end
Completion (S. America)

Pass

Completion (Kiel)

next action

Place German airbase marker in Trondhiem.

no adverse e�ect

Political Backlash: Norway is irate (-2 VP)

1 

2-3

4-6

1d6 result

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally 
Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the  BL2 Debrie�ng Table for 
the outcome.

5
1

sunk
damaged

includes removed

Each
German ship? VP

-2
3

Completed
destroyed

Each German
Convoy VP

2
-5

Completed
destroyed

British casualties...

Each
British Convoy: VP

-2 VP
Each Political Backlash

0
-1

no Hits
Damaged

-3Sunk

Each British BC, CA & CL su�ered: VP

Crisis! Admiral Forbes is cashiered as naval 
assets are stripped from Asia and the Paci�c to 
halt this developing crisis. 

What went wrong? If more German Convoys 
than British Convoys were destroyed, increase 
this Outcome one row (to Bloody?). Otherwise, 
this war has started poorly for Admiralty, and 
Churchill is keen to replace Admiral Forbes.

Success. Britain maintains the upper hand on 
the high seas.

Britannia Triumphant! The First Lord of the 
Admiralty, Winston Churchill, is ecstatic. He 
urges the Prime Minister to authorize the 
mining of Norway’s Inner Leads.

BL2 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-3
or less

1 to
-2

Bloody? If British Convoy Hits exceed one, this 
is a discouraging result. If there was Political 
Backlash, Churchill’s scheme to mine 
Germany’s iron ore shipping routes will be 
shelved.

2-3

4-8

9 +

1-21d6 3 5-6

PB

Identify German TF
no modi�ers

CA Convoy
4

ACInternational Incident
Each time the British performs an Engage or Air Strike 
action targeting a TF in Neutral Waters (see p. 9), roll a 
die and apply the result indicated in the table (do this 
after resolving the Engage/Battle or Air Strike):

“Removed” is not “destroyed.” 

1-4 = Kiel,  5 = Narvik,  6 = S. Americaroll 1d6
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Norwegian Sea

Submarine

Raeder

Köln f1 
1/0CL

Karlsruhef1 
1/0CL

2 Scharnhorst

BC

f

3/2

2 Gneisenau
BC

f

3/2

Marschall

Hipper f1 
1/0CA

IN
TEL

BL3: Raiders of the North Sea
February, 1940. Grand Admiral Raeder is keen to interfere with British merchant tra�c to and from Norway. He is also 
keen to engage vulnerable British ships in battle, or lure them under Luftwa�e dominated skies where they can be 
attacked from the air.

Objective
Hit British Convoys hard, and if the opportunity presents itself, take down a British cruiser, or better yet, a battleship, 
aircraft carrier, or battlecruiser. Under no circumstances, however, are you to lose a German vessel to the North Sea.

Reinforcements
Before starting the scenario, place two 
CLs in Reinforcement Group A. Place the 
Reinforcement Group marker in either the 
Wilhelmshaven or Kiel port box.

Set-Up
Weather: Bad
Initiative: German (the player)
Map: North Sea Inset Map
Enemy: An unidenti�ed British TF and a  
British Submarine marker begin in play 
as indicated by the illustration.

The End
The scenario ends when the Germans have no Task Forces in play, or, when 
two Convoys and/or Unidenti�ed TFs have Completed or been destroyed.

B-Dienst
When the Germans have Initiative, or during set-up, you may 
attach an Intel marker to a Britsh Trajectory segment. You may 
do this at any time, but only once during the scenario.

German player

Bergen
Unidenti�ed British TFs and those 
with a Convoy may Complete in 
Bergen, but it is a neutral port and 
does not trigger Intel for either side, 
British nor German.Bergen does not 
have a port box in this scenario.

start with Raederstart with Marschall
(attach to any ship)

unidenti�ed
British TF

2 Hits to destroy a British Convoy 
or DD; Convoys may not disperse

Special Rule: Do not transfer TFs 
to Port Boxes; TFs must remain on 

map unless Completed.
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British Actions
When the British have the Initiative, use the British Action Tables to determine their actions. Start by using the “Early” 
table. Use the “Late” table after a Battle has occured or was triggered (by a Battle, Closing In, or Skirmish result), or after 
an Air Strike action has been performed by either side (but not a Stealth Attack).

Late
British Action Tables
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After successful Completion action:

Early
11d6 2 3 4 5 6

A A C C

AA A C C

AE E C

C

COMPLETION ACTION to...where?
Selection: Select a British TF with a Convoy (f more 
than one, select the shortest Trajectory). If no 
Convoy in play, select an unidenti�ed TF. If none, 
select any British TF. 

CONVOY.
Selection: Select a British TF  with a Convoy in it 
(proceed to “Action”). If none in play, roll a die: if 1-4 
create a new TF in Bergen and place a Convoy in it; if 
5-6 create it in Mithil instead. Then                .

Legend of Action Table Results:

IC

IC

IC

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in a port. If 
using the Early table, it attempts to Complete in 
Methil. If the Late table, in Scapa Flow. The selected 
TF may need to perform a Trajectory action �rst 
(most direct route), and will avoid enemy ports and 
airbases (but not enemy Stations). If trajectory length 
or Intel attachment prevents Completion, Pass 
instead.

No British TF: If there are no British TFs in play, treat 
this as an ‘A’ result.

A

AIR STRIKE
Bad Weather: Remove Damaged British ships. Then 
treat as an ‘X’ result if there is a British TF in play with 
a CA in it (it is the selected TF). If no CA in play, 
instead create a TF in Portsmouth with 2 CAs. It 
performs a Trajectory action to Scapa Flow (most 
direct route). Then,                 

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a German TF in range of a British 
air base (select the target that will give the British 
the most favorable Air Support modi�er). If no target 
is in range, perform a Stealth Recon action targeting 
the nearest German TF (nearest to the Submarine 
force; if the Submarine is not in play, place in the 
Heligoland hex). If the Submarine is already in a hex 
with a German TF, and that TF is an eligible target, it 
performs a Stealth Attack instead with a +4 modi�er.

E

END?
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, remove all 
Damaged British ships, then               . If none to 
remove, remove a TF with a British Convoy (it counts 
as a Completed Convoy), then               . If none to 
remove, the scenario ends instead. Refer to Debrief-
ing.
Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, the scenario 
ends. Refer to Debrie�ng. Your ships are recalled by a 
nervous Fuhrer.

Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest Wilhelm-
shaven.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

After successful Completion action: IC

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from its 
Completion port.

0 11d6 2 3 4 5 6

E A X C C C

E

E

E X X X C C

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

convoy

convoy

convoy

convoy

convoy

convoy Modi�er: -1 a British ship in play is Damaged or was sunk

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in Methil (if 
the TF was created in Bergen, it attempts to Complete 
in Methil instead). The TF may need to perform a 
Trajectory action in order to do the Completion 
action (in which case, perform the Trajectory action 
�rst (most direct route), avoiding Intel triggers, and 
then the Completion action). If it has an Intel marker 
attached, preventing the Completion action, it 
performs a Pass action instead to remove the Intel 
marker.

IC

IC
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The selected TF performs actions 
designed to bring the nearest 
German TF to Battle (Bring to Battle).

X

X

DECISIVE ACTION.
Selection: First, remove all Damaged British ships. 
Then, select a British TF with a BC in it (if more than 
one to choose, select the shortest Trajectory). If no 
BCs in play, select a British TF with a BB in it. If none, 
select an unidenti�ed TF, and if none, create a new 
unidenti�ed TF in Scapa Flow.

Action: Roll a die and �nd the result on the 
Decisive Action Table:

Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Scapa Flow.

1-2

Selected TF:

Legend of Results...

BC/BB

Unidenti�ed
or CA

1d6 3 5 6

a.

a.

The selected TF performs actions 
designed to Bring to Battle the 
nearest German TF to Scapa Flow.

c.

e. The selected TF performs a Trajectory 
action to the nearest German TF, 
avoiding Intel triggers (if possible), 
and preferably in Air Strike range of a 
British airbase. Then, the British 
perform an Air Strike on the German 
target nearest the British TF (if 
possible, the British TF will serve as 
CTF). If Bad Weather or no German 
target is in range, treat as f. instead.

The selected TF performs actions designed 
to Bring to Battle the nearest German TF 
to a British TF with a Convoy. If no Convoy 
is in play, place a Convoy in the TF and treat 
as ‘convoy’ Action Table result.

f.

The selected TF performs a Trajectory action 
to the nearest German TF (if a German TF 
has an Intel marker, it targets that hex; if it is 
in a hex with a German air base or port, 
apply h instead)). Then, place the British 
Submarine force in the target hex and 
attach an Intel marker to the German TF 
(unless it is a Station). The Submarine force 
immediately performs a Stealth attack. If no 
attack, apply ‘h’ instead. 

g.

The selected TF performs actions designed 
to Bring to Battle the nearest German TF 
to Wilhelmshaven.

h.

Place the Submarine force in a hex with a 
German TF (select the nearest hex to 
Bergen). Do this even if the hex has a 
German airbase or port. If the German TF is 
a Trajectory, attach an Intel marker (if the 
German TF is a Station, attach a Contact 
marker instead). Then, the selected TF 
performs actions designed to Bring to 
Battle the German TF in the Submarine’s 
hex. 

i.

Same as c., but in addition, a British 
TF with one or more CAs performs a 
Trajectory action in order to serve as 
a Coordinating TF. If no British TF with 
a CA is in play, create a new unidenti-
�ed TF in Portsmouth (it performs a 
Trajectory action designed to allow 
this new TF to serve as a CTF).

d.

Same as a., but in addition, a British 
TF with one or more CAs performs a 
Trajectory action in order to serve as 
a Coordinating TF. If no British TF with 
a CA is in play, create a new unidenti-
�ed TF in Portsmouth (it performs a 
Trajectory action designed to allow 
this new TF to serve as a CTF).

b.

Decisive Action Table

b. d.

4

c. d.

e. f. h.g. i.

11d6 2-3 4

Identify British TF

Ea
rl

y
La

te

CA
CA

BC
BC
CA

CL
Convoy

5 6

DD

BB
CA
CA

CL
BC
BB BB

BC CA
CV

BB CA
CL CA

CA

Convoy

Convoy

A BB result must be either the Nelson or Rodney. If already 
in play, or if they were in play, select any slow BB. If the 
British TF is instructed by the Action Table result to Bring 
on Battle, replace ‘Convoy’ with a BB. DD (DD Squadron) 
is sunk by two Hits.

cont.
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Defeat! If a German BC was sunk, this was a disaster. If not, the defeat was embarrassing, but the Kriegsmarine 
remains intact as Grossadmiral Raeder spars with the Royal Navy. The Fuhrer is concerned, however, and is 
considering the pool of successors if Raeder continues to demonstrate impaired judgment. If two British Convoys 
were destroyed, this was a Pyrric victory. Britain’s vulnerability is exposed and morale there declines. And yet, the 
Kriegsmarine is gutted. There can be no invasion of Norway. 

What went wrong? If one or more Hits were scored on Convoys, Grossadmiral Raeder is encouraged even if the Fuhrer 
is disappointed. If a German ship was sunk, or two or more were Damaged, Hitler is enraged and Grossadmiral Raeder 
will be relieved of command. If a British BC or BB was sunk, however, Raeder is able to show that operations were not 
a complete loss, and he manages to remain at his post (for now). 

Victorious Raiders. If a Convoy su�ered one or more Hits, Grossadmiral Raeder has successfully demonstrated that 
the Kriegsmarine’s surface assets are critical to the successful disruption of Britain’s supply chain. He sketches a plan 
to release assets into the North Sea, through the blockade, and into the North Atlantic to hunt for convoys. If a Battle 
took place against a British BB, BC, or CA and no German ship su�ered Hits, the Fuhrer is ecstatic that Britain’s aging 
�eet is no match for Germany’s modern vessels. Marschall is awarded the Knight’s Cross.

Victory at Sea! If no German ship was Hit, this is a stunning victory. The Fuhrer’s con�dence in the Kriegsmarine 
escalates and Grossadmiral Raeder is free to assign more assets to raids in the North Sea. Meanwhile, at 10 Downing 
Street in London, Prime Minister Chamberlain must come to terms with the fact that his military options are 
dwindling. If a German ship was Hit, a spy indicates that Admiralty is instructed to sketch a plan of bold action 
intended to achieve a decisive battle. “The fangs of the Kriegsmarine must be removed.”

BL3 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-1
or less

0 to 1

Battle at Sea. If a German ship was sunk, the Fuhrer’s disappointment is palpable. Grossadmiral Raeder’s plans to slip 
assets through the blockade and into the Atlantic will meet a poor reception at the Reichstag. If none were sunk but 
one or more Damaged, the Kriegsmarine’s pool of assets are greatly diminished, which will limit its capabilities for the 
next few months. If none were sunk or Damaged, the result is received by Hitler as encouraging, but as he looks 
ahead to crucial campaigns in the West, he orders Raeder to cease all operations involving cruisers or anything larger.

2-3

4-5

6 +

1
-1

yes
no

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the BL3 Debrie�ng Table for the 
outcome.

British Convoy
engaged in Battle? VP

-1
0

yes
no

German TF the
target of an Air Strike VP

-1 each successful Completion
0

yes
no

British TF with a
Convoy Completed VP

Kriegsmarine assets...

-1BC

Each Hit on a
German... VP

-3
-1

sunk
damaged

Each
German CA or CL... VP

-5
-1

sunk
damaged

Each
German BC... VP

-1
3

none su�ered a Hit
1 destroyed

52 destroyed

British casualties...

British Convoys ?

apply these once only, not each Battle or Airstrike

VP are cumulative
(e.g., if the Scharnhorst su�ers two Hits,

Damaging it, you lose 3 VP)

VP

0
1

no Hits
Damaged

3Sunk

Each British BB, BC, CV su�ered: VP

0
1

no Hits
Damaged

2Sunk

Each British CA, CL su�ered: VP
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POINTS OF INTEREST
These points have no e�ect on game 
play, except to orient the player. For 
example, in Scenario N1, the player must 
strive to place mines in  the hexes with 
Bud and Andalsnes.

‘N’ Scenarios: Norway
This batch of six scenarios explores the operations in April, May, and June 1940. Britain continues to make commerce 
with Norway, as does Germany, except Britain is keen to turn o� the valve of Germany’s iron ore supply. As far as Britain 
is concerned, that commerce can be bottled up with the blockade it has established on the North Sea.  

Norwegian Reaction
The Norwegians may not take kindly to 
being invaded or the mining of their coastal 
waters. When you perform a successful 
Completion action in a Norwegian Port or 
point of interest, roll a die and check the 
result on the Norwegian Reaction Table 
(speci�c to each scenario). The imaginary 
player is not required to do this (Reaction 
is incorporated into the Action Tables).

Norwegian Completion Actions
Each of these scenarios allows for Completion actions in Norway. This represents troops and supplies unloading in a 
Norwegian port or landing point, or perhaps minelayers setting mines. The player is only allowed a Completion action 
in a Norway hex when a Convoy or DD Squadron is in the TF. When such a Completion action succeeds in Norway, do 
not remove the TF or its ships. Instead, perform Time Lapse (remove segments from either end, just like any Time 
Lapse).

Enemy Completion in Norway: When the imaginary player successfully Completes in Norway, remove the TF and its 
ships. 

A Convoy may share a TF with other 
ships, but not another Convoy.  If a DD 
Squadron carries troops or supplies, it 
may not share a TF with a Convoy. A 
successful Completion action means 
troops or supplies or mines disembarked. 

Reminder: A Convoy can su�er Hits, it can 
be destroyed, but it can’t be ‘Damaged.’

At the start of the war in late 1939, Scandinavia was embroiled in the contest despite its neutrality. Britain considered sending a squad-
ron into the Baltic Sea to assist Poland, but Germany’s air assets were deemed too much a threat for such direct action. Germany’s war 
industry relied on Swedish ore, which was shipped out of the nearest port. That port was in Narvik, and the sea route ran along Norway’s 
coast, making it a target for the Royal Navy. Admiral Donitz who commanded Germany’s U-Boat �eet, along with Grand Admiral 
Raeder, strenuously lobbied for access to Norwegian ports and �ords as a safe harbor for the Kriegsmarine, allowing that naval force to 
break Britain’s blockade of the North Sea. Both governments, therefore, looked at Norway as a potential and inevitable battleground.

Neutral Norway
Norway is neutral. A Trajectory segment placed in a space with a Norwegian port, such as Narvik, does not trigger Intel 
(that is, an Intel marker is not attached to the segment). Also, Norwegian ports are not connected to port boxes (that 
is, the Bergen, Trondhiem, and Narvik port boxes are out of play in these scenarios).
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m
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s
0/naDD

SQUADRON

CONVOYvs

-2/na
CONVOYvs

-2/na
CONVOYvs

-2/na

Renown
f

3/1

2 
BC

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

Forbes

Valiant
s

3/1

2 
BB

Repulse
f

3/1

2 
BC

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA Birminghamf1 

1/0CA

ReinforcementA
Reinforcement

B

Pound

N1:Operation Wilfred
Early April 1940. Admiralty intends to rob the Germans of untroubled access to Norway’s “inner leads,” laying mines in 
key places along the convoy route from Narvik to Germany. There is some concern, however, that Norway may retali-
ate or move towards Germany politically, or that Germany will use this operation as an excuse to launch an invasion.

Objective
Establish mines in Vest�orden, Bud, and Aandalsnes. Do not lose British ships in the e�ort, nor Damage any. And, 
above all, do not allow a German Task Force to enter the Denmark Strait (where it might attack convoys in the Atlantic).

Special Instructions
Mines: Up to 3 Mines stealth force markers may be placed (one in the Narvik/Vest�orden hex, one in the Bud 
hex, and one in the Aandalsnes hex). To place a Mines marker, a TF with a Convoy must successfully perform 
a Completion action in the target hex (see p. 16, “Norwegian Completion Actions”). If successful, place the 
Mines marker and perform Time Lapse (once placed, it is a Stealth force). Then, if the Mines was placed in the 
Narvik (Vest�orden) hex, check Norwegian Reaction (see p. 19).

Set-Up
Weather: Bad
Initiative: British (the player)
Map: Norwegian Sea Inset Map;  
Enemy: No German TFs at start

The End
The scenario ends when the British have no Convoys in play (they have 
Completed in Scapa Flow or been destroyed).

start with Pound

DD Squadron is
destroyed by 4 Hits

For Norwegian Reaction, see p. 19.

British player

Each British Convoy is destroyed when it 
su�ers 2 Hits. They may not disperse.

German Convoys
May not disperse. Are destroyed 
when they su�er 6 Hits.

Germans will always opt for 
a Seize Initiative attempt 
when the opportunity arises.
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German Actions
When the Germans have the Initiative, use the German Action Tables to determine their actions. Start by using the 
“Early” table. Use the “Late” table after a Battle has occured (caused by Battle, Closing In, Skirmish results), or after an ‘I’ 
result on the action table.

Late
German Action Tables

0

1

2+

N
um

be
r o

f M
in

es
 o

n 
m

ap
?

After successful Completion action:

Early
11d6 2 3 4 5 6

M T N D C C

I M T N C C

I I M T N C

C

D

COMPLETION ACTION to...where?
Selection: Select a German TF. If more than one, 
select the TF with a Damaged ship or Convoy, and if 
none, select the shortest Trajectory. If no TF in play, 
apply an ‘M’ result instead. 

COMPLETION ACTION to DENMARK STRAIT.
Selection: Select the German TF nearest a Denmark 
St. port hex. The selected TF may not have a Convoy 
or Damaged ship. If no eligible TF may be selected, 
create a new TF and PB in it and place it in Kiel (it is 
the selected TF).
Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in nearest 
Denmark Strait port hex. The TF may need to perform 
a Trajectory action (most direct route). If Comple-
tion is prevented by Trajectory length or Intel attach-
ment, it performs a Pass action instead.

Legend of Action Table Results:

IC

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in a port. 
Roll another die to determine the destination port 
(use the Port Table on this page; do so even if you 
already did so before for the selected TF - its destina-
tion can change). The selected TF may need to 
perform a Trajectory action �rst (most direct route), 
and will avoid enemy ports and airbases (but not 
enemy Stations). If trajectory length or Intel attach-
ment prevents Completion, Pass instead.
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

After successful Completion action: IC

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
Denmark Strait port hex.

11d6 2 3 4 5 6

D X X C C C

D D X X C C

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

11d6 2 3-4 5-6

Murm
ansk

Kiel

Tro
ndheim

Narvik

Port Table

If Damaged or a 
Convoy, do not 
roll a die: its 
destination 
port is Kiel.

11d6 2 3 4 5 6

BC

New German TF

BC PB
BC BC BC CL

BC
CA CA

INTERCEPTION.
Selection: Select a German TF. If more than one is in 
play, select the nearest to Narvik. If none in play, 
create a new German TF in Kiel. If unidenti�ed or 
new, roll a die to determine the ships in the TF:

I

Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Kiel.

Action: Selected TF attempts to bring a British TF to 
Battle. Target an enemy Station (but not one in Scapa 
Flow). If none, target a Trajectory nearest to Trond-
heim).

If no TF to target, the scenario ends. Proceed to 
Debrie�ng.

If two BCs are already in play, treat a ‘BC’ 
result as a ‘CL’ result instead.

no modi�ers

no modi�ers
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ICAfter successful Completion action:

M

TRAJECTORY ACTION to MURMANSK.
In Murmansk? If an unidenti�ed TF or a TF with a 
Convoy is in Murmansk, treat as ‘N’ instead. If a TF with 
an undamaged BC (and no Convoy) is in Murmansk, 
treat as a ‘D’ instead. 

Action: Selected TF performs a Completion action in 
Murmansk. It may �rst perform a Trajectory action 
using the most direct route. If an Intel marker or length 
of Trajectory prevents a Completion action, it performs 
a Pass action instead.

Note: This TF may be a tanker or troop ship (Convoy) 
intended to invade Norway or support the invasion, or, it 
could be a raider intending to turn west to attack British 
merchant shipping, or, it may be looking for your ships 
and spoiling for a �ght.

Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Kiel.

Selection: Select a German TF. If more than one to 
choose, select an unidenti�ed TF, or if none, one with 
a Convoy. If no TF in play, create and select an uniden-
ti�ed TF in Kiel.

ICAfter successful Completion action:

N

TRAJECTORY ACTION to NARVIK.
Selection: Select a German TF. If more than one to 
choose, select an unidenti�ed TF, or if none, one with a 
Convoy. If none, create a new TF (unidenti�ed) in Kiel.

Action: Selected TF performs a Completion action in 
Narvik. If necessary, it �rst performs a Trajectory action 
using the most direct route. If an Intel marker or length 
of Trajectory prevents a Completion action, it performs 
a Pass action instead.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from Narvik.

IC

T

TRAJECTORY ACTION to TRONDHEIM.
Selection: Select an unidenti�ed German TF (if more 
than one to choose, select the nearest to Trondhiem). 
If none, select a German TF with a Convoy. If none, 
create a new unidenti�ed TF in Kiel.

Action: Selected TF performs a Completion action in 
Trondheim. If necessary, it �rst performs a Trajectory 
action using the most direct route. If an Intel marker or 
length of Trajectory prevents a Completion action, it 
performs a Pass action instead.

After successful Completion action: If the selected TF 
is unidenti�ed, remove the TF; if identi�ed, it 
immediately performs a Trajectory action to Kiel, 
and then a Completion action in Kiel. Then,

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from Trond-
heim.

11d6 2 3 4

BC

X – Identify German TF
no modi�ers

no modi�ers

BC
BC BC

BC
BC

BC
PB

5 6

BC
CA

PB
CA

If two BCs are already in play, treat a ‘BC’ 
result as a ‘CL’ result instead.

X

BRING ON BATTLE.
Selection: Remove Damaged ships from all German TFs. 
Then, select a German TF with a BC, PB, or CA in it (if 
more than one choice is available, select a BC before a 
PB, a PB before a CA). If none or if the selected TF has a 
Convoy in it, create and select a new TF in Kiel. Use this 
table to identify its ships now:

11d6 2-3 4

BC

Identify German TF

BC
BC

Convoy
BC

CL
Convoy

5 6

DD
Convoy

Convoy

If two BCs are already in play, treat a ‘BC’ 
result as a ‘CL’ result instead. If a DD is 
already in play, replace with a CL.

1-21d6 3-6 or higher

Angry reaction

Norwegian Reaction

No reaction

Modi�er: +1 if British BB is in the Narvik hex.

Note: Do not use this table during an ‘I’ or an ‘X’ 
result on the German Action Table.  An ‘I’ or an ‘X’ 
result will identify German ships using the table 
speci�c to that action. 

Norwegian Reaction: Narvik
When a British Convoy performs a Completion action in 
a hex with Narvik, check for a reaction by rolling a die 
and referring to the table below. The reaction will not 
a�ect game play, but will in�uence the Debrie�ng 
Table.

Action: Selected TF performs actions designed to bring 
on Battle targeting a British TF nearest a port. To deter-
mine which port, roll a die and refer to the Port Table on 
page 18 (target hex should be closest to that port).

Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Kiel.
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3
-2

yes
no

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the N1 Debrie�ng Table for the 
outcome.

Mines marker
in Vest�orden? VP

2
-1

yes
no

Mines marker
in Andalsnes? VP

2
-1

yes
no

Mines marker
in Bud? VP

-5
0

yes
no

German TF completed
in Denmark St? VP

0
-1

no Hits
1 Hit

-22 Hits

Admiralty assets...
British Convoy &

DD Squadron
su�ered:

Score for each ship. Score for each ship.

VP

0
-2

no Hits
Damaged

-5Sunk

British
BB, BC, & CA

su�ered: VP

-3

0

yes (Group A)
-1yes (Group B)

no

Diverted assets...

British Reinforcements
entered play? VP

-1
0

yes
no

Diplomatic concerns...

Angry
Norwegian Reaction? VP

0
3

no Hits
1-3 Hits

54-5 Hits
6destroyed

German casualties...
German
Convoys
su�ered:

Score for each ship.

VP

0
2

no Hits
Damaged

3Sunk

German
BB, BC, & CA

su�ered: VP

If mines in Vest�orden, the operation was successful 
enough. If a BC completed in Denmark Strait, Churchill 
confers with Pound, seeking a replacement for Forbes.

Operation Wilfred was successful. If a German ship was 
sunk or a Hit scored on a German Convoy, the German 
invasion of Norway is interrupted and Operation R4 is set 
into motion. The German invasion of France is delayed.

N1 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  E    if O  U  T  C  O  M  E    if

no angry reactionVP

1-7

8 +

Mission Accomplished? If you scored 5 or 
more VP, and installed mines in three 
hexes, well done. If you managed to 
Damage or sink a German BC or PB, 
regardless of mines or VP, you should be 
commended. In either case, check the N1 
Debrie�ng Table for the rest of the story.

Operation Wilfred was successful. Forbes is 
pleased, but Churchill is ba�ed by Norway’s 
response. He orders Operation R4 to proceed 
(if a German TF Completed in Norway, 
however, British defeat is likely).

angry Norwegian reactionVP

6 +

Escaped Raider! If a German TF completed in the 
Denmark Strait, Admiral Forbes must despatch Home 
Fleet assets to chase it. Convoys from North America, 
Sierra Leone, and the Mediterranean are instructed to 
return to port until the German raiders are dealt with. This 
is a political disaster. And now, reports indicate German 
activity on the Belgian border.

-5
or less

What went wrong? If a British BB or BC was 
sunk, it was not only a catastrophe, Norway 
has o�cially appealed to Germany for 
protection against Britain. If none were sunk, 
the Norwegians are slow to contest the 
German invasion of their country.

0
or less

The situation seems unstable. Churchill planned to install 
troops in Narvik, but he calls o� Operation R4. Admiral 
Forbes is obviously ready for retirement.

-4 to

0

If mines in Vest�orden, the operation was 
successful enough. If British BB or BC was 
sunk, however, Operation R4 is called o�. The 
German invasion of Norway was perhaps 
interferred with (if a German Convoy 
su�ered a Hit), but Churchill is frustrated by 
Forbes’ ineptitude.

1-5
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N2: Operation Weser (north)
April 1940. Grand Admiral Raeder has been working to convince the Fuhrer that Norwegian ports are necessary if the 
Kriegsmarine will e�ectively interfere with Britain’s commerce. Now that Britain has demonstrated a contempt for 
Norwegian neutrality by boarding merchant vessels in Norwegian waters, it seems clear that Norway will become a 
battleground and Raeder may indeed get what he has wanted.  If Germany is to gain the advantage in this new arena, 
haste is essential. Operation Weser, the invasion of Norway by air and sea, must commence immediately.

Objective
The Convoy carries troops and supplies and the DD Squadron also carries troops. They must be delivered to Norway, 
and then all ships must withdraw safely to the south (to Kiel). The Convoy must deliver troops to Narvik while the DD 
Squadron must deliver to Trondheim (see p. 16, “Norwegian Completion Actions”). Do not allow any ship to be Dam-
aged or sunk, those assets are precious. This war is only just starting.

Set-Up
Weather: Bad
Initiative: German (the player); set the 
Initiative Tally marker on the ‘2’ space 
of the track;
Map: Norwegian Sea Inset Map
Enemy: No British TFs at start

The End
The scenario ends when the Germans have no Task Forces in play.

German player

start with Raeder

5 Hits destroys
the DD Squadron

For Norwegian Reaction, see p. 24.

The German Convoy is destroyed when it 
su�ers 4 Hits. It can’t disperse.

British Convoys
May not disperse. Are destroyed 
when they su�er 2 Hits.
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British Actions
When the British have the Initiative, use the British Action Tables to determine their actions. Start by using the “Early” 
table. Use the “Late” table after an Aggressive Norwegian Reaction, or  after a Battle has occured (triggered by Battle, 
Closing In, Skirmish results ), or after a Stealth attack.

Late
British Action Tables

1or less1d6

+2 each Damaged British ship in play (not Convoy or DD)
+1 each sunk British ship or Convoy with 2+ Hits 
-1 each Mines stealth force in play
-1 each Aggressive Norwegian Reaction

Modi�ers (Late table only):

no
ne

N
um

be
r o

f s
uc

ce
ss

fu
l

G
er

m
an

 C
om

pl
et

io
n 

ac
tio

ns

1

2 3 4 5

11d6 2-3 4-5 6
Bud Andalsnes Trondheim Narvik

6+

R4 R4 P P C C

R4 X N T P C

2
3+

X X N T P C

X X X N T C

Early
11d6 2 3 4 5 6

AA Bd N N
mines

mines

mines

mines PAA Bd N

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

Bd

TRAJECTORY ACTION to BUD.
Selection: Select a British TF in Bud. If none, select 
British TF with the longest Trajectory. If no British TF 
in play, create a new unidenti�ed TF in Scapa Flow.  

Legend of Action Table Results:

Action: If a German TF is in the same hex as the 
selected British TF (in any hex), the TF attempts to 
bring to Battle that German TF (if the selected TF has 
a Convoy, replace the Convoy with a BC;). If no 
German TF is in its hex, the selected TF instead 
performs a Completion action in Bud (it may need to 
perform a Trajectory action �rst, most direct route).  
If the Completion action is prevented by Trajectory 
length or Intel attachment, Pass instead.
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from Bud.

After Completion action:

C

mines

COMPLETION ACTION to SCAPA FLOW.
Selection: Select the British TF with a Damaged 
ship, and if none, select the longest Trajectory. If 
no British TF is in play, Pass action instead. 
Action: Selected TF performs a Completion 
action to Scapa Flow. If not in Scapa Flow, it 
performs a Trajectory action �rst avoiding Intel 
triggers (if possible), using the most direct 
route. If prevented from  attempting a Comple-
tion action due to Intel markers or Trajectory 
length, it performs a Pass action instead.
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from 
Scapa Flow.

IC

IC

IC

BRITISH LAY MINES.
Selection: Select a hex on the map by rolling a 
die:

Action: If the selected hex does not have a British 
Mines stealth force in it, place one (this is not 
Recon; do not attach Intel markers). Then  
If it already has a Mines force in the hex, attach a 
Contact marker to the nearest German TF, then      
               . If two or more are ‘nearest,’ attach a 
Contact marker to all ‘nearest’ German TFs. If one 
already has a Contact marker (attached to any 
segment), apply an ‘X’ British Action Table result 
using that German TF as the target (it targets the 
nearest segment/Station with a Contact marker).

AA

TRAJECTORY ACTION to ANDALSNES?
Selection: Select a British TF in Andalsnes. If none, 
select British TF with the longest Trajectory. If no 
British TF in play, create a new unidenti�ed TF in 
Scapa Flow.  
Action: If a German TF is in the same hex as the 
selected British TF (in any hex), the TF attempts to 
bring to Battle that German TF (if the selected TF has 
a Convoy, replace the Convoy with a BC; the Convoy 
turned back to port or was never really there despite 
intelligence to the contrary). If no German TF is in its 
hex, the selected TF instead performs a Completion 
action in Andalsnes (it may need to perform a 
Trajectory action �rst, most direct route).  If the 
Completion action is prevented by Trajectory length 
or Intel attachment, Pass instead.
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from 
Andalsnes.
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P

PASS.
Actions: The British perform a Pass action.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from Scapa 
Flow. If no British TF in play, do not perform Time 
Lapse.

R4

OPERATION R4.
B-Dienst warns that the British may launch an opera-
tion intended to capture Norway.

Selection: Create two new British TFs in Scapa Flow:
TF1 – 4 CAs (any);
TF2 – 2 BBs (Nelson and Rodney) and 1 CA (any).

Actions: Each new TF performs a Trajectory action 
(most direct routes) (TF1 to Trondheim, and TF2 to 
Narvik).
 
Then: If a German TF has an Intel marker attached, 
TF1 or TF2, whichever is nearest, performs another 
Trajectory action to the nearest Intel marker and 
then performs a Signals action targeting that marker. 
If the British maintain Initiative after the Signals 
action, that TF attempts to bring to battle the target 
of the Signals action.

No German Intel marker? Roll a die: If the number 
rolled is EVEN, select TF2; if ODD, select TF1. The 
selected TF attempts to bring to battle the German 
TF nearest  to Narvik.  

Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Scapa Flow.

R4 again? If R4 has already been garnered on the 
Action Table and it is garnered again, treat as ‘X’ 
instead.

After Completion action:

T

COMPLETION ACTION in TRONDHIEM.
Selection: Select a  British TF with a Convoy. If none, 
select an unidenti�ed British TF. If none, select the 
British TF nearest to Trondheim (and then apply an ‘X’ 
result instead, using that TF as the selected TF). If no 
British TF is in play, apply an ‘N’ result instead.

IC

Action: The selected TF attempts a Completion action 
in Trondheim (it may need to perform a Trajectory 
action �rst). If prevented by Trajectory length or Intel 
attachment, it Passes instead and the selected TF 
performs Time Lapse.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from 
Trondheim.

X

BRING TO BATTLE.
Selection: Select a British TF with a BB in it (if more 
than one to choose, select the shortest Trajectory). If 
none, create a new TF in Scapa Flow  (it is selected). 
Roll a die to determine the ships in the new TF:

Action: Selected TF performs actions 
designed to bring on a Battle targeting a 
German TF with a Contact marker. If none 
have Contact markers, it targets the TF 
nearest to Narvik.

If the result includes a BB, select only 
slow ships (not Nelson or Rodney).

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from Scapa 
Flow.

N

COMPLETION ACTION in NARVIK.
Selection: Select a British TF in Narvik. If none, 
select British TF with the longest Trajectory. If no 
British TF in play, create a new unidenti�ed TF in 
Scapa Flow.  

Action: If a German TF is in the same hex as the 
selected British TF (in any hex), the TF attempts 
to bring to Battle that German TF (if the 
selected TF has a Convoy, replace the Convoy 
with a BC; the Convoy turned back to port or was 
never really there despite intelligence to the 
contrary). If no German TF is in its hex, the 
selected TF instead performs a Completion 
action in Narvik (it may need to perform a 
Trajectory action �rst, most direct route).  If the 
Completion action is prevented by Trajectory 
length or Intel attachment, Pass instead.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from 
Narvik.

1-21d6 3 5 6

BC

New British TF

BB
BB BB

CA
CA

BB CA

4

BB
CA
CA CA

CA
CL

11d6 2 3-4

Identify British TF

Ea
rl

y
La

te

CA
CA

BC
CA

CL
Convoy

5 6

DD

BB
CA

BC
BB

CA CA
CA

Convoy
Convoy

Convoy

If the British TF is instructed by the Action Table result to 
bring on Battle, replace ‘Convoy’ with a BB. A BB result 
must be slow and may not be the Nelson or Rodney.

Unidenti�ed British Ships
When you need to identify British ships (and the action 
result was not ‘X’), use this table: 

CONTACT
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Norwegian Reaction: German Completion Actions
When a German Convoy or DD performs a successful Completion 
action in a hex with Narvik or Trondheim, check for a reaction by rolling 
a die and referring to the Norwegian Reaction table on the right. 

0 or 1 2

AR

AR

AR

Legend of results...

3

–
–

–!

!YE
S

N
O

Br
iti

sh
 M

in
es

in
 h

ex
?

1d6 5+

–

4

Norwegian Reaction

!

+1 if there are two or more British Mines stealth 
forces on the map.
+1 if one or more German BC or CA is in the hex.
-1 if one or more British TFs are in the hex.

Hit Convoy or DD su�ers a Hit. This is an Aggressive Reaction.

No reaction.

Two Hits

not Convoy or DD Squadron

Convoy or DD su�ers two Hits. You may redirect one of the Hits 
to another German ship in the hex (its TF must be a Station). This 
is an Aggressive Reaction. 

The Completion action is cancelled. The German Convoy or DD 
su�ers two Hits and it must Complete in Kiel. This is an Aggres-
sive Reaction. British have Initiative.

Norwegian forces, perhaps supported by British troops, put up a 
�ght but are overwhelmed. This is an Aggressive Reaction.

Modi�ers:

Catastrophe? Prime Minister Chamberlain announces that British forces are securing Norway against German 
invasion. If two or more German ships are damaged or sunk, the Kriegsmarine no longer has the power to deter the 
British and it will be up to the Luftwa�e to save the day. Admiral Raeder is relieved of command.

Failure. If the Convoy or DD Squadron completed in Norway, it is possible the operation will still prove successful. If 
either took a Hit, success is unlikely. If a German ship was sunk, Admiral Raeder’s days are numbered.

Victory assured. If there was an Angry Reaction, or if a British TF Completed in Narvik, shift the Outcome one row 
down (to Contest).There is little the British can do in the face of overwhelming air superiority along the Norwegian 
coast. However, if the DD Squadron did not complete in Trondheim, the Battle for Norway remains undecided.

Operation Weser was successful. The British are reeling as German forces occupy Norway establishing strongholds 
and airbases as far north as Tromso. Swedish ore is now secure, and the invasion of France and the Low Countries can 
proceed on schedule.

N2 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-1
or less

0 - 2

Contest. Unless the DD Squadron completed in Trondhiem, the operation is a failure. If a German ship was sunk, the 
operation is called o� and German troops are airlifted home.3 -7

8 -10

11 +

5
-1

yes
no

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives... Kriegsmarine assets...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the N2 Debrie�ng Table for the 
outcome.

Convoy completed
 in Narvik?

total Hits of
all Convoys

VP

5
-2

yes

-8

no

DD completed
in Trondheim? VP

-2
-3

Convoy
DD

Each Hit on a
German... VP

-5
-3

sunk
damaged

Each
German ship? VP

0
2

no Hits
1-2 Hits

33+ Hits

British...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

0
1

no Hits
Damaged

2Sunk

Each British BB, BC, CA & CL su�ered: VPBritish Complete 
in Narvik AND 

Trondheim
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Submarines
0/naDD

SQUADRON
CONVOYvs

-2/na

Raeder

Köln f1 
1/0CL

Konigsbrgf1 
1/0CL

Karlsruhef1 
1/0CL

IN
TEL

N3: Operation Weser (south)
April 1940. Grand Admiral Raeder sends task forces carrying troops and supplies to Bergen and Kristiansand in 
Norway, hoping to pre-empt a British invasion or cooperation between Norway and Britain. It is feared the Royal Navy 
will contest this move, but it is hoped speed and surprise will carry the day.
Note: the Blucher’s debacle before Oslo is not depicted here.

Objective
The Convoy carries troops and supplies and the DD Squadron also carries troops. They must be delivered to Norway, 
before withdrawing safely to Germany (to Kiel or Wilhelmshaven). The Convoy must complete in Bergen while the DD 
Squadron must complete in Kristiansand, and all ships must complete in Wilhelmshaven or Kiel. Do not allow any to 
be damaged or sunk. The Kriegsmarine can ill a�ord losses.

Set-Up
Weather: Bad
Initiative: German (the player); set the 
Initiative Tally marker on the ‘2’ space 
of the track;
Map: North Sea Inset Map
Enemy: No British TFs at start

The End
The scenario ends when the Germans have no Task Forces in play.

German player

Attach an Intel marker to the 
German Trajectory segment 
in Kristiansand.

start with Raeder

5 Hits destroys
the DD Squadron

For Norwegian Reaction, see p. 27.

The German Convoy is destroyed 
when it su�ers 4 Hits. It can’t 
disperse.

British Convoys
May not disperse. Are destroyed 
when they su�er 2 Hits.
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Action: Place the Submarine stealth force in a 
hex with a German TF (if a Trajectory, attach an 
Intel marker to the segment, if it does not already 
have one). If more than one option for place-
ment, choose the hex nearest Bergen. If the Sub 
force is already in Bergen, treat as CONTACT            
instead.

British Actions
When the British have the Initiative, use the British Action Table 
to determine their actions. 

British Action Table
1or less1d6

+2 each British ship in play that is Damaged
+1 each sunk British ship or destroyed Convoy
-1 each Aggressive Norwegian Reaction

Modi�ers (British Action Table):
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1

2 3 4 5 6+

B B SA SR C

X B B SA SR C

2
3+

X X B SA SA C

X X X SA SA C

B

TRAJECTORY ACTION to BERGEN.
Selection: Select a British TF in Bergen. If none, select 
the longest Trajectory. If no TF is in play, create a new 
unidenti�ed TF in Methil. 
Action: First, the selected TF performs a Trajectory 
action to Bergen (if already in Bergen, skip to step 2). 
Then (step 2), if a German TF is in the same hex as the 
selected British TF (in any hex, not just Bergen), the TF 
attempts to bring to Battle that German TF (if the 
selected TF has a Convoy or damaged ship, replace 
Convoy/damaged ship with a CA; the Convoy turned 
back to port, or was never really there despite intelli-
gence to the contrary). If no German TF is in its hex, the 
selected TF’s action depends on what is in the British 
TF: if a Convoy or unidenti�ed, it attempts a Comple-
tion action in Bergen (if prevented by Trajectory 
length or Intel attachment, it Passes instead). If it 
contains any other ship type, it Passes.
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from Bergen.

Legend of Action Table Results:

After Completion action:

C

COMPLETION ACTION to SCAPA FLOW.
Selection: Select a British TF with a Damaged 
ship. If none, select the longest Trajectory. If no 
British TF is in play, perform an Air Strike action (if 
Bad Weather or no German TF in range, and the 
German Convoy and DD Squadron delivered 
troops to Norway, the scenario ends; otherwise, 
the British Pass). 

CONTACT.
Each German TF in Bergen and Kristiansand gets 
a Contact marker attached (attach to station or 
segment in the port hex). Then:

If a German TF already has a Contact marker 
attached:

IC

IC

IC

Action: Selected TF performs a Completion 
action to Scapa Flow (it may need to perform a 
Trajectory action �rst, using the most direct 
route avoiding Intel triggers (if possible).
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from 
Scapa Flow.

SA

STEALTH ATTACK.
Selection: Select the British Submarine stealth 
force. If not in play, treat as ‘SR’ result instead.
Action: Submarine performs a Stealth attack, and 
gets a +3 modi�er on the Stealth Attack Table. If 
it does not have a target in its hex (no German TF 
Station, or none with an Intel or Contact marker), 
treat as ‘SR’ result instead. British use Coordina-
tion if there is a British TF in the target hex. After 
the attack and the Submarine marker is removed 
from play, it is eligible to return to play when ’SA’ 
or  ’SR’ is the Action Table result.

SR

STEALTH RECON.
Selection: Select the British Submarine stealth 
force. It does not matter where it is.

X

BRING ON BATTLE.
Selection: Select a British TF with a BB in it. If none, 
create a new TF in Scapa Flow (place 2 BBs, 1BC, 
and 2CAs in it).
Action: First, remove all Damaged British ships 
from TFs (if this empties a TF, remove that TF from 
play). Then, the selected TF performs actions 
designed to bring on a Battle targeting a German 
TF nearest to the Submarine force (if the Subma-
rine force is not on the map, nearest to Bergen 
instead).If multiple targets, select the one that will 
give the British the most advantageous modi�er.
Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Scapa 
Flow.
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11d6 2 4

Identify British TF

CA
CA

BC
CA

CA
Convoy

CL
Convoy

5 5-6

ConvoyIf the British TF is instructed by the Action Table result to bring on Battle, 
replace ‘Convoy’ with a BB. A BB must be slow (not the Rodney or Nelson). 

Unidenti�ed British Ships
When you need to identify British ships (and the action result was 
not ‘X’), use this table: 

Norwegian Reaction: German Completion Actions
When a German Convoy or DD performs a successful Completion 
action in a hex with Bergen or Kristiansand, check for a reaction by 
rolling a die and referring to the Norwegian Reaction table on the right. 

1 2

Legend of results...
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1d6 5+

–
–

4

Norwegian Reaction

! +1 if one or more German CL is in the hex.

Hit Convoy or DD su�ers a Hit. This is an Aggressive Reaction.

No reaction (no additional game e�ect).

Two Hits

Convoy or DD su�ers two Hits. You may redirect one of the Hits 
to another German ship in the hex (its TF must be a Station). This 
is an Aggressive Reaction. 

The Completion action is cancelled. The German Convoy or DD 
su�ers two Hits and it must Complete in Kiel or Wilhelmshaven. 
This is an Aggressive Reaction. British have Initiative.

Modi�ers:

5
-3

yes
no

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives... Kriegsmarine assets...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the N3 Debrie�ng Table for the 
outcome.

Convoy completed
 in Bergen VP

5
-2

yes
no

DD completed
in Kristiansand? VP

-2
-3

Convoy
DD

Each Hit on a
German... VP

-4
-2

sunk
damaged

Each
German ship? VP

0
2

no Hits
1-2 Hits

33+ Hits

British casualties...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

-4
0

yes
no

Each
British Task Force

Completed in Bergen? VP 0
1

no Hits
Damaged

2Sunk

Each British BB, BC, CA & CL su�ered: VP

Operation Weser now hinges on successes at Oslo and the north. If neither Convoy nor DD Squadron completed in 
Norway without su�ering Hits, Bergen may eventually fall. If a German ship was sunk, however, or if an ‘X’ result was 
garnered on the Action Table and 2 or more Hits were su�ered by the Convoy, the Battle for Norway is in doubt. 

Blitzkrieg! Norway will soon be secure. Despite superiority of force, the British seem helpless.

If no German ship was damaged or sunk, the operation in the south went according to plan. Hits to the Convoy or DD 
Squadron are costly, delaying the inevitable German victory. Thanks to overwelming air superiority, however, German 
ground forces capture Bergen and push north. If the Convoy su�ered a Hit, reinforcements will be needed. If there 
was no Aggressive Reaction, and you earned more than 5 VP, upgrade the Outcome one row to Blitzkrieg!

N3 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

5-9

4
or less

10
or more

total Hits of
all Convoys
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WBAD

s
0/na

DD
SQUADRON

CONVOYvs
-2/na

CONVOYvs
-2/na

Raeder

Köln f1 
1/0CL

Konigsbrgf1 
1/0CL

Karlsruhef1 
1/0CL

Hipper f
1 

1/0
CA

2 Gneisenau
BC

f

3/2

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

Renown
f

3/1

2 
BC

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

Forbes

Valiant
s

3/1

2 
BB

Repulse
f

3/1

2 
BC

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Birminghamf1 
1/0CA

Belfast f1 
1/0CA

N4: Operation Weser (north & south)
April, 1940. The Kriegsmarine is ordered to facilitate the occupation of Norway. In the face of superior enemy assets, 
its surface �eet must risk ferrying the Wehrmacht to multiple ports along the coast. Surprise is crucial, and speed is 
essential.

Objective
Two Convoys and one DD Squadron must perform Completion actions in Bergen, Trondhiem, and Narvik. All ships 
must ultimately perform Completion actions in Wilhelmshaven or Kiel. Do not allow German ships to be damaged or 
sunk.

Set-Up
Weather: Bad
Initiative: British
Map: Operations Map
Enemy: Three TFs at start.

The End
The scenario ends when the Germans 
have no Task Forces in play (or possibly 
by Action Table result ‘X’)

Set-Up Alternative
If you prefer, you may organize German at-start ships in task forces as you 
like. They all start as stations in Wilhelmshaven. Germans start with Initia-
tive, but set the Initiative Tally marker at ‘2’. 

Urgency (British SI opportunities)
When the British have the opportunity to make a Seize Initiative attempt, 
they always make the attempt and do not elect to take the Evasive 
maneuvers marker.

German player

start with Raeder

For Norwegian Reaction, see p. 30.

German Convoys and the DD Squadron are 
destroyed when they su�er 4 Hits. They can’t 
disperse.

The British use 
Forbes’ leader bene�t
only during an Engage action.

British Convoys
May not disperse. Are destroyed 
when they su�er 3 Hits.
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Submarine

Action: If the selected hex does not have a British Mines 
stealth force in it, place one (attach Intel markers to 
German TF segments in the hex). Then                 .
If it already has a Mines force, that force performs a 
Stealth Attack action against a German TF in its hex. If 
there is no German TF in its hex, or if it is unable to 
perform the action, place a British air base marker in the 
hex, then               . If an air base marker (British or 
German) is already in the hex, place a Contact marker on 
the target instead (that is, attach it to a German Station 
or segment in the selected hex or nearest to that hex; if 
more than one German TF is ‘nearest,’ attach a Contact 
marker to all nearest TFs). Then

Air Base marker: Remove the marker when a 
German Convoy or DD Squadron success-
fully completes in the hex.

British Actions
When the British have Initiative, use the British Action 
Table to determine their actions. 

British Action Table
1or less1d6

+2 each damaged British ship
      (count only those currently in play)
+1 each sunk British ship
-1 each Aggressive Norwegian Reaction

Modi�ers (British Action Table):
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2 3 4 5 6+

R4

R4 X C

2
3+

R4 X X SA C

X X X SA C C

mines

mines

mines

mines

mines

mines

mines

convoy

convoy

convoy

After Completion action:

C

COMPLETION ACTION to...?
Selection: Select a British TF with a Convoy. If 
none, select a TF with a Damaged ship. If none, 
perform an Air Strike action instead (if Bad 
Weather or no German TF in range, select the 
British TF with the longest Trajectory). 

CONVOY
Selection: Select the British TF with a Convoy in 
it. If the R4 Action Table result was garnered 
previously, treat this as ‘R4’ instead. If there is no 
British TF with a Convoy, create a new TF 
(Station) in Bergen (place a Convoy in it).

IC

Action: Selected TF performs a Completion 
action. It may �rst need to perform a Trajectory 
action avoiding Intel triggers (if possible), 
using the most direct route.

Action: Selected TF performs a Completion 
action in Methil. It may �rst need to perform a 
Trajectory action avoiding Intel triggers (if 
possible), using the most direct route. If 
prevented by Intel or Trajectory length, it Passes 
instead (it performs Time Lapse). 

Completion Where? The port where the 
selected TF attempts to complete depends on 
the nature of the TF, as follows: If the TF contains 
a Convoy it completes in Methil; all other TFs 
attempt to complete in Scapa Flow.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from 
the port where it is attempting to complete.

After Completion action: IC

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from 
Methil.

Legend of Action Table Results:

11d6 2-3 4-6
Bergen Trondheim Narvik

mines

BRITISH LAY MINES OR ESTABLISH AN AIR BASE.
Selection: Select a hex on the map (roll a die):

IC

IC

IC

SA

STEALTH ATTACK.
First SA result: British perform Stealth Recon 
– place a Submarine in Bergen’s hex (attach 
Intel markers to all German Trajectory 
segments in that hex). 

Second SA result...and beyond:
Selection: Select the British Submarine stealth force. If 
not in play, select the British air base (or TF with CV) 
nearest a German TF. 
Action: Submarine performs a Stealth attack (if the British 
maintain Initiative afterwards, they perform a Signals 
action targeting the nearest German Intel marker to 
Bergen). If no target, the British perform an All Pass. If no 
Submarine force is in play, the air base performs an Air 
Strike. If bad weather or no eligible target, the British 
perform an All Pass.
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IC

ICR4

X

OPERATION R4.
The British launch an operation intended to capture 
Norway. The e�ect of this result depends on whether R4 
has been garnered before.

First R4 Result...
Selection: Create two new task forces:
TF4: in Clyde/Liverpool (Convoy and 1 CA). 
TF5: in Scapa Flow (Furious (CV), French CL, and a British 
CA).
If a German DD Squadron has not yet completed in 
Trondheim, create a third new British TF in Methil (TF6 – 
Convoy).

Actions: TF4 and TF5 perform Trajectory actions to 
Narvik. TF6 (if in play) performs a Trajectory action to 
Trondheim. They take the most direct route while 
avoiding Intel triggers if possible. 
Then: TF6 performs a Completion action in Trondheim, 
then             . If not in play, or if not eligible due to 
Trajectory length or Intel attachment, TF4 performs a 
Completion action in Narvik (if not eligible, the British 
Pass instead and TF4 performs Time Lapse removing 
segments farthest from Narvik). Then

Action: If a Convoy, the selected TF performs a Comple-
tion action in Narvik. If a British TF already successfully 
completed in Narvik, it will attempt to complete in 
Scapa Flow instead. If the selected TF has a CV in it, 
perform an Air Strike action (if Bad Weather, it performs 
a Completion action in Scapa Flow). The selected TF will 
take the most direct rout, regardless of Intel triggers.

Action: First, remove all Damaged British ships (if this 
empties a TF, remove that TF from play). Then, selected 
TF performs actions designed to bring to Battle the 
German TF nearest to Narvik (if the target is a Trajec-
tory, it targets its nearest segment, not necessarily the 
nearest to Narvik).  If no target, the scenario ends.

Selection: Select the British TF with Forbes. If Forbes is 
killed or has used his leader bene�t, or is not in play, 
select the Renown’s TF, or the TF with the largest 
combined Gun Values). If no British TF, create a new TF 
in Scapa Flow with 2 slow BBs (it is selected).

Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Scapa Flow.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the target 
hex (that is, the hex where the British are trying to bring 
on a battle).

Second R4 Result...and beyond
Selection: Select a British TF with a Convoy. If more than 
one, choose a TF in Narvik. If no Convoy in play, select a 
TF with a CV. If none, treat as an ‘X’ Action Table result 
instead. 

BRING ON BATTLE.
If R4 result was garnered previously, roll a die: if EVEN, 
treat as an R4 result, if ODD treat as an X result.

Norwegian Reaction:
German Completion Actions
When a German Convoy or DD performs a successful 
Completion action in a hex with Bergen, Trondheim, or 
Narvik, check for a reaction by rolling a die and 
referring to the Norwegian Reaction table below. 

Historical Note:
Admiralty concocted several schemes involving Norway: Wilfred, 
Hammer, and R4. Wilfred was intended to push German merchant 
tra�c o� the coast where British cruisers could intercept. Hammer 
was Churchill’s plan to send the Home Fleet into the Skagerrak, or the 
Inner Leads near Bergen, to smash the Kriegsmarine. R4 was a 
contingency plan to invade Norway should it appear that the 
Germans were acting aggressively or that the Norwegians were in 
league with the Germans. None of these operations were conceived 
with the knowledge that Germany had actually initiated its invasion.

1 or less 2

Legend of results...
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Norwegian Reaction

!

+1 if a German Convoy or DD already Completed in 
Norway;
+1 if one or more German BC, CA, or CL is in the hex;
-1 if a British Air Base marker is in Norway (-2 instead     
      if it is in the Completion hex);
-1 if one or more British TF Station is in the hex..

Hit Convoy or DD su�ers a Hit. This is an Aggres-
sive Reaction.

No additional efect. This is not an Aggressive 
Reaction.

Two Hits

Convoy or DD su�ers two Hits. You may 
redirect one of the Hits to another German 
ship in the hex. This is an Aggressive Reaction. 

The Completion action is cancelled. The 
German Convoy or DD su�ers two Hits and it 
may only Complete in Kiel or Wilhelmshaven. 
This is an Aggressive Reaction. British have 
Initiative.

Unless one is already in Norway, place a 
German Air Base marker in the hex. Remove 
all British Air Base markers from Norway (if 
any). Henceforth, no British Air Base markers 
may be placed in Norway. This is not an 
Aggressive Reaction.

Modi�ers:
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Disaster! If one Convoy and the DD Squadron completed successfully in Norway, the battle may still be won. If the 
British do not have an air base in Norway AND more British ships were damaged or sunk than German ships, AND 
neither German BC was sunk, Norway eventually falls to the Germans. Admiral Raeder is soon cashiered, however, 
and the invasion of France is postponed until July or August, or until the spring of 1941.

What went wrong? If more German ships are damaged or sunk than British ships, Admiral Raeder’s job may be in 
jeopardy. If both German Convoys failed to complete in Norway, Raeder is replaced. If a British Convoy completed in 
Narvik or Trondhiem, the invasion of France is delayed. If three or more German ships are damaged or sunk, AND only 
one Convoy or DD Squadron completed in Norway, the invasion of France is called o� until German forces on the 
ground are rescued by airlift.

Operation Weser was successful. If there is a British air base in Norway, reduce this outcome one row (to “The Battle 
for Norway us undecided”). If a Convoy or DD Squadron completed in either Bergen or Trondhiem, the Germans now 
command the skies over Norway. German troops may not have secured every critical port, but it is only a matter of 
time. If a German BC was damaged or sunk, the Kriegsmarine will be unable to launch aggressive new operations  for 
some time.

Operation Weser was successful. As the Wehrmacht launches its attack on Belgium, the Netherlands, and France,  
Britain is in a state of shock. Chamberlain is no longer Prime Minister and there are calls for Winston Churchill to 
replace him, but it was Churchill’s ineptitude that led to the fall of Norway. A bitter and frantic political battle ensues 
in Parliament. Meanwhile, the French government urges its ally to send reinforcements across the Channel.

N4 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-1
or less

0-5

The Battle for Norway is undecided. If German Convoys and the DD Squadron completed in Norway, the Germans 
have the upper hand. The invasion of France and the Low Countries may be delayed, in order to allow the Luftwa�e 
to continue to support the battle in Scandinavia. If only two Convoys completed, Trondhiem has proven to be a 
tough stronghold, but its fate is clear. If a German Convoy did not complete in Narvik, the British may be able to hold 
out but only if there is a British air base there. 

6-10

11-14

15 +

4
-1

yes
no

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the N4 Debrie�ng Table for the 
outcome.

Convoy completed
 in Narvik? VP

5
-3

yes
no

Convoy completed
 in Bergen? VP

2
-3

German
British

Each air base
marker in Norway? VP

5
-2

yes
no

DD completed
in Trondheim? VP

Kriegsmarine assets...

-3
-4

Convoy
DD

Each Hit on a
German... VP

-4
-1

sunk
damaged

Each
German CA or CL... VP

-5
-3

sunk
damaged

Each
German BC... VP

0
3

no Hits
1-3 Hits

54+ Hits

British casualties...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

1Damaged
2Sunk

Each British BB, BC, CV su�ered: VP

0Damaged
1Sunk

Each British CA, CL su�ered: VP

total Hits of
all Convoys
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CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na
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3/1

2 
BC

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

Valiant
s

3/1

2 
BB

Repulse
f

3/1

2 
BC

ReinforcementA

Galatea
f1 

0/-1CL
Birmingham

1 
1/0CA

Arethusaf1 
0/-1CL

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

Southampton
f1 

1/0CA

Glorious m1 
CV

Pound

Forbes

N5: Better Late than Never
As April gives way to May in 1940, the British come to realize the Germans invaded Norway. Caught �at-footed, Admi-
ralty orders an aggressive response. Churchill wants to smash the German �eet that snuck German troops into Norwe-
gian ports, and he also wants to establish a solid bridgehead in Narvik. That will serve as a base for future harassing 
attacks in Norway and check German schemes on Swedish territory. It may also prove an e�ective distraction from the 
main front sure to develop in Belgium and France. And yet, Admiralty must guard against the Kriegsmarine slipping 
into the North Atlantic. Britain’s lifelines must be protected, and Britain herself guarded.

Objective
Complete Convoys in Narvik and Trondheim. Do not lose vital naval assets. Do not allow German raiders to slip into 
the Atlantic via the Denmark Strait.

Set-Up
Weather: Bad
Initiative: British (the player)
Map: Norwegian Sea Inset Map

Reinforcement: Organize these ships 
into one or more Reinforcement 
Groups and place the Reinforcement 
Group markers in the Scapa Flow port 
box. When you bring in a Reinforce-
ment Group (via a Reorganize action), 
keep track of the Reinforcement Points 
(RP) of the ships in the Reinforcement 
Group. RP will in�uence the Outcome 
(on page 35). The more ships you bring 
into play via reinforcement, the more 
strain you place on the Royal Navy 
elsewhere.

Task Forces: Organize these ships into 
two or more task forces (all TFs start in 
Scapa Flow). A Convoy may share a TF 
with only one other ship, a CA or a CL.

The End
The scenario ends when the British have no Task Forces in play. 

The Enemy
No German TFs are in play at the start of this scenario. When they have a 
chance to Seize Initiative or take an Evasive Maneuvers marker, the 
Germans always elect to Seize Initiative. 

British player

Each ship = 1 RP

start with Pound

Adjacent to Norwegian ports
In this scenario, the British are allowed to 
perform a Completion action in a hex adjacent 
to Narvik or Trondheim (however, the ‘landing’ 
hex must have land in it and not all sea). This 
represents troops disembarking in less lethal 
terrain than those ports, and will make for an 
easier landing in Trondheim or Narvik later.

Convoys
A British Convoy can’t be destroyed, but if it 
su�ers 4 or mor Hits, it may only Complete in 
Scapa Flow. If a German Convoy su�ers 3 or 
more Hits, it is destroyed.

Convoys can’t disperse.

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Scapa
only

destroyed

For Norwegian Reaction, see p. 34.

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Forbes is attached to 
any reinforcement ship 
and he does not cost RP.
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German Actions
When the Germans have the Initiative, use the 
German Action Table to determine their actions. 

German Action Table
1or less1d6

+2 each Damaged German ship in play;
+1 each sunk German ship or destroyed Convoy or DD;
-1 each German air base on map.

Modi�ers (German Action Table): no
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2 3 4 5 6+

A A CC

X A A C C

2+ X X A A C
AIR STRIKE.
Bad Weather? Place a German Airbase marker in 
Trondheim. If one is already there, place one in 
Narvik. If a German airbase is already in Narvik, place 
a Contact marker on one British TF in Air Strike 
range. Then,               . However, if a British Airbase 
marker is in the placement hex, remove the British 
marker and do not place a German marker there. 

Target: Select a British TF in range of a German air 
base (if more than one target, choose the shortest 
Trajectory). If none in range, treat this as an ‘X’ result 
instead.
Action: Perform an Air Strike targeting the selected 
British TF. If the Germans still have Initiative 
afterwards, roll again on the British Action Table.

Good Weather? If there is at least one German 
Airbase marker on the map, proceed to “Target” 
below. If no Airbase marker is on the map, place a 
German Air Base marker in Trondheim. Then,                .

Legend of Action Table Results:

CONVOY.
Selection: Select a German TF with a Convoy in it. If 
none in play, create a new TF in Kiel with a Convoy 
and a DD Squadron (3 Hits destroys the Convoy and 
1 Hit destroys the DD Squadron). If a DD Squadron is 
already in play, place only the Convoy in the TF.
Action: The selected TF will attempt to perform a 
Completion action in a Norwegian port. To determine 
which port, roll a die:

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from its 
completion port.
After Completion: 

The TF may �rst need to perform a Trajectory action, 
and will do so using the most direct route and 
avoiding Intel triggers if possible. If unable to 
perform a Completion action (due to Trajectory 
length or Intel marker), the TF will perform a Pass 
action instead.

IC

IC

IC

After Completion: IC

A

Convoy: If the selected TF has a Convoy, it attempts 
to complete in Narvik (if successful, remove the TF 
and its ships). However, if a British Convoy already 
performed a successful Completion action in Narvik, 
the German Convoy attempts to complete in Trond-
heim instead. The TF may need to perform a Trajec-
tory action �rst, and it will do so using the most 
direct rout and avoiding Intel triggers if possible. If 
a Completion action is prevented by Trajectory 
length or Intel markers, it performs a Pass instead.
Other Ships: If the selected TF does not have a 
Convoy, it attempts to complete in Kiel. The TF may 
need to perform a Trajectory action �rst, and it will 
do so using the most direct rout avoiding Intel 
triggers if possible.  
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
completion port.

COMPLETION ACTION.
Selection: Select a German TF with a Convoy. If none, 
select one with a Damaged ship. If none, select one 
with the longest Trajectory. If more than one to 
choose from, select the longest Trajectory. If no 
German TFs are in play, treat as a ‘Convoy’ result 
instead.

C

convoy

convoy

convoy

convoy

convoy

1d6 0-3 4-6
Trondheim Narvik

Modi�er: -1 if British performed a successful 
Completion action in or adjacent to Trondheim.

X

BRING ON BATTLE.
Selection: First, remove Damaged ships from all 
German TFs (if this empties a TF, remove that TF from 
play). Then, select a German TF that does not have a 
Convoy in it. If none, create a new unidenti�ed TF in 
Kiel.
Action: If the selected TF has a BC or PB in it, roll a 
die: if EVEN, it performs a Trajectory action to the 
nearest Denmark Strait port hex (most direct 
route). Then, a Completion action. If ODD or no BC or 
PB, the selected TF performs actions designed to 
bring on a Battle targeting  the nearest British TF 
with a Convoy. If none in play, it targets the nearest 
TF. If the only target is a Station in Scapa Flow (or has 
but one segment and it is in Scapa Flow), this action 
is cancelled and the scenario ends. 
Time Lapse: Remove segments nearest to Kiel.
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BC

Identify German TF

PB
BC CA CA

Convoy

Convoy

Convoy

Convoy

Convoy

Convoy

5 6

BC BC
BC BC

PB
CL

CL
CL CA

2+

BC BC
BC BC

BC
BC

CL
CL

If two BCs are already in play, or were in 
play, treat a ‘BC’ result as a ‘CL’ result 
instead. If a Convoy is the result during an 
‘X’ Action Table result, treat as a ‘CA’ 
instead.

BG

G G

B

Norwegian Reaction:
British Completion Actions
When a British Convoy performs a successful Comple-
tion action in a hex with Trondheim or Narvik, or a hex 
adjacent to either port, check for a reaction by rolling a 
die and referring to the Norwegian Reaction table:

1 or less 2-3 4

–

–

–

!

!
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1d6 6+5

Norwegian Reaction

+1 if one or more British BB or BC is in the Convoy’s    
       hex;
+1 if previous successful British Completion action in  
       or adjacent to the Convoy’s hex; 
+1 if previous successful British Completion action in  
       Trondheim; 
-1 if a German Airbase marker is in Norway (-2     
      instead if it is in the Completion hex);
-1 if two or more German Convoys successfully    
     Completed in Narvik.

Modi�ers:

Legend of results...

!

Hit Convoy su�ers a Hit.

No additional e�ect.

Two Hits

Convoy su�ers two Hits. You may redirect one 
of the Hits to another British ship in the hex 
(the ship must be in a TF Station).

The Completion action is cancelled (the 
Convoy’s TF performs Time Lapse). The British 
Convoy su�ers two Hits and it must Complete 
in another hex (in Norway or Scapa Flow). 
Germans have Initiative.

Place a British Airbase marker in the hex. 
However, if a German Airbase marker is in 
Norway, remove that marker instead (if more 
than one, remove the nearest to the 
Completion hex).

If a British Airbase marker is in Norway, remove 
that marker (if more than one, remove the 
nearest to the Completion hex). If no British 
Airbase is in Norway, place a German Airbase 
marker in Trondheim. If already there, place in 
Narvik; if already in Narvik, perform an 
immediate Air Strike on the nearest British TF 
in range (if Bad Weather, attach Contact 
markers to all British TFs in range of all German 
Airbases.). 

G

5
-1

yes
no

apply to each British Convoy

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to 
tally Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the N5 Debrie�ng 
Table for the outcome.

Convoy completed
in Narvik? VP

3
-2

yes
no

Convoy completed
in Trondheim? VP

-3
-1

sunk
damaged

Admiralty Assests...

Enemy’s disposition...

BB, BC, or CV is...? VP

-2
-1

sunk
damaged

CA, or CL is...?
Each Each

VP

-4each TF

German TF
Completed in

Denmark Strait? VP
3
-1

Destroyed
Completed

each
German Convoy? VP

1
0

yes
no

Convoy completed
adjacent to Narvik? VP

2
0

yes
no

Convoy completed
adjacent to Trondheim? VP
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N5 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP RP

Narvik is secure. If there are no German air bases in Norway, Trondheim may soon be in British hands too 
and the German invasion of the Low Countries may be postponed. If there is an air base in Norway, 
Narvik will require reinforcement. Soon the French government will clamour  for British air support, but 
can the RAF also concentrate there while defending Narvik?

Narvik is in British hands. The bridgehead in Norway is safe, and Swedish iron ore will have to �nd 
another route to Germany. Soon, the Luftwa�e will pound Narvik, or Trondheim �rst if not already in 
German control, and the new Prime Minsister will have to make a decision: funnel troops and planes into 
the Scandinavian front and let France defend herself, or give up on Trondheim and make good on 
Britain’s pledge to support France in France. If more than 5 RP were spent, naval assets will have to be 
diverted to other places, leaving Narvik vulnerable.

15 +

3 +

0-2

N5 Debrie�ng
In this scenario, tally the VP to �nd the row on the Debrie�ng Table. Then, within that row, tally the RP spent on reinforcements 
to �nd the speci�c Outcome within the row. If no reinforcements were brought into play, the RP spent were 0 (zero). In general, 
the higher your Outcome (the higher the row), the more successfully you performed. 

Disaster! Winston Churchill may not become the new Prime Minister. If one or more British BCs or BBs 
were sunk, and no German ships were sunk or damaged, Churchill is considered too rash. The memory of 
Gallipolli colors this lackluster British adventure in Norway, and he won’t make his way to 10 Downing 
Street until France falls, and maybe not even then.

0
or less any

Norway is lost. If more British Convoys Completed than German Convoys, Churchill reluctantly orders the 
Home Fleet into the Norwegian Sea to ferry British troops back to Britain. This will be an impressive 
rescue operation and the new Prime Minister will do his utmost to present it as a moral victory. If more 
German Convoys Completed than British, then Churchill may be forced to abandon Norway altogether. If 
there is a German air base in Norway, the invasion of France commences and Churchill has little choice 
but to shift the Home Fleet into a defensive position. British troops still in Norway must do their best to 
weather the storm.

Bring them home. Churchill must admit the operation failed. Germany has �nally invaded France and the 
battle there is going poorly. The Home Fleet is ordered to transfer every asset on the ground and in the 
air to France. If one or more British BCs, BBs, or the CV is sunk, Forbes is replaced by Admiral John Tovey.

The Battle for Norway is a defeat. Although the Home Fleet remains strong, it failed to challenge the 
Kriegsmarine. The new Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, is exasperated as he ponders the next move. If 
a German air base is in Norway, he has no choice but to risk the Home Fleet in a rescue operation. If no 
German air bases are in Norway, the invasion of France has begun and he needs whatever troops he can 
�nd. The Home Fleet is needed close to home, in the North Sea, so merchant vessels and cruisers will 
have to continue to do the job. 

1-7

0

1-4

5+

Norway is a battleground. If a British Convoy completed in or adjacent to Narvik, the battle in the north 
rages. If one completed in or adjacent to Trondheim, British forces may have the upper hand. If there are 
no German air bases in Norway, the tide has turned in Britain’s favor. In either case, the Home Fleet will 
eventually have to reinforce the Norwegian Front.

7 +

Britain has the advantage. If one or more British Convoys completed in Narvik or Trondheim, the German 
invasion of Norway has stalled. If the Germans go through with their blitzkrieg operation in France and 
the Low Countries, Churchill must make a tough decision: Divert the Home Fleet and other assets in 
Norway for France, or gamble that his French ally can hold o� the Nazi assault. If a German Convoy 
completed in Narvik, the decision is easy. Churchill orders the evacuation of British troops, in order to 
send them to France (hopefully there is still time to stop the Germans in Flanders).

The battle for Norway rages on. If a British Convoy completed in Narvik or adjacent to that port, and a 
German Convoy did not complete there, Narvik is in Britain’s hands. If a British Convoy completed in 
Trondheim, the center of Norway is becoming a cauldron as the Luftwa�e rushes German assets there. If 
a German Convoy completed anywhere in Norway, or if there is a German air base in Norway, the 
invasion of France will not take place until June.

8-14
4-6

0-3
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Inbound

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB
Valiant
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3/1

2 
BB
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f

3/1

2 
BC

Hood
f

3/1

2 
BC

any f1 
0/0CL

any f1 
0/0CL

any f1 
0/0CL

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

Dunkerque
f

4/2

2 
BC

Strasbourg
f

4/2

2 
BC

any
f1 

1/0CL

any
f1 

1/0CL

ReinforcementA

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Forbes

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Gensoul

Pound

N6: The Dilemma of Operations
April, 1940. Although a decisive clash with the Kriegsmarine has yet to transpire, the Home Fleet is itching for its 
Jutland. The real job is mundane and maybe even dull: sheparding convoys bringing supplies to Britain. It must also 
interfere with Germany’s iron ore shipments emanating from Narvik. Thus far, the Norwegian government maintains 
its neutrality, its patience tested by British minelaying e�orts as well as Germany’s penchant for taking harbor along 
its coast. Although all eyes are on the Belgian border where the land war will surely commence, Admiralty waits for 
Germany to strike north instead. Unlike previous scenarios, N6 does not presume Germany has, or will, invade Norway.

Objective
Complete Convoys while preventing 
German raiders from breaking into 
the Atlantic and intercepting British 
convoys. It is also imperative that you 
prevent Germany from invading 
Norway. Allowing the Kriegsmarine 
access to Norway’s ports will prove 
devastating to future operations.

Convoys
No Convoy may disperse. A German Convoy is 
destroyed if it su�ers 4 or more Hits. If you run out of 
German Convoys, substitute with a DD Squadron OR 
AO Tanker (reference to “Convoy” apply to them). 
British Convoys can’t be destroyed, and are not 
allowed in a TF with another ship. If one su�ers 3 or 
more Hits, it may not Complete in Norway.

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: Germany (the enemy)
Map: Operations Map

The End
The scenario ends when two British  
Convoys successfully Complete. How-
ever, if Norway is invaded (see p. 38), 
the scenario ends only after three 
British Convoys have Completed (the 
third is a reinforcement, and may only 
Complete in Norway or Scapa Flow). It 
may also end by the German Action 
Table.

This TF Station 
sets-up adjacent 
to any British 
Port.

British player

Forbes starts attached
to any British ship Forbes

2 BB
2 BC
3 CA
2 CL

Gensoul
2 BC
2 CL

Halifax to 
Clyde/Liverpool
11 segments

Africa to
Portsmouth
8 segments

start with Pound
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Furious m1 
CV

Reinforcement
The Furious starts as Reinforcement Group A (Scapa Flow), but you may get an addi-
tional reinforcement as the scenario progresses. See “Invasion Norway” on p. 38.

German Actions
The Germans do not start with a Task Force in play. 
When they have the Initiative, use the German Action 
Table to determine their actions. 

German Action Table
1or less1d6

+1 each Damaged German ship in play;
-1 each German Air Base marker in Norway.

Modi�ers (German Action Table):

YE
S
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N
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2 3 4 5 6+

TX A CA

X T

X

T A C C

A

AIR STRIKE ACTION.
Good Weather: Select a German Airbase in range (2 
hexes) of a British target (a British Station or segment). If 
more than one target, select the one nearest Bergen. If 
none in range, place a German Airbase marker in Bergen 
(if already there, place another in Trondheim; if already 
there too, treat as a ‘T’ result instead). 

T

TRAJECTORY ACTION.
If 2 German Convoys Completed in Norway, the 
scenario ends.
Selection: First, remove all Damaged German 
ships (you don’t earn VP for them) (if this empties 
a TF, remove that TF from play). Then, select a 
German Trajectory (if more than one, select the 
one nearest Narvik). If none in play, select a 
German Station  (if more than one, select the 
one nearest Wilhelmshaven). If no TF is in play, 
create and select a new unidenti�ed German TF. 
Place the new TF in Wilhelmshaven.

Action: The selected TF performs a Trajectory 
action. Extend or create a new Trajectory. Roll a 
die and �nd the hex extended to in the appropri-
ate column of the German Trajectory Table (if a 
Convoy, use the Convoy row):

After placing airbase marker: IC
Bad Weather: Treat as an ‘X’ result instead.

Legend of Action Table Results:

C

COMPLETION ACTION.
Selection: Select a German TF with a Convoy. If none, 
select the longest Trajectory. If no German TF is in play, 
treat as an ‘A’ result (if Bad Weather, create a new TF in 
Wilhelmshaven instead and place a German Convoy and 
another ship in it (roll a die: 1-2 = CA; 3-4 = CL, 5-6 = two 
CLs; this TF is the selected TF for this Completion action). 

IC

Action: Selected TF performs a Completion action. It 
may �rst need to perform a Trajectory action avoiding 
Intel triggers (if possible), using the most direct route. 
If Completion is prevented by Intel markers or Trajectory 
length, the TF performs a Pass action.

Completion Where? The port where the selected TF 
attempts to complete depends on the nature of the TF, 
as follows: If the TF is unidenti�ed, it attempts Comple-
tion in South America or Murmansk, whichever is closer. 
All others attempt to complete in Wilhelmshaven. 
However, If the TF contains a Convoy, roll a die and �nd 
the destination port in this table. 

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the port 
where it is attempting to complete.

After Completion action: Remove the TF from play. If the 
Completion port is in Norway, roll a die: if EVEN place a 
German Airbase marker in the hex (if it already has one, 
immediately apply an ‘A’ action table result. If ODD, no 
additional e�ect. Then               .

TF
’s 
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?

11d6 2 4 53

German Trajectory Table

Trondheim
Bergen

portNorway
Narvik

Narvik

Azores

Jan Mayen

South

America

Br. TF
Azores

Brit. C
onvoy

nearest

nearest

nearest

Co
nv

oy

6

11d6 2 3 4 5 6

8+
0-

7
se
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If the selected TF has a Convoy in it, use the bottom row, 
labeled “Convoy,” regardless of Trajectory length.

‘T’ is continued on p. 38
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CONVOYvs

-2/na

W

WBAD

If the selected TF is unidenti�ed, place a 
Convoy in it, then               .      
If identi�ed, treat this as an ‘X’ German 
Action Table result (this is automatically the 
selected TF). 

IC

The selected TF takes the most direct route while 
avoiding British airbases and ports. If avoiding them is 
impossible, treat as a ‘C’ German Action Table result 
instead using the already selected TF.

15 Segments already? If the selected TF already has 15 
segments in its Trajectory, the Germans Pass instead 
(select this TF for Time Lapse and remove segments 
farthest from Wilhelmshaven).

After the Trajectory action: Roll a die and apply the 
result in the ‘T – Second Action’ table:

T
cont.

11d6 2 3 4

T – Second Action

5 6

d d e e e f

a

b

a a a b c

If the Convoy has one or more Hits, it 
performs a Completion action in Kiel. If no 
Hits, it performs a Completion action in 
Narvik. The TF may need to perform a 
Trajectory action �rst. If the Completion is 
impossible due to Intel attachment or 
Trajectory length, it Passes instead. 

a The TF performs a Completion action in the 
nearest Norwegian port. If prevented due 
to Intel attachment or Trajectory length, it 
Passes instead.  

c Same as ‘b’ except it performs Completion 
in Kiel only if the Convoy has 2 or more Hits.

d If in a hex with a British TF, the selected TF 
attempts to bring on battle with it. If more 
than one target, select nearest to Narvik. If 
not in a hex with a British TF, roll again on 
the German Action Table.

e If the Selected TF’s Trajectory length is 5 or 
less, place a German Convoy and CL in the 
TF, and apply a ‘C’ German ActionTable 
result with this TF as the selected TF. If the 
length is 6 or more, treat this as an ‘X’ 
German Action Table result (this is 
automatically the selected TF). 

f

Co
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oy
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 T
F

no
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 T

F

G
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 o
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B 
a 

d

Legend of results...

X

INTERCEPT.
If 3 or more German ships have been sunk or 
destroyed, including Convoys, the scenario ends.
Selection: Select a German TF. It may not have a 
Convoy in it nor a Damaged ship (if the only TF has a 
Convoy or damaged ships, create an unidenti�ed TF 
in Kiel). If more than one TF to choose, select the one  
nearest Narvik. If none in play (or none can be 
selected), create a new unidenti�ed German TF in 
Kiel (it is the selected TF).

Action: The selected TF performs actions intended to 
bring to Battle a British TF.

Target TF: The selected TF will attempt to engage the 
nearest British Convoy (if more than one, select the 
one with the longest Trajectory. The selected 
German TF will avoid all Intel triggers. If there are no 
British Convoys in play or it is impossible to target 
the Convoy without triggering Intel, the selected 
German TF targets a British TF nearest Narvik (with or 
without a Convoy) (however, the selected German TF 
will not place a segment in a hex with a British port 
or air base). If all British TFs in play are in Port Boxes 
or none can be targeted, treat as an ‘A’ German 
Action Table result instead.
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
target hex.

11d6 2 3 4

BC

Identify German TF

PB
BC CA PB CA

Convoy

Convoy

Convoy

5 6

BC BC
BC BC

PB
CL

PB
CL CA

If two BCs are already in play, treat a ‘BC’ 
result as a ‘CL’ result instead. If a Convoy is 
the result during an ‘X’ Action Table result, 
treat as a ‘CA’ instead.

Invasion Norway
If a German Air Base marker is placed in Norway, the 
Germans are invading that country. It a�ords you a new 
reinforcement: a Convoy. Place its Reinforcement 
Group marker (B) in Methil. It may only complete in 
Narvik. If the Completion action 
is successful, make a Reaction 
Check (p.39). If it su�ers 3 or 
more Hits, it may only Complete 
in Methil.
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Norwegian Reaction:
British Completion Action in Norway
When a British Convoy performs a successful Completion action in a hex with Trondheim or Narvik, or a hex adjacent to either 
port, check for a reaction by rolling a die and referring to the Norwegian Reaction table below.

1 or less 2 3

–!

1d6 5+4

Reaction Table

+1 if one or more British BB or BC is in the Convoy’s  
      hex;
-1 if a German Air Base marker is in Norway (-2     
      instead if it is in the Completion hex).

Modi�ers:

Legend of results (Reaction Table)...

!

Hit Convoy su�ers a Hit.

Two Hits

Convoy su�ers two Hits. You may redirect one of the Hits to 
another British ship in the hex (the ship must be in a TF 
Station).

The Completion action is cancelled. The British Convoy 
su�ers two Hits and it must Complete in  Scapa Flow. 
Germans have Initiative.

Place a German Air Base marker in Trondheim. If already 
there, place in Narvik; if already in Narvik, perform an 
immediate Air Strike on the nearest British TF in range (if 
Weather is Bad, apply an ‘X’ German Action Table result). 

G

N6 Debriefing Table
VP

Command of the Sea.  The Home Fleet is capable of protecting convoys as they ferry supplies and material to 
Britain. If the British reinforcement Convoy completed in Norway, the German invasion has been contested (and if 
the VP score is 12 or more, the tide is likely to turn against the Germans. Their invasion of France is delayed).

Victory at Sea. If two British Convoys completed, the Germans remain idle or ine�ective. If three completed, the 
Germans have the upper hand both at sea and in Norway. If no German ships were sunk or if a German airbase is in 
Norway, Forbes will soon clear out his desk to make way for a more capable successor. (A German victory at sea.)

9 +

6-8

Contested Sea. If a British Convoy was Hit, the Germans are learning that Britain’s supply line is vulnerable. If a 
German ship was sunk, however, Admiral Raeder is reluctant to risk more assets on such a venture. If the British 
completed three Convoys, but none in Narvik, the Germans managed to secure Norway.

4-5

Lost at Sea. Prime Minister Chamberlain must inform the public that more merchant ships have been lost at sea. It 
becomes clear that the German surface �eet is capable of eluding the Home Fleet and striking where Britain is 
most vulnerable. Chamberlain must also inform his French allies that Britain’s priority must be home defense. If 
three British Convoys completed, Winston Churchill’s Norwegian Adventure reminds the public of his Gallipoli 
Debacle in the previous war. It is doubtful he will be moving into 10 Downing Street any time soon.

3
or less

N6 Debrie�ng
In this scenario, tally the VP to �nd the row on the Debrie�ng Table. In general, the higher your Outcome (the higher the row), 
the more successfully you performed. 

3
5

Clyde/Portsmouth
Narvik

1Scapa Flow

Determine Outcome

Admiralty...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the N6 Debrie�ng Table for the 
outcome.

Each Completed
British Convoy VP

-2

-2

British

Each Hit on a
Convoy

Each sunk British ship

VP

-1
2

yes
no

The Germans...
German Air Base

in Norway? VP

2
1

Sunk (ship)
Damaged (ship)

3destroyed (Convoy)

each German
Convoy or ship VP

O  U  T  C  O  M  E
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German Airbase in Trondheim

Condors

‘B’ Scenarios: Breakout
These scenarios explore the operations after the fall of Norway and France, and after the Battle of Britain. Britain 
struggles to hold its far-�ung empire together while the Kriegsmarine risks its precious assets to disrupt Britain’s 
supply chain. It �ghts alone, but Germany will soon embroil itself in a war with its ally to the east. Although no one 
could know it then, Germany has precious little time left to bring Britain to her knees.

Historically, Germany’s chief weapon against Britain’s convoy was the U-Boat. During this period, it wreaked havoc, bedevil-
ing Admiralty’s attempts to contain that menace. Winston Churchill, Prime Minister by then, was vexed by those underwater 
wolves. He also was frustrated by the “Folkewolf,” the long-range Condor bombers that served as the eyes of the Kriegsma-
rine and managed to literally �y circles around the British Isles during its depredations against merchant shipping. These 
were two lethal dangers, but there was a third. Churchill feared that Germany’s modern surface vessels would become 
another prong in the assault on Great Britain’s nautical lifeline. Had the Kriegsmarine’s surface raiders, its battlecruisers and 
new battleships, supported by cruisers, materialized as a force in 1941, Churchill believed it would tip Britain over a precari-
ous edge. All three prongs of Germany’s attack would have been unanswerable. Fortunately for Britain, it faced that third 
prong only in dribs and drabs, and managed to contain each sortie with at least mixed results, ultimately �ghting a war of 
nautical attrition Germany had no hope of lasting.

Norway and France
Norway is controlled by Germany. Its ports are German, hostile to Britain (they are Intel triggers for British TFs). France 
too has been overrun by Germany, and its ports and airbases are German (they are Intel triggers for British TFs). 
Norwegian and French ports are all friendly to Germany, and connected to port boxes for German Task Forces. In these 
scenarios, a German Airbase marker will start in  Trondheim.

Operations Map
These scenarios use the Operations Map on the game board.

In some scenarios, a 
German Airbase marker 

will appear in a hex in this 
general area. It represents 

actions of Fw200s.
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TF starts in hex 
adjacent to any 

RV marker

each TF

B1: Operation Berlin
March 1941. Grossadmiral Erich Raeder has �nally ordered the Kriegsmarine’s two modern battlecruisers to perform a 
forceful sortie into the North Atlantic. This is Germany’s chance to cripple Great Britain.

Objective
Strike British Convoys hard, but do not lose a BC in battle. Return the battlecruisers to French ports. 

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: German (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: British TFs start as indicated.
RV markers: Place 3 Rendezvous mark-
ers as shown.

Rendezvous Markers
These markers have no e�ect on play 
except when a German TF Station is in 
a hex with one of them. When you 
have Initiative, and a German TF is in a 
hex with a marker, make a Fueling 
Check (roll a die and apply the result 
on the Fueling Table, p. 42).

British Convoys
When performing an Engage action 
targeting a British Convoy, and it 
results in Battle, make an Escort Check 
(p. 44). Convoys may not be 
destroyed, and they disperse when 
they su�er 3+ Hits.

The End
The scenario ends when two or fewer Rendezvous markers remain and  
the Germans have no Task Forces in play. It may also end as a result of the 
British Action Table.

Reinforcement
The Hipper starts in Reinforcement 
Group A in Brest. If you bring the 
Hipper into
play, VP will
be deducted.

Scheer was on its way 
back to Germany, 

and needs to 
Complete in Kiel.

German player

start with Raeder start with Lutjens attached
to Gneisenau

Trondheim
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RV
1

RV

CONTACT

CONTACT

Evasiv
e

Evasiv
e

Evasiv
e

CONTACT

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

Remove the RV marker. Remove 
(repair) one Hit from one German 
ship in the TF. 

Remove the RV marker. Remove 
(repair) one Hit from one German 
ship in the TF. 

Remove the RV marker. Also remove 
an Evasive Maneuvers marker from 
the German TF (if it has one). 

Remove the RV marker. Also 
remove an Evasive Maneuvers 
marker from the German TF (if it 
has one). 

Remove the RV marker. If Good 
Weather, also remove an Evasive 
Maneuvers marker from the 
German TF (if it has one). 

New Objective: Proceed to Norway. Henceforth in this 
scenario, the only German port this TF may attempt 
Completion is Narvik. The TF is not permitted to perform 
Reorganize actions (Split or Merge), and it may not 
perform another Fueling Check. The ship has been ordered 
to Narvik because the Fuhrer is convinced Norway will soon 
be invaded.

News: The Hipper may enter play without VP penalty (that 
is, if you perform a Reorganize action and bring the 
Hipper into a new TF in Brest, you will not be penalized). 
The Luftwa�e’s increased assets in France has protected the 
Atlantic ports e�ectively and repairs on the cruiser are 
complete.

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, an 
airplane is spotted. Attach a Contact marker to 
the German TF. Then, 

A Fueling Check represents the TF rendezvousing with another 
ship or U-Boat at a pre-arranged location and time. Operation 
Berlin was a six week voyage facilitated by these encounters.

Legend of Fueling Table Results:

a.

Shift the RV marker to an adjacent hex 
(your choice).   
British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the 
hex with your TF, 

g.

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, and it 
is a Station, attach a Contact marker to the 
German TF. 

b.

New Objective:  The only actions this TF is permitted is 
Trajectory, Completion, and Pass. The TF may only 
Complete in Wlihelmshaven, Kiel, or Brest. You may 
not attach an Evasive Maneuvers marker to this TF. 
The ship has developed severe mechanical problems.

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, 

d.

e.

Remove the RV marker. There is no other 
e�ect.  

f.

c.

Fueling Check
When you have Initiative, if a German TF is in the same hex as a Rendezvous marker and the TF is a Station, 
you must roll a die and apply the result on the Fueling Table. Unless noted otherwise by the Fueling Table 
result, you maintain Initiative after the check. 

1 21d6 3 4

a.

Fueling Table

b. c. d.

5 6

d. e.

a. c. e. f. f. g.

W

WBAD

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

IC
VforI

VforI

Good Weather

Good
Weather

move
1 hex

British TF in hex? If Good Weather 
and a British TF is in or adjacent to 
the hex, attach a Contact marker 
to the German TF. 

Clari�cation: A Fueling Check can’t happen during a Pass 
action’s Time Lapse.
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British Actions
When the British have the Initiative, use the British Action 
Table to determine their actions. Roll a die and �nd the 
result in the row corresponding to the number of success-
ful British Completion actions involving Convoys. 
If a German TF is in a hex with a British Airbase, do not roll 
a die. Instead, the British perform an Air Strike action 
targeting that TF, and if Bad Weather, apply an ‘X’ result 
instead.

British Action Table

0

1

2+

N
um

be
r o

f s
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h
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n 
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tio
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After successful Completion action:

11d6 2 3 4 5 6-7

A A X X C C

AA X C C

A XE E C

C

E

X

COMPLETION ACTION
Remove Damaged British ships (if this empties a TF, 
remove it).
Selection: Select a British TF with a Convoy (f more 
than one, select the shortest Trajectory). If no Convoy 
is in play, roll a die: if EVEN, treat as a ‘Convoy’ British 
Action Table result; if ODD, treat as an ‘A’ result.

CONVOY.
Completion: If a British TF with a Convoy is in play, 
treat this result as ‘C’. If no Convoy is in play, roll a 
die: if EVEN, create a new TF in New York (it contains 
one Convoy); if ODD, create a new TF in Africa (it 
contains one Convoy).
Action: The new TF performs a Trajectory action to 
Clyde/Liverpool (its destination port) (most direct 
route while avoiding Intel triggers). 

After Trajectory action: roll again on the British 
Action table.

END?
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, remove a 
Rendezvous marker from the Operations Map. If 
none in play, the scenario ends.
Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, roll a die: if 1, 
remove a Rendezvous marker from the Operations 
Map (if none in play, the scenario ends) then roll 
again on the British Action Table; 2-4, treat as an ‘X’ 
British Action Table result; if 5-6, treas as an ‘A’ result.

Legend of Action Table Results:

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete  in 
Clyde/Liverpool or Gibraltar, depending on its destina-
tion. The TF may need to perform a Trajectory action 
�rst (direct route avoiding Intel triggers, if possible; 
it will not enter a hex in German air support range). If 
prevented from performing Completion due to Intel 
markers or Trajectory length, the British Pass instead 
(the selected TF performs Time Lapse; remove Intel 
marker if possible).

A

AIR STRIKE
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, remove all Dam-
aged British ships (if this empties the TF remove it). 
Then, roll a die. If EVEN, treat as an ‘X’ result; if ODD, 
treat as a ‘Convoy’ result. 

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a German TF in range of a British 
Airbase or TF with a CV (select the target that will 
give the British the most favorable Air Support 
modi�er).

No Target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike, select a TF with a CV in it. If 
none in play, roll a die: if EVEN select the nearest TF 
with a CA in it (nearest to a German TF) (if none in 
play, create a TF in Scapa Flow and place 4 CAs in it); 
if ODD create a new TF in Gibraltar (place a slow BB, 
2 CAs, and CV in it). The selected TF performs 
actions intended to bring to battle the nearest 
German TF. The British TF will not enter a hex in 
German air support range, nor a German port (if no 
alternative, treat as a ‘Convoy’ British Action Table 
result).  
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
German TF.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

IC

convoy

convoy

convoy

Modi�er: +1 if a British BB, BC, or CV in play is Damaged

INTERCEPTION
End? If three British Convoys have successfully 
Completed, the scenario ends. 
Select TF: Remove all Damaged British ships (if this 
empties a TF, remove it). Then, select a British TF 
with a BB or BC in it (if more than one, select the 
nearest to a German TF; the TF may not have a 
Convoy in it). If none in play, create and select a 
new unidenti�ed TF in Scapa Flow.
Action: The selected TF performs actions intended 
to Bring to Battle the nearest German TF, avoid-
ing German ports and airbases, and unless Bad 
Weather, German air support range. If no eligible 
target, treat as a ‘Convoy’ British Action Table 
result. 
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
target hex
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If the result is 
BB, select the 
Nelson or the 
Rodney, if not 
already in play.

Add a slow BB to the 
TF.

Add a  CA to the TF. No escort. 
Remove all but 

the Convoy.

Add a DD to the TF (requires  
3 Hits to sink). Remove at 
conclusion of Battle. 

Remove a BB from 
the Convoy’s TF (if 
any).

1-2

Modi�er: -1 if 3-4 Hits already scored on Convoys; -2 if 5 or more Hits already scored on Convoys

1d6

1d6

3 5 6

BB

Identify British Ships

BC
BC CA

CA

CV
CA
CACA

4

1 or less 2 3-4 5 6

BC
CA
CL

CL
CL
CL

Escort Check
Each time a British Convoy is shifted to the Battle Board as the result of an Engage action, roll a die and apply the 
result in this table. After Battle, the escort remains in the TF, unless removed later as indicated by this table. 

Unidenti�ed British Ships
When an unidenti�ed British Task Force’s ships must be 
transferred to the Battle Board, roll a die to identify its ships. 
Also do this if an Air Strike scores a Hit on a British Task 
Force (      ,       , or       ). If a BB is selected, it should be slow.

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally 
Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the  B1 Debrie�ng Table for 
the outcome.

-5
-3

sunk
damaged

Each
German ship? VP0

3
no Hits
1-4 Hits

65-9 Hits
1010+ Hits

British disposition...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

1 each
-1 each

yes
no

Each BC in a French port? VP

-3
0

yes
no

Hipper entered play? VP

1
-3

yes
no

PB in Kiel or Wilhelmshaven? VP

0

1
2

0

0

1

0

0

0

no Hits
Damaged

(include removed ships)

Sunk
Completed

Each British ship...? VP

BB/BC CV CA/CL

0

–

–
0 0 0
– – –

-2
Completed (dispersed) -1

Convoy

Catastrophe! The Fuhrer is furious to hear 
Churchill on the radio: “The great contest on 
the high seas is being won by the Royal Navy...”

What went wrong? No more German ships will 
be released for raids in the Atlantic. If a German 
BC was sunk, Raeder pens his resignation 
letter, hoping the Fuhrer will not make an 
example of him.

Operation success. If the BCs are in a French 
port, undamaged, Raeder is happy to report a 
successful operation. Once the Bismarck is 
operational, there will be a coordinated sortie. 
If one or more BCs are damaged, or not in a 
French port, that sortie will be postponed. 

Excellent! Grossadmiral Raeder is ecstatic to 
report a perfectly executed operation. On the 
radio, the Fuhrer announces a great victory, 
insisting Churchill is losing the war.

B1 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-6
or less

0 to

-5

Attrition. Grossadmiral Raeder is not 
encouraged by the reports. If 5 or fewer Hits 
were scored on Convoys, it is clear this strategy 
is untenable. If both BCs are undamaged, he 
argues that more assets are required to do the 
job. If one was Damaged or sunk, the Fuhrer 
refuses to release the Bismarck.

1-5

6-8

9 +

If a Fueling Check 
garnered a b. result, the 

VP for this is zero.

If a Fueling Check garnered 
an a. result, Narvik instead.

s v
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Inbound
Gibra

lta
r

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

Halifax to 
Clyde/Liverpool
11 segments

-3 VP if you bring 
this Reinforcement 

Group into play

New York

Gibraltar

Clyde/Liverpool
to Gibraltar
10 segments

B2: Battle of the Atlantic
Spring 1941. Britain is alone and wages a far-�ung war stretching her naval assets thin. The Kriegsmarine now has 
access to Norwegian and French ports, from which it will soon be able to sortie surface raiders targeting vulnerable 
convoys. The Battle of the Atlantic is approaching a critical phase. 

Objective
Your primary objective is to bring Convoys into port, unscathed. If the opportunity presents itself, sink enemy ships.

“The Admiralty, with whom I lived in the closest amity and contact, shared these fears, all the more because it was their prime responsi-
bility to guard our shores from invasion and to keep the life-lines open to the outer world. This had always been accepted by the Navy as 
their ultimate, sacred, inescapable duty. So we poised and pondered together on this problem. It did not take the form of �aring battles 
and glittering achievements. It manifested itself through statistics, diagrams, and curves unknown to the nation, incomprehensible to 
the public.”

- Winston Churchill, Their Finest Hour

Convoy restrictions
Convoys can’t be destroyed but they 
may disperse       .  A Convoy may share 
its TF with only one other ship, and that 
ship may not be another Convoy.

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: British (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: no German TFs at start.

The End
The scenario ends when three Convoys have successfully 
Completed in their destination ports. It may also end as a 
result of the German Action Table.

Rationing
When the Germans make a Weather Check, if the total 
number of Trajectory segments of TFs with Convoys in them is 
3 or less, the British lose 1 VP. 
Example: Two TFs have Convoys and combined they have a total of two Trajec-
tory segments. The British lose 1 VP.
Another Example: Only one TF has a Convoy and it is a Station. British Lose 1 VP.
Historical Note: Convoy tra�c could be disrupted easily, even by the mere threat 
of enemy battlecruisers and battleships. That disruption could have a lasting 
e�ect on Britain’s homefront and war e�ort.

British player

Trondheim

1 CL

1 CA

2 CA

2 BB
1 BC
2 CA
1 CL

11
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2 Nelson
s

3/2BB

Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA 2 Rodney

s

3/2BB

CONVOYvs

-2/na CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Repulse
f

2/1

2 
BC

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Ark Royal m1 
CV

Som
erville

Ramilles
s

3/1

2 
BB

Hermione
f1 

0/0CL

Galatea
f1 

0/-1CL

Nigeria f1 
1/0CA

Fiji f1 
1/0CA

Kenya f1 
1/0CA

Tovey

Inbound

Inbound

Gibra
lta

r

Malaya
s

3/0

2 
BB

Pound

Somerville starts attached to any
British ship in Reinforcement Group B

Tovey starts attached to any
British ship in this TF

place Malaya in either TF

start with Pound
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Scheer

Azores

German Actions
When the Germans have the Initiative, use the German 
Action Table to determine their actions. Roll a die and �nd 
the result in the row corresponding to the number of 
German Task Forces currently on the Operations Map. 

German Action Table

0
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11d6 2 3 4 5 6+

A A XCA XPB Xu Xu

AXCA XPB XBCXBC Xu

XPB XBCC XCA XBCXBC

X

Legend of Action Table Results:

INTERCEPTION
A German TF performs actions intended to Bring to 
Battle a British TF with a Convoy in it (the nearest 
Convoy; if equally near choose the longest). It will 
avoid Intel triggers from ports and airbases (if that is 
impossible or there is no Convoy in play, treat as a ‘C’ 
German Action Table result). If possible it will also 
avoid Intel triggers from Stations. If possible, it will 
also avoid enemy air support range. See below for 
which TF performs the actions. If the selected TF has 
a Damaged ship, cancel the action and apply a ‘C’ 
German Action Table result instead, using the 
already selected TF. 

XBC – Select a TF with a BC or BB in it. If there is no 
TF with a BB or BC in it, select an unidenti�ed TF (if 
none in play, create one in Kiel and select it). 
Coordination? If there is another German TF already 
in play and it does not have a Damaged ship, it 
performs a Trajectory action to the target hex in 
order to provide a Coordination modi�er (direct 
route while avoiding intel triggers; if Intel can’t be 
avoided, it does not perform a Trajctory action).

XCA – Roll a die: if EVEN, apply an ‘A’ German Action 
Table result instead; if ODD, select a TF with a CA in 
it. If no CA in play, create a new TF in Narvik and 
place a CA in it. However, if there are already three 
German TFs in play, apply a ‘C’ German Action Table 
result instead.

Xu – Select an unidenti�ed TF. If none in play, 
create and select a new unidenti�ed TF in Kiel.

XPB – If there are already three German TFs in play, 
apply a ‘C’ German Action Table result instead. If two 
or fewer, select a TF with a PB in it. If a PB is not yet 
in play, roll a die and create a new TF (with a PB) in 
the hex indicated below:

If a PB has Completed or been sunk, select a TF with 
an AC or CL instead. If none, treat as an XBC result.  

A

AIR STRIKE
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, roll a die and 
apply the result:

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a British TF in range of a German 
airbase (select the target that will give the German 
the most favorable Air Support modi�er).
No Target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike action, roll a die and apply the 
result as though the Weather is Bad (Signals action, 
Intel attachment, or Airbase marker placement). 
Also, if there is an unidenti�ed TF in play, roll a die 
to identify it (apply the result in the Identify German 
TF table on p. 48).

Modi�er: +1 if no Convoy has Completed

If a German Airbase marker is in any of the 
hexes shown below with a die, remove it and 
the Germans Pass; otherwise, roll another die 
and place a German Airbase in the hex 
corresponding to the number rolled:

After placing the Airbase marker, the 
Germans Pass.

Apply a ‘C’ German Action Table result. If there 
are no German TFs in play, the Germans Pass 
instead.

Example:  you roll a ‘1’, 
place Airbase marker here.

Germans perform a Signals action 
targeting an Intel marker attached to a 
Convoy; if no Intel marker is attached to a 
Convoy, attach an Intel marker to a TF with a 
Convoy (select a segment in the middle of 
the longest Trajectory), then the Germans 
Pass; if no Convoy is in play or they are all 
Stations, the Germans Pass. 

1-2

3-5

6

1d6 Bad Weather Result
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After successful Completion action:

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

IC

C

Maximum Class Limits: 2 BC, 1 BB, 2 CA, 4 CL, 1 AC.

Each ship class has a limit which can’t be exceeded. A ship in 
play (in a TF) and ships that were in play (sunk or Completed) 
all count towards the limit. If the die roll calls for a ship in a 
class whose limit has already been reached, replace with a CL.

Instead of replacing with a CL, replace with a BB instead.

1-31d6 4 6 no modi�ers

BC

Identify German TF

BC
BC

1d6
PB Completion Port

Unidenti�ed TF Completion Port
1d6

CA
AC

5

BC

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory 
Points (VP). Then, refer to the  B2 Debrie�ng Table for the outcome.

0
-2

no Hits
1-2 Hits

-53-5 Hits
-96-9 Hits

-1510+ Hits

Casualties...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

-1 each
0

yes
no

Did a German BC/BB
Complete in France?

VP

-3
0

yes
no

Reinf. Group B entered play? VP

4
0

yes (each)
no

Convoy Completed? VP

0
-1
-3

0
-2
-4

0
-1
-2

no Hits
Damaged

Sunk

Each
ship su�ered:

VP for British ships VP for German ships

Rationing

BB/BC CV CA/CL

0
1
4

0
0
2

BB/BC other

Another Defeat. Added to the news from North 
Africa, this is terrible. If the Bismarck enters the 
fray, how will Britain hold on?

Loss. Churchill now worries that the Bismarck 
will soon make its appearance in the North Sea 
or Norway. More assets are diverted from Asia 
and the Paci�c to secure the North Atlantic.

Bitter success. If a German BC was sunk, 
Churchill is encouraged. If 5 or more Hits were 
scored on Convoys, this seems a Pyrhic victory, 
unless both German BCs were sunk (in which 
case, shift this Outcome up one row, to “Steady 
on!”).

Steady on! Churchill is pleased with the result. 
If a German BC was sunk, he lingers over the 
battle in his letter to the American President.

B2 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-6
or less

0 to

-5

Attrition. If 7 or more Hits were scored on 
Convoys, or a British BB or BC was sunk, 
Churchill is aghast at the report. If a BC was 
sunk, he writes a radio address as though this 
were a victory. If none were sunk or Damaged 
and both BCs are in Brest or still at sea, shift 
this Outcome one row down to “Loss.” 

1-5

6-9

10 +

1-2 3 4-5 6

St. Nazaire Trondheim S. America Xu 

1-2 3 4-6 

nearest German
controlled port

Narvik Kiel

If dispersed, a 
Completed 

Convoy earns 
only 2 VP.

-1 VP
each instance

(see p. 45)
total all

Hits from
all Convoys

COMPLETION ACTION
Selection: Select a German TF with a PB in it. If none 
in play, select a TF with a Damaged ship. If none, 
select a TF with a CA in it (the CA must be alone in 
the TF). If none qualify, select the German TF 
farthest from a Convoy.  
Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in a port. 
The TF may need to perform a Trajectory action �rst 
(direct route avoiding Intel triggers, if possible; 
also avoid enemy air support range, if possible). If 
prevented from performing Completion due to Intel 
markers or Trajectory length, the Germans Pass 
instead or after the Trajectory action (the selected TF 
performs Time Lapse; remove Intel marker if 
possible).

Which Port? If the selected TF has a PB in it, roll a die 
and apply the result in this table
If the TF has a  Damaged ship, it attempts Comple-
tion in the nearest German controlled port. If not 
Damaged and not a PB, it attempts to Complete in 
Brest.  If an unidenti�ed TF, roll a die and apply the 
result in this table

still at sea at scenario end (and not Damaged) -4 -1

here if Damaged

Completion action cancelled: apply Xu result instead 
except target nearest British TF that is not a Convoy.
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Inbound

A

Reinforcement

RV RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

Raeder

2 GneisenauBC
f

3/2

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

2 Bismarck
BB

m

4/2Pr. Eugenf1 
1/0CA

Lütjens

Gibr
alt

ar

m
in

es

Halifax to 
Clyde/Liverpool
11 segments

Clyde/Liverpool
to Gibraltar
10 segments

RV markers

RV marker

place one in each hex

place one here

B3: Operation Rhine
May 1941. Grossadmiral Erich Raeder is given the green light to follow-up the success of Operation Berlin with new 
assets. His battlecruisers are in a sorry state, however, enduring air raids in French ports by the British. Most likely, he 
will have to rely exclusively on his newest battleship.

Objective
Strike British Convoys mercilessly, but do not lose a BB in battle. Return all ships to French ports. 

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: German (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: British TFs start as indicated.
RV markers: Place 4 Rendezvous mark-
ers as shown.

Rendezvous Markers
These markers have no e�ect on play 
except when a German TF Station is in 
a hex with one of them. When you 
have Initiative, and a German TF is in a 
hex with a marker, make a Fueling 
Check (roll a die and apply the result 
on the Fueling Table).

The End
The scenario ends when three or fewer Rendezvous markers remain and  
the Germans have no Task Forces in play. It may also end as a result of the 
British Action Table.

Reinforcement
Two BCs in Reinforcement Group A 
in Brest. You may not bring them 
into play unless Fueling Table result 
b. is garnered (and you will su�er a 
VP deduction if you actually bring 
them into play).

German player

start with Raeder

start with Lutjens
attached to Bismarck

Trondheim

1 CA

2 CA

Mines1 BC
1 BB

1 BB
1 CV
2 CA
2 CL

1 BC
1 CV
1 CA

Azores
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Norfolk f1 
1/0CA

2 Rodney
s

3/2BB

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Hood
f

3/1

2 
BC

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA
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Convoys
A Convoy can’t be destroyed. It will disperse during the Maneuver step of a Battle Round, but only if one or more of 
these conditions are true:
- it has su�ered 3+ Hits;
- it is alone on the Battle Board (no other British ship there);
- there is a Damaged ship in its Task Force.
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RV
1

RV

CONTACT

CONTACT

CONTACT

Evasiv
e

Evasiv
e

Evasiv
e

CONTACT

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

IN
TEL

Remove the RV marker. If not already 
Damaged, remove (repair) one Hit 
from one German ship in the TF. 

Remove the RV marker. Also remove 
an Evasive Maneuvers marker from 
the German TF (if it has one). 

Remove the RV marker. 

Remove the RV marker. Then, make a choice: 
Either attach an Intel marker to a British Trajec-
tory segment, or make the British perform a 
‘Convoy’ British Action Table result. If you 
choose neither option,  apply an ‘h’ result 
instead (do not remove the RV marker). 

Remove the RV marker. Also 
remove an Evasive Maneuvers 
marker from the German TF (if it 
has one). 

Remove the RV marker. If Good 
Weather, also remove an Evasive 
Maneuvers marker from the 
German TF (if it has one). 

News: The two BCs in Brest may enter play (that is, you 
may perform a Reorganize action to attempt to bring 
them  into a new TF in Brest; there is a VP penalty for 
doing so, however). The Luftwa�e’s increased assets in 
France has protected the Atlantic ports e�ectively and 
repairs on the ships are complete ahead of schedule.

New Peril: Place a new unidenti�ed 
British TF in the hex.  Then, attach a 
Contact marker to the German TF. Then, 

Operation Rhine did not last long enough for the Bismarck to 
refuel, but the Prinz Eugen refueled twice before mechanical 
problems forced her to France.

Legend of Fueling Table Results:

a.

Shift the RV marker to an adjacent hex 
(your choice).   
British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the 
hex with your TF, 

h.

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, and it 
is a Station, attach a Contact marker to the 
German TF. If the TF already has a marker,               . 

3 hexes from British Airbase? If a British Airbase is 
3 hexes away or less, or if a British CV with a CV in 
it is 2 hexes away or less, attach a Contact marker 
to the German TF. Then, 

b.

c.

New Objective:  Select a ship in the Task Force. It has 
developed mechanical problems and must return to 
port. If there are other ships in the TF, at least one must 
serve as escort. The only actions this TF is permitted is 
Trajectory, Completion, and Pass. The TF may only 
Complete in Wlihelmshaven, Kiel, or Brest. You may 
not attach an Evasive Maneuvers marker to this TF. 
During Debrie�ng, ignore VP. You ‘win’ if the ship returns 
to Kiel, and win marginally if it returns to Brest or 
Wilhelmshaven.
British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, 

e.

f.

Remove the RV marker. There is no other 
e�ect.  

g.
d.

Fueling Check
When you have Initiative, if a German TF is in the same hex as a Rendezvous marker and the TF is a Station, 
you must roll a die and apply the result on the Fueling Table. Unless noted otherwise by the Fueling Table 
result, you maintain Initiative after the check. You are required to make at least one Fueling Check during 
the scenario, removing one RV marker, but you may perform additional Fueling Checks if you wish.

1 21d6 3 4

a.

Fueling Table

b. c. d.

5 6

e. f.

a. d. e. f. g. h.

W

WBAD

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

IC

VforI

VforI

VforI

VforI

British TF in hex? If Good Weather 
and a British TF is in the hex, attach 
a Contact marker to the German TF.

Good Weather

Good
Weather

move
1 hex

Clari�cation: A Fueling Check can’t happen during a Pass 
action’s Time Lapse.
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Maximum Class Limits: 3 BC, 7 BB, 10 CA, 6 CL, 3 CV.

Each ship class has a limit which can’t be exceeded. A ship in 
play (in a TF) and ships that were in play (sunk or Completed) 
all count towards the limit. If the die roll calls for a ship in a 
class whose limit has already been reached, replace with a CL.

British Actions
When the British have the Initiative, use the British Action 
Table to determine their actions. Roll a die and �nd the 
result in the row corresponding to the number of success-
ful British Completion actions (count only Completion 
actions involving Convoys). 

British Action Table

0

1

2+

N
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be
r o

f s
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h 
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n 
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tio
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After successful Completion action:

11d6 2 3 4 5 6+

A A X C C

XA X C C

X XA A C

C

COMPLETION ACTION
Selection: Select a British TF with a Convoy (if more 
than one, select the shortest Trajectory). If no 
Convoy in play, select a TF with a Damaged ship. If 
none in play, treat as a ‘Convoy’ British Action Table 
result.

CONVOY.
Convoy in play? If a British TF with a Convoy is in 
play, roll a die: if EVEN, treat as an ‘X’ British Action 
Table result; if ODD, treat this result as a ‘C’ British 
Action Table result. 

No Convoy?  If no Convoy is in play, create a new TF 
in New York (it contains one Convoy).

Action: The new TF performs a Trajectory action to 
Clyde/Liverpool (most direct route while avoiding 
Intel triggers and German air support range, if 
possible). Clyde/Liverpool is this Convoy’s destina-
tion port.

Legend of Action Table Results:

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in a port. 
If the selected TF is a Convoy, it attempts to 
Complete in Clyde/Liverpool or Gibraltar, whichever 
is its destination port. If a TF with a Damaged ship, 
the nearest British controlled port. The TF may need 
to perform a Trajectory action �rst (direct route 
avoiding Intel triggers and German air support 
range, if possible). If prevented from performing 
Completion due to Intel markers or Trajectory 
length, the British Pass instead (the selected TF 
performs Time Lapse).

A

AIR STRIKE
Remove Damaged British ships. If this empties one or 
more TFs, remove them.
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, roll a die: If EVEN, 
treat as an ‘X’ British Action Table result; if ODD, treat 
as a ‘Convoy’ British Action Table result. 

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a German TF in range of a British 
Airbase or TF with a CV (select the target that will 
give the British the most favorable Air Support 
modi�er).
No Target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike, treat as an ‘X’ British Action 
Table result. Don‘t use the X - Selection Table. 
Instead, roll a die and apply the result indicated 
here: 
1-2 = select a TF nearest a German TF; this TF must     
            have a CA in it and no other ship class;
3-4 = select a TF nearest a German TF; this TF must         
            have a CV in it; 
5-6 = select an unidenti�ed TF (if none in play,       
            create one in St. John’s and select it).

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

After Trajectory action: roll again on the
British Action Table.

IC

convoy

convoy

convoy

convoy

Modi�er: +1 if at least one Convoy in play is dispersed

11d6 2 4 5

BB

Identify British Ships

BC
CA
CA

CA
CA

CA
CA
CA

3

CV
CA
CA

CA
CA

6

CA

Identify British Ships
When an unidenti�ed British TF is involved in a 
Battle and its ships must be transferred to the 
Battle Board, roll a die and use the result to 
determine its ships. If the TF is the target of a 
German Air Strike and the result is Hit or Damage, 
do the same (that is, use this table). If the result is 
a BB, select a slow BB.
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X

INTERCEPTION
End? If the Bismarck is sunk or Completed, or three 
Convoys have successfully Completed, the scenario 
ends. If it does not end, remove all Damaged British 
ships (if this empties a TF, remove the empty TF).
Select TF: If the scenario does not end, select a British 
TF. Do NOT select a TF that has a Convoy in it. To make 
the selection, roll a die and refer to the X Selection 
Table.  (In the table, ”nearest” means nearest to a 
German TF.) If the indicated TF is not in play (because 
no TF has a ship of the necessary class), select the 
nearest TF regardless of ship class (no Convoys). 

Action: The selected TF perform actions intended to 
Bring to Battle a German TF (it will not enter a hex 
with a German controlled port or air base). 
Which German target? If there is more than one 
German TF that can be targeted, roll a die:
     1-4 = select the TF with a BB in it;
     5-6 = select the nearest German TF.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
target hex.

Coordination? If a Convoy is in the target hex, it serves 
as Coordinating Task Force (CTF). If no Convoy in the 
hex and the star result is garnered (       ), another TF 
must be designated as CTF (select the nearest to the 
target hex; this CTF may not have a Convoy in it). It will 
take the most direct route while avoiding intel 
triggers (if Intel can’t be avoided, it does not perform a 
Trajectory action and there is no CTF).

1

1-3

4-5

6

1d6 32 5 6

X  Selection Table

4

a.

a. a. b. b. d.c.

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally 
Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the  B3 Debrie�ng Table for 
the outcome.

-5
-3

sunk
damaged

Each
German ship? VP0

3
no Hits
1-4 Hits

65-6 Hits
107+ Hits

British Convoys su�ered: VP

1
-1

yes
no

BB in a French port? VP

-2
0

yes
no

BCs entered play? VP

0
1
2

0
0
1

0
0
0

no Hits
Damaged

Sunk
0 0 0Completed

Completed (dispersed)

Each British ship...? VP

BB/BC CV CA/CL

0
0
0
-3
-1

Convoy

Catastrophe! The Fuhrer is shocked. He informs 
Raeder that the Tirpitz will remain in the Baltic.

What went wrong? If the Bismarck or one of the 
German BCs is sunk, this was a shocking defeat 
for the Fuhrer. If a British BB or BC was sunk, 
however, there is some redemption. 

Operation success. If the Bismarck is 
undamaged and not sunk, the operation was a 
success. If Damaged, Raeder is cautious and 
urges Luftwa�e assets to stabilize the situation 
in the air above the French ports.

Gloating! The Fuhrer’s voice on the radio is 
gleeful. “I gave Britain many chances to 
negotiate. So many chances...”

B3 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-3
or less

3 to

-2

Attrition. If the Bismarck is in a French port, 
undamaged, this is the sort of attrition warfare 
Raeder is happy about. If neither BC was 
damaged or sunk, or never entered play, he 
sketches the next operation.

4-6

7-9

10 +

Nearest Task Force with a BC;

b. Nearest Task Force with a BB;

c. Nearest Task Force with a CV;
If the CV is in Air Strike range and the 
Weather is Good, roll a die: if EVEN, it 
performs an Air Strike action instead; if 
ODD, it attempts to Bring to Battle the 
German TF; 

d. Nearest Task Force with a CA and no 
BB, BC, or CV;

nearest TF to the target hex;

TF with a CA, nearest to the 
target hex;

TF with a BB, nearest to the 
target hex.

Indicates that if a Convoy is not already in 
the target hex, you must also select a 
second Task Force to serve as CTF. To 
determine which TF, roll a die:

total all
Hits from

all Convoys
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Inbound

Reinforcement
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es

Gibra
lta

r

-3 VP if you bring 
this Reinforcement 

Group into play

Gibraltar

B4: Decision at Sea
May 1941. Intelligence indicates that the Bismarck is on the move and may attempt to sortie into the North Atlantic. It 
is accompanied by another ship, perhaps the Tirpitz or maybe a cruiser. In either case, the danger to convoys is acute. 
German battlecruisers are in Brest as well, and the RAF is pounding that port doing its best to keep them there, but if 
they slip out of port in a concerted operation with the Bismarck, Admiralty may have its Jutland. 

Objective
Your primary objective is to bring Convoys into their destination ports, unscathed. If the opportunity presents itself, 
sink enemy ships. If the Bismarck enters the fray, sink her.

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: British (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: no German TFs at start.

British player

Trondheim

1 CA

2 CA
2 CA

1 BB
1 BC

Mines

Tovey
1 BB
2 CA
2 CL

Reinforcement
A
St. John’s

Reinforcement
C

Scapa Flow

Convoy restrictions
Convoys can’t be destroyed but they 
may disperse       .  A Convoy may share 
its TF with only one other ship, and that 
ship may not be another Convoy.

The End
The scenario ends when three Convoys have successfully 
Completed in their destination ports. It may also end as a 
result of the German Action Table.

Rationing
When the Germans make a Weather Check, if the total 
number of Trajectory segments of TFs with Convoys in them is 
3 or less, the British lose 1 VP. 
Example: Two TFs have Convoys and combined they have a total of two Trajec-
tory segments. The British lose 1 VP.
Another Example: Only one TF has a Convoy and it is a Station. British Lose 1 VP.
Historical Note: Convoy tra�c could be disrupted easily, even by the mere threat 
of enemy battlecruisers and battleships. That disruption could have a lasting 
e�ect on Britain’s homefront and war e�ort.

11

Halifax to 
Clyde/Liverpool
11 segments

Clyde/Liverpool
to Gibraltar
10 segments
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erville

ToveyPound

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

Birmingham
1 

1/0CA

Somerville starts attached to any
British ship in Reinforcement Group B

Tovey starts attached to any
British ship in this TF

start with Pound
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German Actions
When the Germans have the Initiative, use the German 
Action Table to determine their actions. Roll a die and �nd 
the result in the row corresponding to the number of 
German Task Forces currently on the Operations Map. 

German Action Table
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11d6 2 3 4 5 6+

A A XBC Xu XBB XBB

AXBC A XuXa XBB

Xa XaC A XBBXBB

X

Legend of Action Table Results:

INTERCEPTION
A German TF performs actions intended to Bring to 
Battle a British TF with a Convoy in it (the nearest 
Convoy; if equally near choose the longest). It will 
avoid Intel triggers from ports and airbases (if that is 
impossible or there is no Convoy in play, treat as a ‘C’ 
German Action Table result). If possible it will also 
avoid Intel triggers from Stations. If possible, it will 
also avoid enemy air support range. See below for 
which TF performs the actions. If the selected TF has 
a Damaged ship, cancel the action and apply a ‘C’ 
German Action Table result instead, using the 
already selected TF. 

XBC – Select a TF with a BC in it. If there is no TF 
with a BC in it, create and select a new German TF in 
Brest and roll a die: if EVEN, place 2 BCs in it; if ODD, 
place 1 BC and 1 CA in it. 

Xa –  If there are already three German TFs in play, 
apply a ‘C’ German Action Table result instead. If two 
or fewer, select the German TF nearest a British TF. 

Xu – Select an unidenti�ed TF. If none in play, 
create and select a new unidenti�ed TF. Create 
where? Roll a die:
1-2 = Narvik,
3-5 = Trondheim,
6 = Kiel.

XBB – Select a TF with a BB in it. If there is no TF 
with a BB in it, treat as an ‘Xu’ German Action Table 
result.

A

AIR STRIKE
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, roll a die and 
apply the result:

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a British TF in range of a German 
airbase (select the target that will give the German 
the most favorable Air Support modi�er).
No Target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike action, apply an ‘XBB’ German 
Action Table result. But �rst, roll a die: if EVEN, 
remove an unidenti�ed TF from play. If ODD, if 
there is an unidenti�ed TF in play, roll a die to 
identify it (apply the result in either the top or 
bottom the Identify German TF table on p. 57).

Modi�er: +1 if no Convoy has Completed

If a German Airbase marker is in any of the 
hexes shown below with a die, remove it and 
the Germans Pass; otherwise, roll another die 
and place a German Airbase in the hex 
corresponding to the number rolled:

After placing the Airbase marker, the 
Germans Pass.

Apply a ‘C’ German Action Table result. If there 
are no German TFs in play, the Germans Pass 
instead.

Example:  you roll a ‘1’, 
place Airbase marker here.

Germans perform a Signals action 
targeting an Intel marker attached to a 
Convoy; if no Intel marker is attached to a 
Convoy, attach an Intel marker to a TF with a 
Convoy (select a segment in the middle of 
the longest Trajectory), then the Germans 
Pass; if no Convoy is in play or they are all 
Stations, the Germans Pass. 

1-2

3-4

5-6

1d6 Bad Weather Result

Coordination? Regardless of the TF selected, if there 
is a second German TF already in play, it performs a 
Trajectory action to the target hex in order to 
provide a Coordination modi�er (direct route while 
avoiding intel triggers; if Intel can’t be avoided, it 
does not perform a Trajectory action). The CTF may 
not have a Damaged ship in it.
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LIMIT: In this scenario, there can’t be more 
ships of a class in excess of the limit 
indicated on the right (”Ship Limit”). This 
includes ships in play and those that were 
in play. If the result would exceed that limit, 
replace the excess ship with a CL.

F.R.: False report. Remove the Task Force.

Use the top 
table if a BB is 
not yet in play. 
Use the bottom 
table if a BB is 
in play. If a BB 
was sunk or it 
Completed, use 
the bottom 
table.

1-31d6 4-5

BB

BB
Ship Limit

BC
CA
PB

2
2
2
2

Identify German Ships
BB not yet in play

Identify German Ships
BB is or was in play

BB
CA

6

F.R.

11d6 2-3 5-6

BB CA F.R.
4

PB

Crushing Defeat. If the number of Damaged 
and sunk British ships is equal to or greater 
than the number of Hits scored on Convoys, 
Churchill’s days are numbered at 10 Downing 
Street.

Missed Opportunity. If no British ship was sunk, 
Churchill is furious that the Home Fleet is too 
cautious. He leans on Pound to �nd another 
job for Tovey.

Tide has turned. Churchill can feel the fortunes 
of war turn in Britain’s favor. If a German BB 
was sunk, he says as much in his radio address.

Victory at sea! If a German BB was sunk, 
Churchill is ecstatic. 

B4 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-4
or less

0 to

-3

Attrition. If 4 or more Hits were scored on 
Convoys, Churchill quietly reads the reports. If 
a German BC was sunk, or a BB Damaged, his 
radio address presents this as a victory. If not a 
single German ship was sunk, downgrade this 
Outcome one row, to “Missed opportunity.” 

1-3

8-11

Tide is turning. If Hits on Convoys was less than 
4, Churchill is encouraged. If a British BB or BC 
was sunk, this was a di�cult pill for Churchill to 
swallow. If the Bismarck was sunk, it was worth 
it.

4-7

12 +

After successful Completion action:

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

IC

C

COMPLETION ACTION
Selection: Select a German TF with a Damaged ship. 
If none, select a TF with a PB in it. If none qualify, 
select the German TF nearest a German controlled 
port.

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in a port. 
The TF may need to perform a Trajectory action �rst 
(direct route avoiding Intel triggers, if possible; 
also avoid enemy air support range, if possible). If 
prevented from performing Completion due to Intel 
markers or Trajectory length, the Germans Pass 
instead or after the Trajectory action (the selected TF 
performs Time Lapse; remove Intel marker if 
possible).

Which Port? If the TF has a  Damaged ship, it 
attempts Completion in the nearest German 
controlled port. If not Damaged, it attempts to 
Complete in Brest.  

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally Victory 
Points (VP). Then, refer to the  B4 Debrie�ng Table for the outcome.

0
-2

no Hits
1-2 Hits

-53-5 Hits
-96-9 Hits

-1510+ Hits

Casualties...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

-1 each
0

yes
no

Did a German BC/BB
Complete in France?

VP

-3
0

yes
no

Reinf. Group B entered play? VP

4
0

yes (each)
no

Convoy Completed? VP

0
-1
-3

0
-2
-4

0
-1
-2

no Hits
Damaged

Sunk

Each
ship su�ered:

VP for British ships VP for German ships

Rationing

BB/BC CV CA/CL

0
1
4

0
0
2

BB/BC other

If dispersed, a 
Completed 

Convoy earns 
only 2 VP.

-1 VP
each instance

(see p. 54)
total all

Hits from
all Convoys

still at sea at scenario end (and not Damaged) -4 -1
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German Airbase in
Trondheim or Narvik

‘A’ Scenarios: Arctic Convoy
These scenarios explore the operations after Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union. Great Britain and the United 
States ferry trucks, tanks, aircraft, ri�es, ammunition, and provisions to their ally to the east while the remnants of the 
Kriegsmarine does its best to interfere with that tra�c.

Historically, Germany was �ghting a losing battle on multiple fronts. Its U-Boat �eet labored on, but its “happy time” had 
waned, while the long-range Fw200s had been dealt with by the RAF and Coastal Command. The surface raiders had been 
successfully hunted down by the Royal Navy, and even the mighty Bismarck’s one voyage resulted in defeat. The French 
ports to the west, those lethal points of launch, proved vulnerable to air raids and even sea raids, inspiring assets to be trans-
ferred to the relative safety of Norway and Germany. From there, the Kriegsmarine’s dwindling surface �eet could be used as 
a weapon against the arctic convoys ferrying supplies to the Soviet Union’s northern ports. By the summer of 1942, all other 
theaters of Germany’s war paled in comparison to the massive appetite of its east front. With the bulk of the surface �eet in 
Norway, the Kriegsmarine’s main goal became the disruption of the arctic convoy route, if not its severing.

Norway and France
Norway is controlled by Germany. Its ports are German, hostile to Britain (they are Intel triggers). France too has been 
overrun by Germany, and its ports and airbases are German (they are Intel triggers). Norwegian and French ports are 
all friendly to Germany, and connected to Port Boxes for German Task Forces. In these scenarios, a German Airbase 
marker will start in Trondheim or Narvik.

Operations Map
These scenarios use the Operations Map on the game board.
Air Bases: It is 1942, so all air bases are in play.
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A1: PQ Convoys
Early Summer 1942. It is imperative that supply reach Murmansk. The Luftwa�e and Kriegsmarine have advantage of 
position along the arctic route, having shifted assets from France to Norway, but Admiralty has the advantage of num-
bers. Stakes are high.

Objective
Your objective is to bring Convoys into their destination port, unscathed. It is vital Convoys reach the Soviet Union, but 
other Convoys can’t be neglected.

Convoys
Convoys can’t be destroyed but they 
may disperse      . A Convoy may share 
its TF with only one other ship, and that 
ship may not be another Convoy.

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: British (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: no German TFs at start, but a 
U-Boat force starts as shown.

The End
The scenario ends when three Convoys have successfully Completed in 
their destination ports. It may also end as a result of the German Action 
Table.

Reinforcement Convoys
Reinforcement Group A  is available without 
penalty (unlike Reinforcement Group B). How-
ever, when you perform a Reorganize action and 
successfully bring Reinforcement Group A into 
play, you must randomly determine its starting 
and destination ports by rolling a die. 

British player

1-2 

3-5 

6 

1d6

Clyde/Liverpool
to Murmansk

Hval�ord to
Murmansk

Hval�ord to
Archangel

Bletchley Park
When the British have Initiative, you may attach an Intel 
marker to a German Trajectory segment. You may do this  
only once during the scenario.

1 CA
1 CL

1 BB
1 BC
1 CA 2 CA

Tovey
1 BB
1 CV
2 CA

11
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any f1 
CA

any f1 
CA

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Inbound

Manchesterf1 
1/0CA

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

K. George V
f

4/2

2 
BB

Victorious m1 
CV Tovey

Berwick f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

USSR

USSR

Kenya f1 
1/0CA

any
f1 

CL
any

f1 
CL

Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

Duke of York
f

4/2

2 
BB

Somerville

London f1 
1/0CA

Reinforcement Group A 
This Group must be assigned starting and destination ports 
when it is brought in as reinforcements (Reorganize 
action). Roll a die and refer to p. 59 for assignment.

Somerville starts
attached to any
British ship in
Reinforcement
Group B

Tovey starts attached to any
British ship in this TF
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U-BOAT

German Actions
When the Germans have Initiative, use the German Action 
Table to determine their actions. Roll a die and �nd the 
result in the row corresponding to the number of success-
ful Convoy Completion actions. 

German Action Table

0

1

2+

N
um

be
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After successful Completion action:

11d6 2 3 4 5 6+

A A A X X C

AA X XX C

A XA A CX

C

COMPLETION ACTION
Selection: Select a German TF with a Damaged ship. 
If none, select an unidenti�ed TF. If none, select any 
German TF. The selected TF attempts to perform a 
Completion action (see “Completion Action” below). 

No German TF? If the Germans do not have a Task 
Force in play, they perform a Stealth Attack action 
instead . Select a U-Boat marker on the Operations 
Map; it performs the action. If no U-Boat marker is in 
play or if it does not have a target, treat as an ‘A’ 
German Action Table result instead.

Legend of Action Table Results:

Completion Action: Selected TF attempts to 
Complete in a port. The TF may need to perform a 
Trajectory action �rst (direct route avoiding British 
ports and airbases, and if possible, British air support 
range too). If prevented from performing Comple-
tion due to Intel markers or Trajectory length, the 
Germans Pass instead or after the Trajectory action 
(the selected TF performs Time Lapse; remove an 
Intel marker if possible, otherwise remove segments 
farthest from the port).

Which Port? If the selected TF has a Damaged ship, it 
attempts Completion in the nearest German 
controlled port. Others in Narvik or St. Nazaire, 
whichever is closer. 

Bergen: The hexes in and adjacent to Bergen are in 
British air support range. They can’t be avoided, so 
German TF segments may be placed in those hexes.

A

AIR STRIKE
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, and a U-Boat force 
is in a hex with an eligible target (a British TF Station, 
or segment with a Contact or Intel marker attached), 
it performs a Stealth attack. If no eligible target, or no 
U-Boat force is in play, roll a die and apply the result:

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a British Convoy in range of a 
German airbase (select the target that will give the 
Germans the most favorable Air Support modi�er). If 
no Convoy in range, target the nearest British TF.

No Target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike, treat as an ‘X’ German Action 
Table result instead. 

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

IC

Modi�er: +1 each Damaged German ship in play

The Germans perform a Stealth Recon action 
in the hex indicated by the die (roll a second 
die to determine which hex). Place a new 
U-Boat force there, or if already two are in 
play, move the nearest U-Boat force.

Example:  you roll a ‘5’, 
U-Boat force performs 
Stealth Recon here.

Germans perform a Signals action 
targeting an Intel marker attached to a 
Convoy; if none, Stealth Recon instead 
(place U-Boat force in Murmansk).

1-2

3-6

1d6 Bad Weather Result
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X

INTERCEPTION
End? If a German BB has Completed or was sunk, the 
scenario ends. Proceed to Debrie�ng.

Select TF: Select the nearest German TF to a Convoy. 
If there are no German TFs in play, create an uniden-
ti�ed TF . Roll a die and refer to this table to deter-
mine its starting port:

LIMIT: In this scenario, there can’t be 
more ships of a class in excess of the 
limit indicated on the right (”Ship 
Limit”). This includes ships in play and 
those that were in play. If the result 
would exceed that limit, replace the 
excess ship with a CL.

If more than one TF has a Convoy, it targets the nearest one. If possible, the selected TF will avoid the Air Strike range of 
British airbases (including British CVs). If possible, it will also avoid British TF Stations.

Action: The selected TF 
performs actions intended 
to Bring to Battle a British 
TF with a Convoy 
(however, if the selected 
TF has a Damaged ship, 
treat as a ‘C’ result instead). 

No Convoy? If there are no Convoys in play, or if the only Convoy is in a TF that is a Station in a Port Box, port hex, or a 
single segment in a British controlled port hex, and therefore can’t be targeted, deduct 1 VP from your score, and then 
treat this as a ‘C’ result.

21d6 3 5 6

BCBC

BB
Ship Limit

BC
CA
PB

1
1
1
1

CL
DD

2
1

Identify German Ships

BB
DD

1

CA
4

BB PB

Narvik

Trondheim

St. Nazaire

1d6 starting port

1-3

4-5

6

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally 
Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the  A1 Debrie�ng Table for 
the outcome.

5
2

sunk
damaged

-2
at sea at end of
scenario (not a

Station in a port
hex or box)

Each
German BB or BC ? VP0

-1
no Hits

1 Hit
-32-3 Hits
-64-5 Hits

-106+ Hits

British casualties...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

-3
0

yes
no

Reinf. Group B entered play? VP

3
0

yes (each)
no

Convoy Completed? VP

0
-1
-3

0
-2
-4

0
-1
-2

no Hits
Damaged

Sunk

Each British ship su�ered: VP

BB/BC CV CA/CL Losing? If the only Convoys that Completed in 
Murmansk or Archangel were dispersed, 
Churchill fumes at the Sea Lords. “When did it 
happen,” he asks them. “When did audacity 
vacate the British Isles?” He demands a more 
aggressive campaign.

Grim battles. If a German ship was sunk, at 
least Churchill can assure Stalin that the tide is 
shifting in the Allies’ favor. If none were sunk, 
Churchill has no choice but to invite more help 
from the Americans.

Good show. Churchill can look Stalin in the eye 
knowing Britain is doing its part. 

Steaming to victory! The Kriegsmarine is no 
longer an e�ective naval force. 

A1 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-4
or less

0 to

-3

Patience. Britain’s foreign o�ce is instructed 
once more to plead for Stalin’s patience as the 
convoys trickle in. If a British ship was sunk, or 3 
or more Hits scored on convoys, Churchill 
reminds Stalin of British sacri�ce. 

1-3

7-9

Strength. Churchill’s latest radio address 
emphasizes the word “strength.” With every 
plane, with every tank, with every convoy to 
the Soviet Union, the force arrayed against the 
Nazi foe grows stronger.

4-6

10 +

If dispersed, a Completed 
Convoy earns only 2 VP.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the target hex.

total all
Hits from

all Convoys
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U-BOAT

U-BOAT

Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

Reinforcement

A

ReinforcementB

Inbound

USSR Hval�ord to 
Murmansk
10 segments

m
ines

m
ines

U-BOAT

Raeder

German player

Trondheim
or Narvik

Kiel Brest

U-Boat
Box

Place a U-Boat force in a hex 3 or fewer hexes from 
a German controlled port (but not in a space with 
an enemy Station, port, or airbase). If you place it 
in a hex with a British Trajectory segment, attach 

an Intel marker to the segment.

A2: Last Battle
Early Summer 1942. The war in the east has taken longer than anticipated, and the war in the west failed to knock 
Britain to her knees. It is vital now that the convoys supplying and reinforcing Soviet armies be intercepted and dealt 
with, and it is urgent that Britain’s own lifeline be assailed.

Objective
Savage British Convoys wherever you �nd them.  The Kriegsmarine has dwindled since 1939, and there is not much 
left. Don’t squander what remains.

one only

Set-Up
Weather: Good
Initiative: German (the player)
Map: Operations Map (game board)
Enemy: British TFs and Mines start as 
indicated.
RV markers: Optional.

The End
The scenario ends when the Germans have no Task Forces in play (they are 
sunk or Completed). It may also end as a result of the British Action Table. 
The scenario may end even if you have yet to make a Fueling Check.

German Ships & Reinforcements
See p. 65 for your pool of assets available in this scenario. Before taking 
your �rst action, spend VP to set-up your forces and plan reinforcements.

start with Raeder

CA
CL

2 CA

BB
CV
2 CA

1 BB
2 CL

BB
BC
CA

New York to 
Clyde/Liverpool
12 segments
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Ramilles
s

3/1

2 
BB

any f1 
CA

CONVOYvs

-2/na

CONVOYvs

-2/na

Sheffield f1 
1/0CA

Renown
f

2/1

2 
BC

Arethusa
f1 

0/-1CL

Inbound

Manchesterf1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

Malaya
s

3/1

2 
BB

K. George V
f

4/2

2 
BB

Victorious m1 
CV

Berwick f1 
1/0CA

any f1 
1/0CA

USSR

Kenya f1 
1/0CA

any
f1 

CL any
f1 

CL Suffolk f1 
1/0CA

Duke of York
f

4/2

2 
BB

London f1 
1/0CA

Wichita f1 
1/0CA

Tuscaloosaf1 
1/0CA

British Ships
Arrange the British Task Force Display as you 
see here. Some Task Forces may enter play as a 
result of the British Action Table or a Fueling 
Check.

This Task Force does 
not set up at start.
It may enter play via 
a Fueling Check.

This Task Force does 
not set up at start.
It may enter play via 
a Fueling Check.

Convoys
A Convoy can’t be destroyed. It will only disperse 
during the Maneuver step of a Battle Round, and only if 
one or more of these conditions are true:
- it has su�ered 4+ Hits;
- it is alone on the Battle Board (no other British ships);
- there is a Damaged ship in its Task Force.
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Reinforcement
A

Reinforcement
B

German Forces
You are welcome to use all of the ships shown on this page. However, each incurs a cost, to be paid in VP during 
Debrie�ng. The Kriegsmarine was pummeled by this time in the war, as more than two years of operations wore Germany’s 
assets to a breaking point. Instead of starting with ships at set-up, you may put them in Reinforcement Groups, but a 
maximum of two Reinforcement Groups may be used in this scenario. If you don’t actually successfully enter a Rein-
forcement Group during the scenario, you don’t pay their VP cost during Debrie�ng. You start with two U-Boat force 
markers, Raeder, and one RV marker, all free of charge (see p. 63). 

Ship

= VP Cost
start in a TF in...

start in Reinforcement...

Kiel KielTrondheim Narvik Brest Brest

-2 -3

#

-4 -5 -1 -5

-1 -2 -3 -5 -1 -2

0 -1 -2 -5 0 -5

-1 -1 -1 -5 0 -5

-1 -2 -3 -3 -1 -2

-1 -1 -3 -3 0 -2

0

-1 each

0 0 0 0 0

2 Tirpitz
BB

m

4/2

2 Scharnhorst
BC

f

3/2

Lutzow m1 
2/1PB

Hipper f1 
1/0CA

Pr. Eugenf1 
1/0CA

Scheer m1 
2/1PB

s
0/naDD

SQUADRON

RV

Rendezvous Marker
The �rst RV marker is free (0 VP). If you want more, each costs 1 VP (-1 deduction). You may place up to 
four RV markers on the Operations Map at start. They may be placed in any hexes, one marker per hex, 
but none may be placed within 2 hexes of a British port or airbase, nor within 2 hexes of a British TF, nor 
adjacent to another RV marker. 
Bene�t: RV markers allow you to perform Fueling Checks during the scenario, which will have random 
consequences, some bene�cial. These markers represent secret points of rendezvous with one or more auxiliary 
ships. Such clandestine meetings were dangerous, since Bletchley Park had managed to crack the cipher system. 

3 Hits destroys the DD Squadron and its Task Force may not have more than 6 segments in its Trajectory (fuel limitations)
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RV
1

RV

CONTACT

CONTACT

Evasiv
e

CONTACT

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

Gibr
alt

ar

Gibr
alt

ar

Remove the RV marker. Remove 
(repair) one Hit from one undam-
aged German ship in the TF (if none 
have a Hit to repair, and is not Dam-
aged, gain 1 VP). 

Remove the RV marker.
News: If there are fewer 
than three Convoys on 
the Operations Map, 
place a new TF as 
shown (place a Convoy 
and a CA in it). 

Remove the RV marker.
News: If there are fewer than three Convoys on 
the Operations Map, place a new TF as shown. 

Use any available TF set; if all ten TFs 
are already in play, do not add this new 
TF.  

Use any available TF 
set; if all ten TFs are 
already in play, do not 
add this new TF.

Remove the RV marker, and another RV marker 
of your choice (if none to remove,                ). 

Remove the RV marker. Also 
remove an Evasive Maneuvers 
marker from the German TF (if it 
has one). 

New Peril: If Good Weather, place a new 
British TF Station (shown here) in the hex.  
Then, attach a Contact marker to the 
German Tf. Then, 

The British and Americans are actively hunting German supply 
ships.

Legend of Fueling Table Results:

a.

Shift the RV marker to an adjacent hex 
(your choice). Then,

h.

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, and it 
is a Station, attach a Contact marker to the 
German TF. 

b.

c.

New Objective:  The only actions this TF is permitted is 
Trajectory, Completion, and Pass. The TF may only 
Complete in Wlihelmshaven, Kiel, or St. Nazaire. You 
may not attach an Evasive Maneuvers marker to this 
TF. The ship has developed severe mechanical problems.

British TF in hex? If a British TF is in the hex, 

e.

f.

Remove the RV marker. 

News: If a BB or BC is in the rendezvous hex, 
you earn 3 VP. If not, you earn 1VP.  British 
Admiralty has diverted assets from other 
theaters to deal with German raiders in the 
Atlantic. 

g.

d.

Fueling Check
When you have Initiative, if a German TF is in the same hex as a Rendezvous marker and the TF is a Station, 
you must roll a die and apply the result on the Fueling Table. Unless noted otherwise by the Fueling Table 
result, you maintain Initiative after the check. 

1 21d6 3 4

a.

Fueling Table

b. c. d.

5 6

e. f.

a. b. d. f. g. h.

W

WBAD

G
 o

 o
 d

B 
a 

d

VforI

VforI

Remove the RV marker. Remove 
(repair) one Hit from one undam-
aged German ship in the TF (if 
none have a Hit to repair, and is 
not Damaged, gain 1 VP). 

New Peril: Place a new British TF 
station (shown here) in the hex.  
Then, attach a Contact marker to the 
German Tf. Then, 

VforI

VforI

VforI
move
1 hex

2 CAs
USA

1 BB
2 CAs

Clyde/Liverpool
to Gibraltar

10 segments
Convoy
and CA

New York to Gibraltar
11 segments

ships: Convoy,
BB (Washington)

and CA
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CONVOYvs

-2/na

British Actions
When the British have the Initiative, use the British Action 
Table to determine their actions. Roll a die and �nd the 
result in the row corresponding to the number of success-
ful British Completion actions (count only Completion 
actions involving Convoys). 

British Action Table

0

1

2+
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After successful Completion action:

11d6 2 3 4 5 6+

A A CX C C

AA X C C

X X

X

XE A C

C

E

X

COMPLETION ACTION
Selection: First, remove all Damaged British ships. If 
this empties a TF, remove the TF. Then, select a 
British TF with a Convoy (if more than one, select 
the shortest Trajectory). 

END?
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, remove a 
Rendezvous marker from play. If there are none to 
remove, the scenario ends. If it does not end, roll a 
die: if EVEN, treat as an ‘X’ British Action Table result; 
if ODD, treat as a ’C’ British Action Table result.

INTERCEPTION
End? If a German BB is sunk, or three German ships 
are sunk, or four Convoys have successfully 
Completed, the scenario ends. If it does not end, 
remove all Damaged British ships and proceed to 
Step 1 (if a TF is empty, remove it).

Step 1 – Select a Convoy:  Select a British TF with a 
Convoy in it. If more than one can be selected, 
select the Convoy with the shortest Trajectory. 
Extend the selected TF’s Trajectory to its destination 
port (if it already has a segment or Station in its 
destination port, select a di�erent Convoy; if all are 
in their destination ports, proceed to Step 2). The 
Trajectory should conform to the most direct route 
while avoiding Intel triggers, if possible.

No Convoy?  If there is no British TF in play that has a 
Convoy in it, treat as a ‘C’ British Action Table result.

‘X’ INTERCEPTION is continued on p. 68

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, remove a 
U-Boat marker from play. If there are none to 
remove, the scenario ends. If it does not end, roll a 
die: if EVEN, treat as an ‘A’ British Action Table result; 
if ODD, treat as a ‘C’ British Action Table result.

Legend of Action Table Results:

Action: Selected TF attempts to Complete in its 
destination port. The TF may need to perform a 
Trajectory action �rst (direct route avoiding Intel 
triggers if possible; also, it will do its best to avoid  
German Air Strike range if possible). If prevented 
from performing Completion due to Intel markers or 
Trajectory length, the British Pass instead (the 
selected TF performs Time Lapse).

A

AIR STRIKE
Bad Weather: If the Weather is Bad, treat as an ‘X’ 
result. 

Good Weather: If the Weather is Good, perform an 
Air Strike targeting a German TF in range of a British 
Airbase or TF with a CV (select the target that will 
give the British the most favorable Air Support 
modi�er).

No Target? If the Weather is Good but there is no 
target for an Air Strike, treat as an ‘X’ British Action 
Table result (and a ‘c.’ result on the ‘X Selection 
Table’ on p. 68).

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
target hex.

Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
destination port.

IC

Modi�er: +1 if no German TFs can be intercepted

1-3 4-5 6

Hval�ord to 
Murmansk

St. John’s to
Clyde/Liverpool

Archangel to
Hval�ord

1d6 New Convoy TF

(all are in Port Boxes, or they are 
Stations in port or airbase hexes, or 
their Trajectories do not extend outside 
of port ir airbase hexes)

New Convoy? If there are less than 2 Convoys in 
play, create and select a new TF and place a Convoy 
and a CA in it. Roll a die and �nd its starting port and 
destination port in the New Convoy TF table:
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X

INTERCEPTION (continued)
Step 2 – Select TF: Roll a die and select the TF indicated in 
the X Selection Table. If the TF is not available (for 
example, you rolled a ‘3’ but there are no British TF’s with a 
BC in them), select another TF (the nearest one to an 
eligible German TF; “eligible means it can be targeted for 
interception). The selected TF may not have a Convoy. 

Action: The selected TF perform actions intended to 
Bring to Battle a German TF (it will not enter a hex with 
a German controlled port or air base). 
Which German target? If there is more than one 
German TF that can be targeted, roll a die:
  1-4 = select the TF with a BB in it;
  5-6 = select the German TF nearest  a British Convoy.

No Target? If there are no German TFs to intercept, or 
the only German TFs are Stations in ports or hexes with 
airbases (or their target Trajectories do not stretch 
outside of such protective hexes), treat as a ‘C’ British 
Action Table result. 

Coordination? If a Convoy is in the target hex, it serves 
as Coordinating Task Force (CTF). If no Convoy in the 
hex and the star result is garnered (       ), another TF 
must be designated as CTF (select the nearest to the 
target hex; this CTF may not have a Convoy in it). It will 
take the most direct route while avoiding intel 
triggers (if Intel can’t be avoided, it does not perform a 
Trajectory action and there is no CTF).
Time Lapse: Remove segments farthest from the 
German TF (and farthest from the target hex).

Determine Outcome

Mission objectives...

When the scenario ends, use the following tables to tally 
Victory Points (VP). Then, refer to the  A2 Debrie�ng Table for 
the outcome.

-4
-2

-2
-1

sunk
damaged

Each
German ship?

VP

0
2

no Hits
1 Hit

52-3 Hits
84-5 Hits

126-8 Hits
159-11 Hits
2012+ Hits

British disposition...

British Convoys su�ered: VP

-?
+?Fueling Check VP

VP cost from p. 64
Ships & RV markers VP

0
1
2

0
0
1

0
0
0

no Hits
Damaged (removed)

Sunk

Each British ship su�ered: VP

BB/BC

BB/BC other

CV CA/CL

0
0
0

0 0 0Completed -2

Convoy

Defeat! The Führer is in a rage, pacing. He 
shouts at Raeder:  “I predicted this!”

Decline. If 7 or more Hits were scored on 
Convoys, improve this Outcome one row to 
“Consolation.” If a German BB was sunk, reduce 
it one row instead, to “Defeat!”

Sustained. The war is brutal, but the German 
navy struggles to maintain its important role 
against British convoys. If 7 or fewer Hits were 
scored on Convoys, reduce this Outcome one 
row, to “Consolation.”

Mighty blow! The Kriegsmarine makes a 
powerful strike against the Royal Navy. Raeder 
is happy to relate the full report to the Führer. 
Sacri�ces were worth it.

A2 Debriefing Table
O  U  T  C  O  M  EVP

-5
or less

0 to

-4

Consolation. Was this a victory? If the Germans 
did not lose a BB or BC (sunk), yes. If Britain lost 
a BB or BC, Hitler will tell the Volk this was an 
astounding victory, and if a German BB was 
sunk, a costly but “astounding victory.” 

1-4

5-9

10 +

total all
Hits from

all Convoys

1-2

1-3

4-5

6

1d6 43 6

X  Selection Table

5

a.

n. a. a. b. c.

Nearest Task Force with a BC;

n. Nearest Task Force with a BB or BC.

b. Nearest Task Force with a BB;
c. Nearest Task Force with a CV;

If the CV is in Air Strike range and the 
Weather is Good, it performs an Air Strike 
action instead;

nearest TF to the target hex;

TF with a CA, nearest to the target 
hex;

TF with a BB, nearest to the target 
hex.

Indicates that if a Convoy is not already in 
the target hex, you must also select a 
second Task Force to serve as CTF. To 
determine which TF, roll a die:

Legend of results
(”nearest” means nearest to a German TF that can be 
targeted for a Naval Search, Signals, or Engage action)

no modi�ers
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Historical Notes
The war depicted by Atlantic Chase laid down its historical 
hull long before September 1939. Once the shooting started, 
decisions were shaped by the world of 1914. That world had 
been shaped by naval theorists such as Alfred Mahan, 
insisting on the decisive battle as a vital instrument ensuring 
command of the sea. Or perhaps we should dip deeper into 
the nineteenth century, to the beginnings of the iron-hull 
navy that replaced the old wooden ships of Admiral Nelson’s 
day. One can still tread the wharves of Portsmouth and 
board his timber �agship, HMS Victorious, and then stroll a 
little way further along the waterside to board HMS Warrior 
and touch its iron hull. Built in 1860, powered by coal, it and 
her sister ships ruled Britain’s far-�ung colonies and trade 
routes. That empire, so vast in the nineteenth century and so 
vulnerable in the twentieth, is at the root of the war 
depicted in Atlantic Chase.

The outcome of the Great War necessitated the decimation, 
by political �at, of the German navy, so when that nation 
rebuilt a new navy, its weaponry had advantages over Great 
Britain’s older stock of naval assets. This was very much on 
the British mind in 1939. Austerity of the 1920s and early 
1930s saw politicians, even Winston Churchill, insist on 
curtailing military spending. International negotiations that 
restricted the size of navies, as well as a faith in the strictures 
of the Versailles Treaty, and domestic distractions at home, 
guided political leaders in Britain. The rise of the Nazi party 
in Germany, however, with its insistence on rearming the 
nation, jolted Great Britain into refurbishing its own naval 
assets and embarking upon a costly program of building 
modern assets in the late 1930s. Meanwhile, British conser-
vatives, such as Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, relied 
on a policy of appeasement in order to buy the Royal Navy 
the time it needed to modernize. 

 The leaders of both nation’s navies sketched out plans for 
victory. At the start of 1939, their respective political leaders 
assured the admirals war would not break out for several 
years. That was a good thing, since Germany was short on 
U-boats, its principal weapon against Britain’s supply 
network, and its surface �eet did not yet have its largest 
capital ships (BBs). Across the water, the Royal Navy was 
short on destroyers and large capital ships, those new 
battleships that could keep pace with large and fast ships in 
the German, Italian, and Japanese navies, and it had not 
completed enough aircraft carriers either. Its assets would 
be spread thin (there would be times when its base in 
Singapore would command the sea more by threat and 
reputation than by the actual presence of capital ships). A 
new war in Europe would demand the concentration of 
assets in the North Sea, the �rst line of defense against the 
new Reichsmarine, rechristened in 1935 the “Kriegsmarine,” a 
name signalling the new Germany’s martial ambitions.

The year 1939 did not go as planned. Adolf Hitler misjudged 
Britain’s resolve to resist German expansion, while Chamber-

lain exaggerated the Nazi leader’s willingness to avert a 
hostile war. That war arrived in September, several years 
early. Not surprisingly, the opening moves by both navies 
were defensive in character while their leadership pulled out 
old lessons.

Along the German and British coasts of the North Sea, mines 
were once again laid down by both nations as they had 
been twenty years earlier. This time air assets were often 
employed for this task, especially by Britain, and both sides 
toyed with the prospect of using the mine as an o�ensive 
weapon. Magnetic mines were laid down on the British 
coast, in the mouth of the Humber and near Methil, by 
German boats and U-boats, while British submarines and 
aircraft targeted stretches of coast near Jutland, Texel, and 
Wilhelmshaven. Plans were sketched for aerial raids along 
the Rhine in order to install mines on that vital shipping lane. 

Meanwhile, the Kriegsmarine sent out small and medium 
sized surface raiders, initiating war on Britain’s imperial 
network. The smaller ships could be disguised, such as the 
Widder and the Altmark, while the larger panzerschi�, the 
“pocket battleships,” pushed across the North Sea before the 
blockade could be tightened, hunting for merchant tra�c. 
The cruise of the Graf Spee in the South Atlantic seemed to 
replay the �rst war too, as it hunted down one merchant 
vessel after another before Great Britain could organize a 
reliable system of convoy tra�c. Although the Graf Spee 
would meet its end at the hands of a Royal Navy cruiser 
squadron, it exposed Great Britain’s vulnerability. The 
airplane also inspired caution among the high commands of 
both navies, dissuading the Royal Navy from dispatching a 
squadron of capital ships into the Baltic to assist belea-
guered Poland.

Soon the new war would diverge dramatically from the old. 
In 1940, political machinations over access to Norway’s inner 
leads would give way to all-out war in the Norwegian Sea. 
Although iron ore from Sweden could be delivered much of 
the year through the Baltic Sea, for half the year it could only 
reach German industry by railroad to Narvik, and then south 
along the vulnerable coast. As the Wehrmacht shifted its 
force from its Polish conquest to the western frontier of 
Belgium and France, Norway slowly found itself dragged 
into the war despite its assertion of neutrality. While the First 
Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, insisted on laying 
mines along Norway’s neutral coast, Grand Admiral Raeder 
and Admiral Donitz, commander of the U-boat force, made 
persuasive arguments to the Fuhrer about the value of 
Norway as a naval harbor. Its merchant raiders had already 
been plying its �ords as a route around the Royal Navy’s 
blockade, and with Britain’s threat  to sever Sweden’s iron 
ore supply by invasion, a pre-emptive adventure in Norway 
seemed urgent.

By June 1940, Great Britain would �nd itself evacuating 
troops from Narvik in the north and Dunkirk in the south. By 

July, the Kriegsmarine not only had access to Norwegian 
ports, it also could harbor in French ports on the Bay of 
Biscay. The old strategy of bottling the German navy in the 
North Sea had been overturned. The debacle in Norway 
forced Chamberlain to step aside for a more hawkish leader, 
and before Churchill had moved into 10 Downing Street he 
would be receiving his French counterpart’s dispatch that 
the French army was broken. By August, the Luftwa�e would 
begin an aerial campaign against Great Britain, not across 
the North Sea as anticipated by pre-war planners, but from 
French air�elds across the much shorter distance of the 
English Channel. Meanwhile, in the Mediterranean Sea, Italy 
would take advantage of its ally’s success and invade 
Britain’s Egyptian colony, threatening the Suez Canal, a vital 
road to Asia. Royal Navy assets would be spread thin 
between the North Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and Asian 
waters.

After the fall of Norway and France, the Kriegsmarine took 
time to shift assets to new ports. The blockade stretched 
north to Iceland and the Denmark Strait, as the Royal Navy 
strove to keep German surface raiders, especially the new 
battlecruisers, from gaining access to the ports on the Bay of 
Biscay. It could do little to prevent U-boats from basing 
there, and the latter months of 1940 proved deadly for 
Britain’s merchant �eet in the North Atlantic. 

In 1941, surface assets would be shifted to French ports as 
well, but Raeder insisted on a �nesse strategy minimizing 
risk. In March, Operation Berlin demonstrated the blockade’s 
vulnerability, as the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau operated for 
several weeks in the North Atlantic, refueling at sea, and 
hunting merchant ships until slipping into their new French 
base in Brittany. That was supposed to be only the �rst move 
of a larger naval campaign. The Bismarck, an even more 
lethal battleship, was soon ready to leave the safety of the 
Baltic and follow the trail to Brittany, accompanied by the 
Prinz Eugen, a heavy cruiser. It rounded the Kattegat in May 
and was spotted by Swedish and Norwegian agents. By the 
time Admiral Lutjens’ squadron made its way into Norwe-
gian �ords near Bergen, camera-equipped long-range 
Spit�res were searching the coastline for them. Admiral 
Tovey, in command of the Home Fleet and responsible for 
maintaining the blockade, sent assets in motion. Anticipat-
ing a route north along the coast and then a turn west into 
the foggy Denmark Strait, he hoped to intercept Lutjens in 
the north-western mouth to the Atlantic. Meanwhile, 
convoys had already been assigned battleship escort, quite a 
burden of assets, and several convoys were now ordered to 
return to port or delay embarkation until the crisis was 
resolved.

Cruisers in the Denmark Strait spotted the German squadron 
using the war‘s new technology, radar. The Bismarck was 
“sighted” and yet unseen, except for a brief moment when 
the British cruiser herself was detected by Lutjens, and the 
Bismarck turned about to confront her. Shadowed through 

the strait, the Bismarck would confront Tovey’s big guns, 
HMS Prince of Wales and HMS Hood, on the morning of May 
24. The battle lasted an hour, and in the �rst �fteen minutes 
ordnance from the Bismarck’s guns penetrated the Hood’s 
decks and her magazine under the turret, and she went 
down. The Prince of Wales had mistaken the German cruiser 
for a battleship, and although the Bismarck had been hit 
e�ectively, the surviving British battleship withdrew. The 
chase was on for the next three days as Lutjens strove to 
elude pursuing cruisers, aircraft from British carriers, and an 
increasing array of British battleships. Leaking oil, the 
Bismarck headed for France and nearly made it, after 
enduring several brief encounters with British sea and air 
assets, but was ultimately sunk just out of Luftwa�e range 
from Brittany.

The two German battlecruisers already in French ports were 
still re�tting from their own voyage through the blockade, 
and had been harassed e�ectively in port by British air 
assets. Had the Bismarck joined those two vessels, reinforced 
by the heavy cruiser, that new squadron of �ve ships would 
have been an impressive force in the North Atlantic. 
Reinforced later in the year by the second German battle-
ship, the Tirpitz, would Raeder have traded �nesse for a 
sledgehammer? Assuming the Kriegsmarine could maintain 
a viable force in French ports, there are tantalizing possibili-
ties to consider. Operation Torch, the allied invasion of North 
Africa, looks very di�erent, for example. At the end of 1942, 
the United States’ route to Morocco could have been 
contested by German naval assets based in the Bay of Biscay, 
or delayed until those threats were dealt with.

By the end of 1941, Germany’s assets would shift dramati-
cally east. The campaign in the Baltic States, Russia, and the 
Ukraine would gobble men and materiel to such an extent 
that all other theaters in Europe would become secondary to 
the invasion of the Soviet state. By February the next year, 
even the battlecruisers and the Prinz Eugen in Brittany would 
be shifted to Norway, where they could interfere with or at 
least threaten the supply line connecting the Soviet Union 
to her new unlikely allies,  Great Britain and the United 
States. This shift would make Admiral Tovey’s job easier, 
relieving pressure from the blockade and allowing the war in 
the Atlantic to be one fought by destroyer and airplane 
rather than cruiser and battleship. Soon Britain’s Admiralty 
would send naval assets to Asia to shore up the war it was 
losing against Imperial Japan. Tovey would concentrate his 
own resources on the Norwegian Sea and the supply route 
to Murmansk. The naval war on the surface would leave the 
North Atlantic for that sea, and soon, the weight of American 
assets and the strain on Germany’s naval and air assets, 
would render the Nazi state incapable of contesting the 
Royal Navy, except under the water. The Scharnhorst’s 
sinking in early 1943 would be the �nal blow to the mighty 
Kriegsmarine’s surface arm. Admiral Donitz and his dwin-
dling �eet of U-boats would labor on, but the Kriegsmarine 
was �ghting a losing battle.
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Historical Notes
The war depicted by Atlantic Chase laid down its historical 
hull long before September 1939. Once the shooting started, 
decisions were shaped by the world of 1914. That world had 
been shaped by naval theorists such as Alfred Mahan, 
insisting on the decisive battle as a vital instrument ensuring 
command of the sea. Or perhaps we should dip deeper into 
the nineteenth century, to the beginnings of the iron-hull 
navy that replaced the old wooden ships of Admiral Nelson’s 
day. One can still tread the wharves of Portsmouth and 
board his timber �agship, HMS Victorious, and then stroll a 
little way further along the waterside to board HMS Warrior 
and touch its iron hull. Built in 1860, powered by coal, it and 
her sister ships ruled Britain’s far-�ung colonies and trade 
routes. That empire, so vast in the nineteenth century and so 
vulnerable in the twentieth, is at the root of the war 
depicted in Atlantic Chase.

The outcome of the Great War necessitated the decimation, 
by political �at, of the German navy, so when that nation 
rebuilt a new navy, its weaponry had advantages over Great 
Britain’s older stock of naval assets. This was very much on 
the British mind in 1939. Austerity of the 1920s and early 
1930s saw politicians, even Winston Churchill, insist on 
curtailing military spending. International negotiations that 
restricted the size of navies, as well as a faith in the strictures 
of the Versailles Treaty, and domestic distractions at home, 
guided political leaders in Britain. The rise of the Nazi party 
in Germany, however, with its insistence on rearming the 
nation, jolted Great Britain into refurbishing its own naval 
assets and embarking upon a costly program of building 
modern assets in the late 1930s. Meanwhile, British conser-
vatives, such as Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, relied 
on a policy of appeasement in order to buy the Royal Navy 
the time it needed to modernize. 

 The leaders of both nation’s navies sketched out plans for 
victory. At the start of 1939, their respective political leaders 
assured the admirals war would not break out for several 
years. That was a good thing, since Germany was short on 
U-boats, its principal weapon against Britain’s supply 
network, and its surface �eet did not yet have its largest 
capital ships (BBs). Across the water, the Royal Navy was 
short on destroyers and large capital ships, those new 
battleships that could keep pace with large and fast ships in 
the German, Italian, and Japanese navies, and it had not 
completed enough aircraft carriers either. Its assets would 
be spread thin (there would be times when its base in 
Singapore would command the sea more by threat and 
reputation than by the actual presence of capital ships). A 
new war in Europe would demand the concentration of 
assets in the North Sea, the �rst line of defense against the 
new Reichsmarine, rechristened in 1935 the “Kriegsmarine,” a 
name signalling the new Germany’s martial ambitions.

The year 1939 did not go as planned. Adolf Hitler misjudged 
Britain’s resolve to resist German expansion, while Chamber-

lain exaggerated the Nazi leader’s willingness to avert a 
hostile war. That war arrived in September, several years 
early. Not surprisingly, the opening moves by both navies 
were defensive in character while their leadership pulled out 
old lessons.

Along the German and British coasts of the North Sea, mines 
were once again laid down by both nations as they had 
been twenty years earlier. This time air assets were often 
employed for this task, especially by Britain, and both sides 
toyed with the prospect of using the mine as an o�ensive 
weapon. Magnetic mines were laid down on the British 
coast, in the mouth of the Humber and near Methil, by 
German boats and U-boats, while British submarines and 
aircraft targeted stretches of coast near Jutland, Texel, and 
Wilhelmshaven. Plans were sketched for aerial raids along 
the Rhine in order to install mines on that vital shipping lane. 

Meanwhile, the Kriegsmarine sent out small and medium 
sized surface raiders, initiating war on Britain’s imperial 
network. The smaller ships could be disguised, such as the 
Widder and the Altmark, while the larger panzerschi�, the 
“pocket battleships,” pushed across the North Sea before the 
blockade could be tightened, hunting for merchant tra�c. 
The cruise of the Graf Spee in the South Atlantic seemed to 
replay the �rst war too, as it hunted down one merchant 
vessel after another before Great Britain could organize a 
reliable system of convoy tra�c. Although the Graf Spee 
would meet its end at the hands of a Royal Navy cruiser 
squadron, it exposed Great Britain’s vulnerability. The 
airplane also inspired caution among the high commands of 
both navies, dissuading the Royal Navy from dispatching a 
squadron of capital ships into the Baltic to assist belea-
guered Poland.

Soon the new war would diverge dramatically from the old. 
In 1940, political machinations over access to Norway’s inner 
leads would give way to all-out war in the Norwegian Sea. 
Although iron ore from Sweden could be delivered much of 
the year through the Baltic Sea, for half the year it could only 
reach German industry by railroad to Narvik, and then south 
along the vulnerable coast. As the Wehrmacht shifted its 
force from its Polish conquest to the western frontier of 
Belgium and France, Norway slowly found itself dragged 
into the war despite its assertion of neutrality. While the First 
Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, insisted on laying 
mines along Norway’s neutral coast, Grand Admiral Raeder 
and Admiral Donitz, commander of the U-boat force, made 
persuasive arguments to the Fuhrer about the value of 
Norway as a naval harbor. Its merchant raiders had already 
been plying its �ords as a route around the Royal Navy’s 
blockade, and with Britain’s threat  to sever Sweden’s iron 
ore supply by invasion, a pre-emptive adventure in Norway 
seemed urgent.

By June 1940, Great Britain would �nd itself evacuating 
troops from Narvik in the north and Dunkirk in the south. By 

July, the Kriegsmarine not only had access to Norwegian 
ports, it also could harbor in French ports on the Bay of 
Biscay. The old strategy of bottling the German navy in the 
North Sea had been overturned. The debacle in Norway 
forced Chamberlain to step aside for a more hawkish leader, 
and before Churchill had moved into 10 Downing Street he 
would be receiving his French counterpart’s dispatch that 
the French army was broken. By August, the Luftwa�e would 
begin an aerial campaign against Great Britain, not across 
the North Sea as anticipated by pre-war planners, but from 
French air�elds across the much shorter distance of the 
English Channel. Meanwhile, in the Mediterranean Sea, Italy 
would take advantage of its ally’s success and invade 
Britain’s Egyptian colony, threatening the Suez Canal, a vital 
road to Asia. Royal Navy assets would be spread thin 
between the North Atlantic, the Mediterranean, and Asian 
waters.

After the fall of Norway and France, the Kriegsmarine took 
time to shift assets to new ports. The blockade stretched 
north to Iceland and the Denmark Strait, as the Royal Navy 
strove to keep German surface raiders, especially the new 
battlecruisers, from gaining access to the ports on the Bay of 
Biscay. It could do little to prevent U-boats from basing 
there, and the latter months of 1940 proved deadly for 
Britain’s merchant �eet in the North Atlantic. 

In 1941, surface assets would be shifted to French ports as 
well, but Raeder insisted on a �nesse strategy minimizing 
risk. In March, Operation Berlin demonstrated the blockade’s 
vulnerability, as the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau operated for 
several weeks in the North Atlantic, refueling at sea, and 
hunting merchant ships until slipping into their new French 
base in Brittany. That was supposed to be only the �rst move 
of a larger naval campaign. The Bismarck, an even more 
lethal battleship, was soon ready to leave the safety of the 
Baltic and follow the trail to Brittany, accompanied by the 
Prinz Eugen, a heavy cruiser. It rounded the Kattegat in May 
and was spotted by Swedish and Norwegian agents. By the 
time Admiral Lutjens’ squadron made its way into Norwe-
gian �ords near Bergen, camera-equipped long-range 
Spit�res were searching the coastline for them. Admiral 
Tovey, in command of the Home Fleet and responsible for 
maintaining the blockade, sent assets in motion. Anticipat-
ing a route north along the coast and then a turn west into 
the foggy Denmark Strait, he hoped to intercept Lutjens in 
the north-western mouth to the Atlantic. Meanwhile, 
convoys had already been assigned battleship escort, quite a 
burden of assets, and several convoys were now ordered to 
return to port or delay embarkation until the crisis was 
resolved.

Cruisers in the Denmark Strait spotted the German squadron 
using the war‘s new technology, radar. The Bismarck was 
“sighted” and yet unseen, except for a brief moment when 
the British cruiser herself was detected by Lutjens, and the 
Bismarck turned about to confront her. Shadowed through 

the strait, the Bismarck would confront Tovey’s big guns, 
HMS Prince of Wales and HMS Hood, on the morning of May 
24. The battle lasted an hour, and in the �rst �fteen minutes 
ordnance from the Bismarck’s guns penetrated the Hood’s 
decks and her magazine under the turret, and she went 
down. The Prince of Wales had mistaken the German cruiser 
for a battleship, and although the Bismarck had been hit 
e�ectively, the surviving British battleship withdrew. The 
chase was on for the next three days as Lutjens strove to 
elude pursuing cruisers, aircraft from British carriers, and an 
increasing array of British battleships. Leaking oil, the 
Bismarck headed for France and nearly made it, after 
enduring several brief encounters with British sea and air 
assets, but was ultimately sunk just out of Luftwa�e range 
from Brittany.

The two German battlecruisers already in French ports were 
still re�tting from their own voyage through the blockade, 
and had been harassed e�ectively in port by British air 
assets. Had the Bismarck joined those two vessels, reinforced 
by the heavy cruiser, that new squadron of �ve ships would 
have been an impressive force in the North Atlantic. 
Reinforced later in the year by the second German battle-
ship, the Tirpitz, would Raeder have traded �nesse for a 
sledgehammer? Assuming the Kriegsmarine could maintain 
a viable force in French ports, there are tantalizing possibili-
ties to consider. Operation Torch, the allied invasion of North 
Africa, looks very di�erent, for example. At the end of 1942, 
the United States’ route to Morocco could have been 
contested by German naval assets based in the Bay of Biscay, 
or delayed until those threats were dealt with.

By the end of 1941, Germany’s assets would shift dramati-
cally east. The campaign in the Baltic States, Russia, and the 
Ukraine would gobble men and materiel to such an extent 
that all other theaters in Europe would become secondary to 
the invasion of the Soviet state. By February the next year, 
even the battlecruisers and the Prinz Eugen in Brittany would 
be shifted to Norway, where they could interfere with or at 
least threaten the supply line connecting the Soviet Union 
to her new unlikely allies,  Great Britain and the United 
States. This shift would make Admiral Tovey’s job easier, 
relieving pressure from the blockade and allowing the war in 
the Atlantic to be one fought by destroyer and airplane 
rather than cruiser and battleship. Soon Britain’s Admiralty 
would send naval assets to Asia to shore up the war it was 
losing against Imperial Japan. Tovey would concentrate his 
own resources on the Norwegian Sea and the supply route 
to Murmansk. The naval war on the surface would leave the 
North Atlantic for that sea, and soon, the weight of American 
assets and the strain on Germany’s naval and air assets, 
would render the Nazi state incapable of contesting the 
Royal Navy, except under the water. The Scharnhorst’s 
sinking in early 1943 would be the �nal blow to the mighty 
Kriegsmarine’s surface arm. Admiral Donitz and his dwin-
dling �eet of U-boats would labor on, but the Kriegsmarine 
was �ghting a losing battle.
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Evasive Maneuvers

Slip

When the imaginary opponent has the choice between attempting to Seize Initiative or take an 
Evasive Maneuvers marker, make the decision by rolling a die: If 1-4, it attempts to Seize Initiative, 
and if 5-6 it takes the Evasive Maneuvers marker (attach it to a TF with a Convoy, or if no Convoy 
in play, to a TF with a Damaged ship; and if none of those are in play, on any TF). If all TFs already 

have an Evasive Maneuvers marker, it attempts to Seize Inititiave.
When to use an Evasive Maneuvers Marker? As soon as possible. If the imaginary player has the option to use 
it, it does so.

When the imaginary player garners an ‘S’ (Slip) result during Inter-
ruption, you are welcome to make the decision yourself. If you 
prefer randomness (or maybe you don’t trust yourself to make an 
honest choice for the imaginary player), roll a die:

1-4
5-6

Signals action

1d6 non-player response

Evasive Maneuvers

This British TF is “in” Scapa Flow’s hex. It is 
also NEAREST to Scapa Flow.

Terminology examples

NEAREST

IN

This British TF is the longest.

This British TF is nearest the 
German TF, and to Clyde.

SHORTEST
This TF is the shortest British 
Trajectory.

DIRECT
For the German TF, this route is 
the most direct to
Wilhelmshaven (but includes  
Intel triggers).

For the German TF, this route is 
the most direct to Wilhelmshaven 
while also avoiding Intel triggers 
(enemy ports, Stations, and air 
bases).

For this British TF, to bring the 
German TF to Battle, it would 
need to perform a Trajectory 
action (adding two segments and 
triggering Intel attachment in the 
station’s hex), and then an 
Engage action (after Interrup-
tion).

For this British TF, this 
end of the Trajectory is 
farthest from Scapa 
Flow.

If the German TF is not identi�ed, 
it has no ships in its box on the 
Task Force Display. Until identi-
�ed, it is very slow.

LONGEST

UNIDENTIFIED

BRING TO BATTLE

FARTHEST

AVOID INTEL TRIGGER


